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CHAP'11ER I

Ii'1T RODUC'.!1 ION

'fhe division that arose in the sixteenth century between
Lutherans and Reformed still exists.

:i'...Jei ther Reformed nor

the Lutheran churches of the world have reached a common mind
on the question of whether or not the doctrinal differences
that h a v e hi s torically divided them from one another have
been resolved, nor have either the Lutheran churches or the
Reformed churches achieved a common approach to the practical
problem of church fellowship with one another. 1
•rhis thesis is a study of how in one instance a Lutheran
<.,;hurch o f the late sixteenth century dealt with the problem of
church f e llowship with the adherents of the Reformed religion.
In the late sixteenth century the church at .f.lontb~liara, a
town in central/eastern France, was Lutheran.

A number of

~eformed Christians, fleeing persecution in France, had taken

1 church in Fellowshi : Pul it and Altar Fellowshi amen
Lutherans, edited by Vilmos Vajta ' linneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1963); Church in Fellowship Volume II: Pulpit
and Altar Fellowshi amen Lutheran Minorit and Youn er Churches,
edite
y Pau E. Ho man an Haring Meyer Minneapo is: Augsburg Publishing House, 1969); Albert Hass, Die Abendmahlsgemeinschaft in der EKD; Erwa un en zum Verstandnis der Arnoldshainer Thesen in 'rheologische Existenz Heute, Ur. 81 Munich:
Christian :i<aiser Verlag, 1960); i,larc Lienhard, Lutherischreformierte Kirchengemeinschaft heute: Der Leuenberger Konkordenentwurf im AOntext der bisherigen lutherisch-reformierten
Dialoge (Frankfurt: Verlag o. H. O. Lembeck/Verlag Joseph
Knecht, 1972); "The Leuenberg Concord," translated by John
Drickamer, The Springfielder, XXXV (Mare;h 1972~, 241-:-249:
'l he final German text (March 13, 1973) is reprinted in Tidskrift for Teologi og Kirke, XLIV (1973), 225-232.
1

2

refuge in Montb&liard.

The question arose:

should the

French exiles receive Holy Communion in the Lutheran church
of Montbeliard?

Having received unsatisfying answers from

the authorities at Geneva, the French exiles finally requested
of Count Frederick, the ruler of .:.•l ontbeliard, that he arrange
for a colloquy between James Andreae and Theodore Beza in which
the differences between the Lutheran and the Reformed religion would be discussed and hopefully resolved.

The colloquy

requested by the French exiles took place toward the end of
~-1arch 15 86.

After the colloquy Count Frederick provided the

French exiles with this answer to the problem of their admission to Holy Communion:

they might receive Holy Communion

if they approved the confession of faith held by the Lutheran
Church.
rr he proceedings at Montbeliard were cited in some of
the literature dealing with the problem of church fellowship
that appeared in the nineteenth century in the wake of the

.
P russian

union.
.
2

The colloquy has also been cited in the

published papers of the Lutheran-Reformed dialogue which took
place in America in recent years.

3

2 Franz Delitzsch, Die baferische Abendmahls gemeinschaftsfrage (Erlangen: Theodor Blasing, 1852), pp. 31-32; Hermann
Theodor Wangemann, Oie lutherische Kirche der Gegenwart in
ihrem Verhaltniss zur Una Sancta. Eine Jubilaurnsausgabe in
sieben BUchern {Berlin: Im Selbstverlage des Verfassers, 1883),
I, 149-153; c. A.G. von Zezschwitz, Die kirchlichen Norman
berechtigter Abendmahlsgemeinschaft zur Widerlegung der
Rietschel'schen Schrift uber "Abendmahlsgemeinschaft" (Leipzig: J. c. Hinrichs'sche Buchhandlung, 1870), pp. 39-41.
3 Marburg Revisited: A Reexamination of Lutheran and
Reformed Traditions, edited by Paul C. Empie and James I.

3

In this thesis an account of the colloquy has been
presented primarily on the basis of the proceedings published at •rubingen in 1587. 4

The thesis includes biographical

sketches of James Andreae and Theodore Beza, an account of
events leading up to the colloquy, an account of the colloquy
itself, and an account of the aftermath of the colloquy.
The author has also translated into English the theses of
both parties on the issues discussed, as well as the entire
conversation about the Eucharist, and is making this translation available separately.

McCord (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1966).
The
statement on p. 68 of this work that the French exiles in
I-1ontbeliard answered in the negative the question of whether
or not they might participate in the Sacrament in the church
at Montbeliard is not in accord with the facts.
4 Acta Collo9uij Montis Belligartensis: Quod habitum
est, Anno Christi 1586. Favente Deo Opt. Max. praeside, illustrissimo principe ac domino, domino Friderico, comite Wirtembergico et ~-1ompelgartensi, etc. inter clarissirnos viros,
D. Iacobum Andreae, Praepositum et Cancellarium Academiae
Tubingensis:
et D. Theodorum Bezam, Professorem et Pastorem
Genevensem. Authoritate raedicti rinci is Friderici, etc.
nunc anno c r1st1 1587. publicata Tubingen: George Gruppenbach,
1587).

CHAP'rER I I

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF THE TWO PRINCIPAL
PARTICIPANTS IN THE COLLOQUY

James Andreae:
James

i

Biographical Sketch

ndreae was born on i•1arch 25, 152 8, in Waib lingen

near Stuttgart.

His father was Jacob Endriss, or Schmidlin,

born at Micolau in the diocese of Eichstadt in Bavaria.

His

mother was Anna Weisskopf from Gundelfingen, a small city
.in the Upper Palatinate, who had come to Waiblingen as a child
and was reared by several relatives. 1
In 1534 ~ndreae began his education in Waiblingen. 2
Andreae's parents, however, were poor and did not have

1 chr. Moritz Fittbogen, Jakob Andreae: der Verfasser
des Concordienbuchs (Leipzig: Hermann Risel, 1881), p. 4.
2 1534 was the year in which Duke Ulrich, with the assistance of Landgrave William of Hesse, regained his lands from
which he had been driven in 1519 and which, since 1520, had
been under the Hapsburgs. 1534 was also the year in which
John Brenz, at the invitation of Duke Ulrich, began the Reformation of the churches of Nurttemberg. Rosemarie MlillerStreis and states that for Andreae Brenz was--after Luther-an especially authoritative interpreter of the Lutheran religion.
Rosemarie l-1uller-Streisand, "Theologie und Kirchenpolitik bei Jakob Andrea bis zum Jahr 1568," Bli:ltter fur Wilrttembergische Kirchengeschichte, LX/LXI (1960/1961), 232. t1ullerStreisand cites three pieces of evidence for this statement,
among them the fact that at the colloquy of Montb,liard
Andreae cited Luther and Brenz together.
See, for example,
Acta Colloquij Montis Belligartensis: Quod habitum est, Anno
Christi 1586. Favente Deo o t. Max.
raeside, illustrissimo
principe ac omino, domino Fre erico, comite Wirte ergico
et Mompelgartensi, etc. inter clarissimos viros, D. Iacobum

5

sufficient means to keep him in school.

They therefore de-

cided that Andreae should become a carpenter.

But the mayor

of Waiblingen, Sebastian Mader, urged Andreae's father to
seek help from Erhard Schnepf.

Andreae's father took James

to Stuttgart, where Schnepf arranged for partial support
of Andreae with the provision that Andreae's father continue to supply the rest.

Andreae was then enrolled in the

Stuttgart Gymnasium, where Alexander Markolein was Rector.
Within two years Andreae had mastered Greek, Latin, dialectic
and rhetoric.

In 1541 he entered the University of Tilbingen

and after three years received his baccalaureate. In 1545

...

he received the master's degree.

In 1546 he was called as assistant pastor to Stuttgart.
He preached so well that Duke Ulrich took notice of him and
asked him to preach in the chapel of the ducal palace.
the same year Andreae married Anna Entringer.

In

She bore him

eighteen children, nine sons and nine daughters.

Nine

children survived. 3
Andreae was the only Lutheran clergyman to remain at his
post when the Spanish occupied Stuttgart during the Smalcald

Andreae, Praepositum et Cancellarium Academiae Tubingensis:
et D. Theodorum Bezam, Professorem et Pastorem Genevensem,
Authoritate raedicti rinci is Friderici, etc. nunc anno
Christi 1587. publicata Tubingen: George Gruppenbach, 1587),
pp. 155, 177, 259.
3Andreae's son John became prelate of Herrenberg and
later abbot of Konigsbronn. The latter's son, John Valentine
Andreae became court preacher and consistorial councilor in
Stuttga;t and later Superintendent General in Bebenshausen
and Stuttgart where he died on June 27, 1650. Konrad Gottschick "Andreae Johann Valentin," The Encyclopedia of the
Luther~n Church, 1 edited by Julius Bodensieck (Minneapolis:
Augsburg Publishing House, 1965), I, 74.

6

War (1547) • 4

But at the introduction of the Augsburg Interim

of 1548 he went to 'l'Ubingen, where he served as catechist
in the chapel of the city hospital.

In 1549 he became

assistant pastor and preacher in the collegiate church.
Andreae administered the sacrament to Duke Ulrich
shortly before the latter's death on November 6, 1550. 5
Ulrich was succeeded by his son, Duke Christopher (15151568).

On April 19, 1553, Andreae received the degree of doctor of theology.

He had shortly before been appointed

"special superintendent" in Goppingen, a small town five
miles from Stuttgart.
in Goppingen.

He later became Superintendent General

With Andreae's appointment at Goppingen, his

work in the church at large begins.
In 1555 the Count of Oettingen in Upper Bavaria called
on Andreae to purge his churches of the remnants of the
papalist religion.

Otto Heinrich, Count Palatine on the

Rhine, and Margrave George Frederick of Brandenburg also
availed themselves of Andreae's assistance during this year.
In 1556 Count Ulrich of Helfenstein-bei-Geislingen sought
Andreae's assistance in the reform of the churches of his
territory.

Andreae met considerable resistance from the

4Arthur Carl Piepkorn, "Andreae, Jakob," The Encyc.:lopedia of the Lutheran Church, I, 73.
5 otto Schmoller, editor, Zwanzig Predigten von Jakob
Andrea Kanzler in Tubin en aus den Jahren l557, 1559 und
0, zum
Jcihrigen Ge c tnistag seines To es dex:i 7. Jan ...
1890 wieder herausvegeben mit einem Kurzen Lebensabriss Andreas
und dem Bericht Seines Kolle en Heerbrai1d iiber sein Ende von
Dekan Schmal er Giiterslo: c. Bertelsmann, 890, P· 1.

7

the champions of the papalist religion and the reformation
could be introduced only after they had been removed.

In

the same year Andreae, in company with two theologians from
Saxony, another theologian from the Palatinate, and several
lay advisers, undertook the reformation of the churches of
Margrave Charles of Baden.

He began with the lower part of

the margraviate; clergy who showed themselves loyal to the
Lutheran position were retained in office.

At the request

of Margrave Charles, Andreae labored for a year to introduce the reformation in the Breisgau.

In the same year

Andreae was asked to bring about uniformity in the services
of the churches in the villages surrounding Rothenburg-obder-Tauber, where disputes had arisen among the clergy as
a result of variations in the order of service. 6
In January 1557 Andreae accompanied Duke Christopher
to Regensburg where plans were laid for a colloquy between
the papalist and Evangelical parties.

In June he accompanied

Christopher to Frankfurt-am-Main where further plans for the
colloquy were discussed.

The colloquy itself took place from

August to the end of November.

Andreae was present and

functioned as one of the recorders of the Evangelical party.

7

6Fittbogen, pp. 10-11.
7Julius August Wagenmann, "Andrea, Jacob, 11 Realencykloadie fur rotestantische Theolo ie und Kirche, edited by
A bert Hauck Leipzig: J. c. Hinrichs sc e Buchhandlung, 18961913) I 502. Hereafter the Realencyklopadie will be referred
to as 1
see Gustav Kawerau, "wormser Religionsgesprii.ch, 11

RE:

~ , XXI, 492.

8

In 1558 Bartholomew Hagen of Dettingen-am-Schlossberg
publicly asserted a Reformed view of the Holy Eucharist.
The ensuing controversy was resolved after Andreae and
Brenz debated with Hagen at Suttgart and the Wurttemberg
Confession (Confessio Wirtembergica) of 1559 was subscribed.
This document affirmed not only the spiritual eating of the
body and blood of Christ in the Sacrament but also the bodily
eating of the body and blood of Christ in the Sacrament.
It declared that: even the unworthy communicants receive the
body and blood of Christ and that because of the personal
union Christ is everywhere present according to his human
nature .

The docume nt also rejected the Calvinian denial of

the omnipresence of Christ's human nature as a consequence
of the personal union. 8
In 1560, at the request of Duke Wolfgang of the Upper
Palatinate, Andreae spent three months in Lauingen, reforming
the churches there.
In April 1561 he went to Erfurt at Duke Christopher's
request with James Beuerlin, the chancellor of the University
of Tubingen, and Theodoric Schnepf to resolve differences
that had arisen because of the inclination of Elector Frederick III of the Palatinate to the Reformed religion.

In

June he was again invited to inspect the churches of the
Upper Palatinate because of the progress of Reformed teaching in that area.

8 Heinrich Hermelink, Geschichte der Evangelischen Kirche
in Wurtternberg von der Reformation bis zur Gegenwart (Stuttgart: Rainer Wunderlich Verlag Hermann Liens, 1949), 9P· 90-91.

9

Toward the end of September he went with Beuerlin and
the court ch~plain, Balthasar Bidembach, to Paris, to take
part in the colloquy between the Roman Catholics and the
Huguenots.

The colloquy had already ended by the time the

Wurttemberg theologians arrived.

The king and queen of

Navarre received them, however, and Andreae had opportunity
to explain to them both verbally and in writing the Lutheran
doctrine of Holy Communion. 9
After his return from Paris at the end of 1561, Andreae
went with Duke Christopher, John Brenz, and Bidembach to Zabern in Alsace to confer with the Duke of Guise and the Cardinal of Lorraine.

The Guises promised Duke Christopher not

to persecute the Huguenots, a promise broken when Duke Francis
of Guise ordered the massacre of Vassy. 10
In the same year Duke Christopher named Andreae professor
of theology, provost, and chancellor of the University of
Tubingen, posts he held until his death.

Beuerlin had died

of the plague while in Paris.
At the end of April 1562, at the request of Duke John
Frederick of Saxony, Andreae accompanied Christopher Binder,
the abbot of Adelberg, to Weimar to assist in resolving the
controversy between Matthias Flacius Illyricus and Victorine
Strigel.

In July 1562 Andreae returned to TUbingen.

ln February 1563 Andreae was called to Strasbourg in
connection with a controversy between Jerome Zanchi (1516-

9

Schmoller, p. 5.

lOFittbogen, p. 20.

10
1590) and John Marbach (1521-1581). 11

Zanchi rejected the

omnipresence of the human nature of the incarnate Word.
After lengthy proceedings, theses setting forth the Lutheran
position were drawn up and subscribed by the clergy, including Zanchi.
From the tenth to the fifteenth of April 1564 Andreae
was present at the Maulbronn Colloquy called by Elector
Frederick III of the Palatinate and Duke Christopher of
Wiirttemberg.

Andreae defended the Lutheran doctrine of

Holy Communion and the omnipresence of the human nature of
the incarnate Word. '.i'he colloquy ended when it became ap.
.
.
12
parent tha t neither
side
wou ld yield.
Beg inning in clovember 1564 Andreae preached weekly for
an entire year in connection with the introduction of the
rteformation in Wachendorf.

The sermons were subsequently

published. 13
From the end of November 1564 through January 8, 1565,
Andreae was also occupied with the Reformation of the im14
perial free city of Hagenau.
In 1565 there appeared Andreae's Assertio piae et orthodoxae doctrinae de personali unione, qua respondetur ad

11Johannes Ficker, "Zanchi, Hieronymus," RE, XVII, 607.
Paul Grunberg, "Marbach, Johann," RE, XII, 248.
12 Gottfried Arnold, Unparteyische Kir 7hen- und KetzerHistorie Vom Anfang des Neuen Testaments Biss auff das Jahr
Christi 1688 (Frankfurt am Main: Thomas Fritsch, 1700), II,

201.
lJF.ittb ogen, p. 23 •

14 Ibid., p. 24.

11

primam partem libri Theodori Bezae Vezelii, cui titulum
fecit:

Placidum et modestum responsum ad D. Ioannis

Brentii argumenta, guibus carnis Christi omnipraesentiam nititur confirmare, autore Jacobo Andreae (Tubingen: Ulrich
Morhards Witwe, 1565).

This work appeared as a response

to Beza's Ad D. Jo. Brentii Argumenta quibus carnis Christi
omnipraesentiam nititur confirmare, Theodori Bezae Vezelii
placidum et modestum Responsum.

In hoc libello perspicue

explicantur Nestorii et Eutychetis haereses (Geneva: Jean
Crispin, 1565).
In 1567 the University of Tubingen moved to Esslingen
because of the plague.

Here at the request of the city

government, Andreae preached a series of sermons against
the .oman Catholics, Zwinglians, Anabaptists, and
Schwenkfeldians. 15
On June 11, 1568, Duke Henry of Brunswick-Wolfenb~ttel
died and was succeeded by his son Julius.

At the end of

August, at the request of Duke Julius, Andreae was invited
to Wolfenbuttel with the approval of Duke Christopher of
wi.irttemberg.

In 1568 Andreae had prepared a "Confession

and Brief Explanation of Certain Disputed Articles According
to Which Christian Unity Might Be Attained in the Churches
Subscribing to the Augsburg Confession and the Offense•

Giving, Wearisome Division night Be Put Aside.

II

16

h

Te

15 Schmoller, p. 6.
16 James Andrae, "Bekandtniss und Kurtze Erklarung etlicher zwiespaltiger Artickel nach welcher eine Ch~istliche
Einigkeit in den Kirchen der Christlichen Augspurgischen

12
document consisted of five articles:
through faith;

(1) justification

(2) good works; (3) free will; (4) adiaphora,

and (5) the Holy Supper.

On December 28, 1568, Duke

Christopher and Andreae returned to Tubingen.

After a short

stay in Heidelberg in April 1569, during which Andreae discussed the doctrine of the Holy Eucharist with Elector
Frederick III of the Palatinate, he returned to Brunswick.
The costs of his journey were defrayed by Duke Christopher's
widow.

During the remainder of the year 1569 Andreae visited

Blectoral Saxony, Brandenburg, Ducal Saxony, Lower Saxony,
Holstein, Denmark, Mecklenburg, and Pomerania.

ln _,tarch

1570 Andreae accompanied Duke Julius to Prague and indicated
to Emperor Maximilian II his hopes regarding the unification
of the Lutheran churches. 17
On May 5, 15 70, a conference of theologians at Zerbst
was convened by Duke Julius and Landgrave William of Hesse.
Andreae had energetically fostered this conference.

Dele-

gates carefully chosen by Andreae were brought together from
Electoral Saxony, Brandenburg, Holstein, Anhalt, Lilbeck,
Hamburg, Liineburg, Brunswick, and Hesse.

'rhe theologians

Confession zugethan getroffen und die argerliche langwierige
Spaltung hingelegt werden rnochte, 11 in Leonhard Hutter, ~oncordia Concors: De Origine et Progressu Formula Concordiae
~cclesiarum Confessionis Augustanae, Liber Unus (Wittenberg:
Berger, 1614), fol. 28-29. See Robert Kolb, "Six Christian
Sermons on the Way to Lutheran Unity, 11 ~ , XLIV (September
1973), 261-274.
17 Fittbogen, p. 29. On Emperor Maximilian II's unitive
concerns see najo Holborn, A History of Modern Germany: The
Reformation (~ew York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1959), p. 250.

13
agreed to accept the three catholic creeds, the Augsburg
Confession,

the Apology of the Augsburg Confession, the

Smalcald Articles, Luther's catechisms, and other writings
of Luther as expositions of the doctrine of the Sacred Scriptures.

'l"'he theologians of Electoral Saxony, however, wanted

L~lanchthon's writings--at least the Corpus Doctrinae Misnicum--also recognized as authoritative.

In an effort to

meet the objections that the "Gnesio-Lutherans" would surely
register against the recognition of Melanchthon's writings,
,ndreae suggested that the writings of Brenz be recognized
as well. 18

'.L'he conference at Zerbst ended in considerable

confusion.

~he controversies among the Lutheran theologians

were not resolved.

It was apparently at about this time that

"Andreae began to realize that accord with the new Wittenberg
theology could not be achieved without sacrificing what he
understood to be Luther's and Brenz' doctrine of the Lord's
19
Supper."
L ate in 1570 ,ndreae returned to Wittemberg.
In 1571 Andreae and Christopher cinder went to Montbeliard to examine the clergy.

The result of this visit

was that all clergymen professing Reformed views were removed,
.,,,, .
20
including Peter Toussain, the superintendent of t·l on tbeliard.

18Kolb, XLIV, 265.

19 Ibid.
20 rnfra,

pp. 40-41.

14
The year 1573 marked the beginning of the correspondence
between the Tubingen theologians, led by Andreae, and the
Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople, Jeremiach Ir. 21
In 1573 Andreae's Sechs Christlicher Predig Von den
Spaltungen so sich zwischen den ~heologen Augspurgischer Confession von Anno 1548. biss au££ diss 1573. Jar nach unnd
nach erhaben Wie sich ein einfaltiger Pfarrer und gemeiner
Christlicher Leye so dardurch mocht verergert sein worden
auss seinem Catechismo darein shicken sell (Tubingen: George
Gruppenbach, 1573) appeared.

Dedicated to Duke Julius of

Brunswick, the Six Sermons marked a turning point in Andreae's
efforts to restore unity within the Lutheran Church.
Andreae had previously attempted to reach some kind of
agreement with the theologians of Electoral Saxony.

Begin-

ning with the Six Sermons, however, Andreae condemned the
Wittenberg theology.
The Six Sermons convinced key Lutheran churchmen
that Andreae was more than just a compromiser,
that he was indeed a confessor. Westphal, Chemnitz, and Chytraeus read the Six Sermons and decided that on the basis of t~is document concord
could be sought and reached. 2

21Acta et scripta theologorum Wirtembergensium et patriarchae Constantinopolitani D. Hieremiae: quae utrique ab Anno
MDLXXVI us ue ad Annum MDLXXXI de Au ustana Confessione inter
se miserunt: Graece et Latine ab i s em Theola is edita Witten erg: Jo annis Cratonis, 15
• See George Mastrantonis,
"The Correspondence of the Tubingen Theologians and Jeremiah
II on the Augsburg Confession and Translation of the First
Answer of the Ecumenical Patriarch Jeremiah II to the Lutheran
Theologians of Tilbingen in 1576" (unpublished S.T.M. thesis,
Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, 1969).
22 Kolb, XLIV, 274.

15
In October 1573, Duke Julius asked Andreae to send a
statement of faith drawn from his Six Sermons for consideration by his theologians.

By November 29, 1573, Andreae had

completed the Swabian Concordia and, after receiving approval
for it both in Tubingen and Stuttgart, sent it to Duke Julius
on March 22, 1574.

The document dealt with original sin,

free will, the righteousness of faith, good works, the
necessity and spontaneity of good works. Law and Gospel, the
third use of the Law, adiaphora, the Eucharist, the person
of Christ, the eternal foreknowledge of God and election,
and othe factions and sects.

Martin Chemnitz, who after the

death of Joachim Westphal had become the leader of the theologians of the Lower Saxon Circle, secured opinions and
critiques of the Swabian Concordia.

Meetings were held in

Lubeck and Bergedorf, and the Swabian Concordia was reworked
by the Rostock theological faculty.

On September 5, Chemnitz

sent this document back to Andreae.

This document, the

Swabian-Saxon Concordia, contains the same articles as the
Swabian Concordia, with the omission of the section on the
necessity and spontaneity of good works.

This new effort

met with acceptance almost everywhere in the Lower Saxon
..
mb
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Circle, but was opposed in Wurtte erg.
Despite the opposition which the Swabian-Saxon Concordia
had encountered, the work of unification received new impetus

23 oie Bekenntnisschriften der evangelisch-lutherischen
Kirche Herausgegeben im Gedenkjahr der Augsburgischen Konfession 1930. 5. durchresehene Auflage (G6ttingen: Vandenhoeck
und Ruprecht, 1963), pp. xxxv-xxxvi.
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from other quarters.

On November 14, 1575, at the wedding

of Duke Louis III of Wurttemberg, Duke Louis, Count George
Ernest of Henneberg and Margrave Charles II of Baden agreed
to commission Luke Osiander, Balthasar Bidembach of Stuttgart, Abel Scherdinger, Peter Streck, and Rupert Durr of
Baden to draft a concordat.

Meanwhile, on November 21, 1575,

Elector August of Saxony sent a proposal for the resolution
of the intra-Lutheran controversies to a number of the
Lutheran estates. 24
On January 19, 1576, the commissioners appointed by
Louis, George Ernest, and Margrave Charles adopted the Maulbronn Formula, prepared by Osiander and Bidembach.

It con-

tained articles on original sin, the person of Christ, the
righteousness of faith, Law and Gospel, good works, the
Eucharist, adiaphora, free will, and the third use of the
Law.

On February 9, Count George Ernest sent this document

to Elector August.

On January 31, August had received the

Swabian-Saxon Concordia which Duke Julius, in compliance
with August's proposal of iovember 21, had sent to him on
January 17.

Elector August, upon receiving these documents,

asked for Andreae's opinion concerning them.

A gathering

of theologians was held at Lichtenberg, February 15-17, 1576.
At this gathering it was recommended that the three catholic
creeds, the "first unaltered" Augsburg Confession, the
Apology of the Augsburg Confession, the Small Catechism,

24 Ib.id. , p. xxxv11.
..
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the Large Catechism, the Smalcald Articles, and Luther's
Commentary on Galatians be accepted.

It was also recommended

that the Corpus doctrinae Philippicum, the "crypt~calvinist"
documents that had appeared in 1571, and the Dresden Consensus be rejected.

'lhose present at the meeting also asked

that Andreae be sent to the University of Wittenberg to deal
with the situation there. 25
Andreae arrived in Torgau on April 9 and on May 28 a
meeting was convened under i\.ndreae's leadership.
ing resulted in the Torgic Book.

The meet-

This was sent to the

~utheran estates for their reaction.

The work of securing

support for the Torgic Book devolved primarily on Andreae,
secondarily on Chemnitz.

After visiting Duke Julius of

Brunswick and Landgrave William of i-lesse, as well as Henneberg, Ansbach, and Wilrtternberg, Andreae arrived in Leipzig
in October as visitor and reformer of the churches of
Saxony. 26

A preliminary reworking of the Torgic Book took place
in the library of Bergen Abbey outside of Magdeburg, March
1-14, 1577.

From May 19 through May 28 a panel of

theologians, including Andreae, Selneccer, Musculus, Cornerus,
Chytraeus and Chemnitz, again met at Bergen Abbey.

The

Torgic Book was transformed into the Bergic Book, the Solid
ueclaration of the Formula of Concord. 27

25 Ibid.
26 rbid., p. xxxviii.

27 rbid., pp. xxxviii-xxxix.
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The next objective was the securing of subscriptions
to the J:1ormula of Concord.

In Electoral Saxony, the sub-

scriptions were secured by Andreae, Selneccer, and Polycarp Leyser. 28
Resistance to the acceptance of the Formula of Concord
was encountered among some of the imperial estates.

The

Preface of the Formula was written to allay misgivings and
to further the process of adoption.

Such a preface had

been planned as early as 1576. 29
On ~•1 arch 11, 1578, the Elector of Saxony convened the
theologians who had participated in the Bergen meetings tog ether with George Colestinus.

This assembly rejected any

further changes in the Formula, since the Formula had alrGady s e cure d widespread adoption. 30
On Se ptember 23, 1578, an assembly of theologians, including Andreae, met at Bebenhausen; the following month a meeting was held in Smalcald.

In these gatherings guidelines

were laid down for the Pre face to the Formula of Concord.
Andreae drafted a foreward for the Formula in accord with
these guidelines for the Lutheran estates to sign, and also
drafted a postscript to be subscribed by the theologianauthors of the Formula.

These drafts were revised by the

theologians of the Bergic assembly meeting in Juterbog

28 Ibid., p. xl.

29 Ibid.
JOibid.
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between January 18 and January 26, 1579.

Elector Louis VI

of the Palatinate, who had repeatedly been a delaying factor
in the negotiations, insisted on improvements of the
Formula of Concord and refused subscription of the Preface.
On April 20 Elector Louis suggested a theologically expanded
preface.

Andreae was not prepared to accept this and sug-

gested thc:\t the preface consist of a "simple historical
narration."

The Electoral Saxon councilors were open to the

theological elements of th e proposal of Elector Louis, and
Councilor Hartmann Pistorius prepared a new foreward in line
with Andreae's suggestion, but taking cognizance of Louis'
draft.

Andreae expressed the hope that Pistorius' foreword

would be p rinted and subscriptions secured. 31
Another meeting was held in June at Jiiterbog at the
urging of Ele ctor John George of Brandenburg to review again
the "histori c al" foreward of Pistorius.

On July 31 a dele-

gation--including Andreae--of the Electors of Saxony and
Brandenburg secured ~ouis' acceptance of the revised draft
of the preface.

This was sent out for approval. 32

In October 1579 Andreae ,,,as in Kassel with representatives
of Elec t or Louis in a futile effort to secure the subscription
of the Landgrave of desse-Kassel; in November Andreae was
involved in a similar futile attempt to secure the approval

.
33
of the Prince of Anhalt.

Jl I b"d
1
•

32 Ibid.

33 rbid.

,

p.

X
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Between January 26 and February 8, 1580, Andreae was
involved in negotiations with Duke Julius in Wolfenbiittel
in an effort to resolve Duke Julius' reservations about
the preface of the Formula. 34
From February 25 to March 1 Andreae and Chemnitz,
back at Bergen by the command of the Electors of Saxony
and Brandenburg, revised the Formula of Concord and the
Catalogue of Testimonies for the last time. 35
On June 25 the Book of Concord was placed on sale at
36
.
c"he annua 1 Dres d en Fair.
After the publication of the Book of Concord Andreae
wished to return to Wiirttemberg, but before doing so he was
involved in resolving a controversy among the clergy of the
Palatinate who would not accept the Traubuchlein and the
Taufbilchlein of the Small Catechism.

The matter was

settled when it was resolved that the second edition of the
Book of Concord be printed in such a way that the books
could be either added or left out.

Before leaving Saxony

Andreae was appointed by the Elector to visit the universities
of Jena and Wittenberg. 37
On December 21, 1580, Andrae returned to Tiibingen.
In 1582 he took part in the controversies which occured in
Strasbourg in connection with the Formula of Concord.

34 rbid., p. xlii.

35 Ibid.

---

36rbid.
37 Fittbogen, p.

49.
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In 1583 Andreae's first wife died; in 1585 he married
Regina Prenzinger of Regensburg.
In 1586 Andreae participated in the colloquy of
lontb,liard.
Early in 1587 Andreae was called to N~rdlingen and, on
his return from that place was taken ill in the village of
Gechingen, not far from Tiibingen, on April 29.
there until May 11.

He remained

Since he believed that he was about to

die, Andreae called the rector and senate of the University
of Tubingen to his bedside and gave them his confession of
faith in order to meet any aspersions of his opponents that
he had in the hour of his death forsaken the faith he had
confessed.

His strength was finally restored to such an

extent that he was able to go to the spa at Zell in the Black
Forest.

Returning from there in October 1587, he went to

Regensburg to resolve a controversy about taking interest
that had arisen among the clergy of that city.

On his return

from Hegensburg, January 26, 1588, he received a request from
:i.1 argrave Frederick of Onolzbach to investigate the orthodoxy
of a clergyman at Ansbach who had published a work in which,
although he harbored Reformed opinions, he gave the impression
that he was in agreement with Andreae through citations from
Andreae's works.

The man was deposed on Andreae's advice. 38

Subsequent to the publication by Count Frederick of
Montbeliard of the proceedings of the colloquy of Montbeliard,

38 Ibid., p. 63.
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Samuel Huber, a clergyman of Lutheran inclinations at Burgdorf, a village near Bern, attacked what Beza had said concerning the doctrine of predestination during the colloquy,
as this had been reported in the Lutheran publication of the
.

procee d 1.ngs.

39

Huber took axception to four of Beza's points:

that Christ did not die for all men, that the promises of
the Gospel apply only to the elect and not to all men, that
through an absolute decree of God most human be ings will be
lost, and that salvation is not given in Baptism.

A meeting

to resolve t h is controversy took place at Bern on September 12,
1587.

Abraham Musculus, who had been present with Beza at

·,1ontbeliard, asserted th a t what Beza had said at the colloq uy
had been f alsified in the Lutheran publication of the proceedings.

In the conve rsation at Bern Huber asserted that

Christ die d for all {including those who never come to faith),
that God in eternity chose all men for sarvation in Christ,
that the e lect can fall from faith and be lost, and that even
those who subsequently fall from faith were once truly

39 samuel Huber was born in 1547 at Burgdorf near :aern.
He studied in Bern and became pastor in Burgdorf. He was
under suspicion because of his rather equivocal attitude toward
the Reformed doctrine. He was inclined toward the Lutheran
doctrine of the Hol}· Eucharist. In 1583 he first attacked
Beza on account of a book in which Beza had urged Christians
to flee the plague. After his controversy with Abraga1;1 d usculus, :tuber was forced to leave Bern. He went to Tubingen
in July 1588 and became pastor in Derendingen near Tiibingen
after he had subscribed the Formula of Concord. He later
went to the University of Wittenberg where he was involved
in a controversy with Polycarp Leyser because of Huber's doctrine of a universal election. After proceedings during the
years 1593 - 1594, Huber was dismissed antl expelled from Electoral Saxony {January 18, 1595). The remaining years of his
life were spent in wandering from place to place, mainly in
Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel. He died .-l arch 23, 1624, in Osterwirk.
Georg i•luller, "Huber, Samuel," RE, VIII, 409-412.
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incorporated into Christ through faith by the power of the
Holy Spirit.

Musculus asserted that Christ died for all who

believe, that all who believe in Christ are the elect, that
none of the elect can fall from faith and be lost, and that
only the elect are truly incorporated into Christ through
the power of the Holy Spirit.

No reconciliation of the

opposing viewpoints was achieved and in L"1ovember 1587 the
council of Bern ordered Musculus and Huber not to indulge
in further polemics.

i:evertheless, both continued to advance

their views and the council was compelled to arrange for
another disputation '1hich took place in Bern April 15-18,
1588.

Beza ~as present at this disputation and insisted

that at Montbeliard he had only asserted the following:

that

Christ died only for the elect because the Father permitted
the merit of Christ to benefit only the elect.

But in and

of itself the merit of Christ would have been sufficient for
the sins of the whole world.

•rhe colloquy ended without result

since Huber would not yield.

rrhose presiding at the colloquy

asked for peace and reported to the council of Bern that
Beza's doctrine was not in conflict with the doctrine of the
Reformed churches.

Huber was admonished to refrain from

polemics; on April 22 he was dismissed. 40
•rhe insistence of Beza and •1usculus that the Lutheran
publication of the proceedings of the colloquy of Montbeliard
had falsified Beza's doctrine could not be ignored by

40ueinrich Heppe, Theodor lleza: .i:,eben und ausgewahlte
Schriften (Elberfeld: Verlag von R. L. Friderichs, 1861),
pp. 2 3 1- 2 9 2 •
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Andreae and the Wurttembergers.

Realizing that a written

reply would not do much good, Duke Louis of Wurttemberg sent
Andreae himself and four councilors to Bern to resolve the
matter.

They arrived there on September 4.

Andreae com-

plained that the Wurttemberg Lutherans had been unjustly
accused of falsifying the account of the colloquy of Montbtliard.

Andreae further asserted that the four points attacked

by Huber were indeed asserted by Beza at Montb~liard, and that
he was prepared to produce manuscripts to prove that this
was so.

After more proceedings in Bern, Andreae stated that

the way to end the controversy was to bring both the Swiss
and the Wurttemberg theologians together and to compare the
manuscripts with the published documents.

The Bern council

accepted Andreae's suggestion and on September 7, 1588, decided to seek the help of the German princes and other cities
in Switzerland to carry the proposal out.

But the Bern
~

theologians, remembering what had happened at Montbeliard
and seeing the influence Andreae was able to exert on the
Bern council, attempted to prevent the proposed meeting.
Meanwhile war had broken out between Bern and the Duke of
.
41
Savoy and the proposed plan had to b e given up.

Andreae's last public act was his participation in the
colloquy of Emmendingen in Baden.

John Pistorius, the son

41 Fittbogen, pp. 61-62.

..
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of a Lutheran superintendent in Hesse and court physician
of Margrave James III of Baden, had forsaken Lutheranism for
the Reformed religion and then became a Roman Catholic. 42
In November 1589 a colloquy took place between Andreae and
. t
.
43
Pis
orius.
After its sudden conclusion, Andreae returned
to Tilbingen.
Returning from Baden, Andreae over a two-week period
prepared a book on the doctrine of the church, cast in the
form of a dialogue between a Lutheran clergyman and a Jesuit. 44
On December 18, 1589, Andreae took sick; he died on
January 7, 1590.

His body was taken to the collegiate

church in Stuttgart.

Here he was buried on January 9. 45

Arthur Carl Piepkorn writes:
From the accounts of friends and detractors alike,
Andreae emerges as self-assured and self-willed,
frequently tactless and overbearing, all too often
imprudent in his choice of words; at the same time
he was deeply pious, conscious of his own faults,
endlessly diligent and industrious, a powerful
preacher, an eminently practical theologian, and

42

Schmoller, p. 12.

43Acta des Co 1 loquiJ,
· · zwisc
' h en d en W"ur t e mb ergisc
.
h en
Theologen und D. Joanne Pistorio, zu Baden gehalten
(Tubingen: George Gruppenbach, 1590).

44 James Andreae, Ein christlich es rach eines utherzigen Praesidenten [sic Lutherischen Predicanten und Jesuiters. Von der Catholischen Apostolischen Christlichen
Kirchen: Was diesselbi~e se~: und ob die Lutherische Prediger oder der Papst mit seiner Priesterschafft von derselbigen abgefallen (Tilbingen: George Gruppenbach, 1590).
45 see the account of Andreae's last days, death, and
burial as given in his colleague James Heerbrand's memorial
address of February 23, 1590, in Schmoller, pp. 12-23.
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a tenaciously and honestly devoted proponent of
Lutheran unity. His more than 200 books and
brochures are for the? most part polemic, irenic,
or practical; the theology which underlies them
is loyally Lutheran and igliberately avoids
novelty and originality.
While Andreae at first had attempted to mediate between the
11

Gnesio-Lutherans" and the "Philippists," after his first

unfruitful attempt to restore unity among the Lutheran
churches Andreae joined the "Gnesio-Lutherans" in condemning
the "Philippists."

l\.t the same time he rejected the errors

of the "Gnesio-Lutheran" party.

Throughout his life Andreae

was occupied not only with the problem of disunity within
the Lutheran Church, but also with the problem of the
Lutheran Church's separation from the Roman Catholic and
• Reformed churches.

Andreae's participation in the corres-

pondence of the Tu.bingen theologians with the Ecumenical
Patriarch Jeremiah II of Constantinople indicates that
Andreae's ecumenical concern extended beyond the limits of
Western Christendom.

46 Piepkorn, I, 74. The Acta of the colloquy of Montbeliard amply confirm this characterization. See also the
characterization in Fittbogen, pp. 69-70. Fittbogen, who
was not wholly sympathetic to Andreae, comments that "auch
seine"--that is, Andreae's--"Freunde und Anhanger haben ihm
geschadet, indem sie in seinem Lobe alles Mass nberschritten
und ihn fast den Aposteln gleichstellten, ihn einen geistreichen,
hocherleuchteten Theologen nannten, der, ein zweiter Elias,
die heimlichen Calvinisten als die Baals-Pfaffen vertrieben
hatte.
Fittbogen, p. 69. In view of Andreae's regard for
John Brenz, the present writer believes that the relationship
of Andreae's theology to that of Brenz needs thorough
exploration.
11
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Theodore Beza:

Biographical Sketch

Theodore Beza (de B~ze) was born on June 24, 1519, in
~

the Burgundian village of Vezelay, the son of Peter de Besze
and his wife Marie Bourdelot.
governor.

The marriage was blessed with three sons and

four daughters.
position.

His father was provincial

Peter de Besze had two brothers of some

One, Nicholas de Besze, was a member of the

parlement of Paris and the other, Claude de Besze, was abbot
of the Cistercian monastery at Froimont in the diocese of
Beauvais.

Before he was three years old, Theodore was

47
.
. h o 1 as t o 1·ive in
. P aris.
'
t a k en b y h is
unc 1 e Nie
,

In 1528 Theodore was sent to Orleans to study with
Melchior Wolmar, who was also the teacher of John Calvin.
Wolmar came from the imperial free city of Rottweil in
wiirttemberg.
Wolmar.

While at Orleans Beza lived in the house of

Soon after Beza's arrival in Orl~ans, Margaret of

Angouleme, Duchess of Alen9on and Berry, and the sister of
Francis I, invited Wolmar to become teacher of classical
languages at the academy of Bourges.
to this new location.

Beza followed Wolmar

Beza continued his studies under Wal-

mar until the latter, because of the laws suppressing the
Evangelical religion that Francis I published in the fall
of 1534, left Bourges and went to Tubingen, where he was
appointed ducal councilor. 48

47 Heppe, pp. 1-2.
48 Ibid., p. 3.
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In 1535, at the wish of his father, Beza began a fouryear course in the study of law at the University of
Orleans, while he continued the ] iterary studies that he
had begun under Wolmar.

On August 11, 1539, Beza received

the degree of Licentiate in Laws and, again following his
father's wishes, went to Paris.

Increasingly reluctant to

follow the path outlined for him by his father, Beza pursued his literary studies instead of continuing his study
of law.

Through the influence of his uncle Claude he became

the possessor of two benefices which yielded a handsome income.

During his years in Paris Beza moved in the circles

of Parisian society and was well received because of his
ability as a scholar and a poet.

In 1544 he secretly married

Claudine Desnosze in the presence of two friends.

The

secrecy of the marriage was occasioned by Beza's desire to
retain his benefices.
Throughout the time Beza spent in Paris he wrote Latin
poetry.

He sent some of his productions to Wolmar in Tubingen,

and Wolmar in turn showed Beza's work to his friend, Joachim
Camerarius.

Both Wolmar and Camerarius decided that the work

deserved oublication.
~

Beza accordingly published his

Juvenilia in the summer of 1548. 49

As a result of the pub-

lication of this work Beza was widely acclaimed as a learned
humanist and as one of the best Latin poets of his day.
Shortly after the appearance of this work, however,
Beza was taken seriously ill.

49 Ibid., p. 14.

This illness was the occasion
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of Beza's conversion experience.

According to Beza's own

recollection, faced as he was with the prospect of death,
he remembered the Evangelical teaching he had heard from
Wolmar, and resolved openly to embrace the Reformed religion
and to make a clean break with everything which would stand
in the way of that commitment.

He left Paris and, together

with his wife, arrived in Geneva in October 1548.

After

several months in Geneva, he visited Wolmar in Tubingen and,
while returning from Tilbingen, stopped at Lausanne, where
he was urged by Peter Viret to accept a position at the
University of Lausanne.

On November 6, 1549, Beza became

professor of Greek at Lausanne, a position he held until
1550. 50
It was during the time of Beza's activity in Lausanne
that he first became involved in those negotiations for the
restoration of the unity of the fragmented church which would
continue throughout his life.

The occasion for Beza's first

attempt at resolving the controversies among the churches
which had separated from the papacy was provided by the outbreak of persecution of the Waldensians in territory recently
acquired by Francis from the Duke of Savoy.

In 1557 Beza

and William Farel were appointed to visit the Swiss cantons
and the German princes to secure their help in bringing
pressure to bear on the French to disconti nue the persecution

50 uenry Martyn aaird, Theodore Beza: The Counsellor of
the French Reformation 1519-1605 (New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons, 1899), pp. 32-51.
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of the Waldensians.

It was during this journey on behalf

of the Waldensians that Beza and Farel were in Goppingen.
They arrived there on May 13, 1557, and were asked by Duke
Christopher of Wurttemberg to produce a statement of their
understanding of the Sacrament of the Altar.

Beza and Farel

complied by presenting a statement so irenic that news of
the statement's content produced controversy within the Reformed community. 51

In the Zwinglian area of Switzerland

disapproval was general.

Calvin commended the statement

.
52
on 1 y wi"th reservation.
Because of renewed persecution of the Protestants in
France, Farel and Beza were again sent to Germany to plead
the cause of the French Evangelicals.

In October 1557 Beza

was in Worms where, the theologians and princes adhering to
the Augsburg Confession--among them James Andreae--were meeting with theologians of the papalist party.

At the request

of the Lutheran theologians Beza prepared a confession of faith
rejecting the doctrine of the Anabaptists, the Libertines,
the papalist religion, and all the heresies that the ecumenical
councils had rejected.

This confession accepted the Augsburg

Confession of 1530, with the exception of the article concerning the Holy Eucharist. 53

The Reformed signatories of

S 1 aeppe, pp. 42-47. Johann Wilhelm Baum,_Th~odor ~eza
nach handschriftlichen Quellen dargestellt (Leipzig: Weidxnann'sche Buchhandlung, 1843), I, 406-409.
52 John T. McNeil!, Unitive Protestantism: A Study in
Our Religious Resources (New York: Abingdon Press, 1930),
pp. 206-207.
53

Baum, I, 409-411.
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this confession included William Farel, John Buddaeus of
Geneva, Caspar Carmelus of Paris, and Beza himself.

The

confession was given to Philip Melanchthon, John Brenz,
Michael Diller, John Marbach, John Pistorius, George Karg,
and James Andreae for evaluation.

The Lutheran theologians

were generally satisfied with the document, although they
stated that they found the explanation concerning the Holy
Eucharist "somewhat obscurely stated (etwas dunkel gestellt) • 1154
News of Beza's dealings with the Lutheran theologians in Worms
again produced negative reactions in Zwinglian Switzerland,
so much so, that, when Beza once again returned to Germany,
the council of Bern explicitly instructed him not to engage
in union negotiations and the clergy of Zurich instructed
him not to go beyond the terms of his mission to seek the
help of the Germans for the persecuted French Evangelicals•
Beza undertook a third mission to Germany early in 1558
because the German princes had been misled into believing
that the persecution of the French Evangelicals had ceased.
The result of this mission was that the letter to King Henry
of France, which had been drawn up in Worms, was signed by
the Elector of the Palatinate, the Elector of Saxony, the
Elector of Brandenburg, Duke Christopher of Wurttemberg,
Landgrave Philip of Hesse, and Count Wolfgang of the
Palatinate. 55

54 Heppe, p. 55.
55 Ibid., p. 65.
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ln 1558 Beza was invited to become professor of Greek
at Geneva.

According to his own recollection, Beza accepted

the position in part because of his desire to devote himself
altogether to theology. 56

Beyond this, the attempt of Peter

Viret to establish a Genevan-type church discipline in
Lausanne and the embarrassment and controversy resulting from
Beza's union attempts may also have influenced Beza's decision to go to Geneva. 57

Beza arrived in Geneva in the fall

of 1558 and in June 1559 became rector of the Academy.

In

November of that year, Beza was again in Germany to seek
to induce Elector Frederick III of the Palatinate to plead
the cause of Anne du Bourg, who had been arrested for her
profession of the Reformed religion. 58
In 1559 Joachim Westphal attacked Calvin's position on
the Holy Eucharist and began a controversy which lasted for
years.

Since Calvin's health prevented him from answering,

Beza wrote the Reformed reply to Westphal as well as to
59
'I'ilemann Heshus, who also entered the controversy.
The years 1560-1563 saw Beza repeatedly and almost continuously in France.

In 1561 he was present at the colloquy

of Poissy and there presented the Reformed position on

56 Baird, p. 365.
57 Philip Schaff, History of the Christian Church: Modern
Christianity, The Swiss Reformation (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1923), VII, 854.
5 8Heppe , p. 7 2.
59 Jill Raitt, The Eucharistic Theola
of Theodore Beza:
Development of the Reformed Doctrine Chambersburg, Pa.:
American Academy of Religion, 1972), P· 7.
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September 9.
Eucharist.

The great center of controversy was the
The colloquy and the negotiations which followed

did not effect a reconciliation of the Roman Catholic and
'Reformed churches.

On October 19, representatives of the

Duke of wiirttemberg and the Elector of the Palatinate had
also arrived in France.

Duke Christopher of Wurttemberg's

representatives included James Andreae.

The German theo-

logians had been sent in the hope of achieving some kind of
resolution of the Reformed-Lutheran controversies.

Nothing

resulted from the presence of the Germans in France at this
.
60
time.
For the next two years Beza was involved in the events
61
of the French civil war.
In 1563 he returned to Geneva.
John Calvin died in 1564.

Following Calvin's death

Beza wa ~ elected moderator of the church at Geneva, a position he held until 1570.

During Beza's years of leadership

in the Genevan church, the problems he encountered were primarily matters of church government.

Beza mediated between

the civil authority and the "venerable company of pastors."
He was able to extract concessions from both sides.

Beza's

advice was sought, in turn, by the civil authority in matters
affecting both the internal and external policies of the
city. 62

60 Heppe, p. 150.
61 Raitt, p.

a.

62 Eugen Choissy, "Beza, Theodor v. ,"

!!!,

II, 683.
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Beza continued to remain in contact with the French
Evangelical churches.

He presided at a national synod held

April 2-17, 1571, at La Rochelle, and participated in the
national synod of. Nfmes in 1572. 63
Beza was not overly surprised by the massacre of St.
Bartholomew's Day, August 24, 1572; he had felt that something of this sort might eventually happen.

The first fugi-

tives from the massacre arrived in Geneva on September l.
Beza preached at a service held September 3 and helped to
gather an offering for those who had suffered persecution. 64
While Beza was involved in the affairs of the churches
in France, he also had been continuing the literary controversy with the Lutherans.

In 1565 he wrote against Brenz

and Andreae, specifically taking exception to their position
on the omnipresence of the human nature of Christ and defending the Reformed understanding of the personal union.
Beza sent two polemical writings on these subjects to Duke
Christopher of Wurttemberg and asked him to do whatever he
.
. th e c h urc.
h 65
could to further the cause of peace and unity
in
In 1571 Nicholas Selneccer criticized Beza's Latin edition of the Bible.

He especially took exception to Beza's

rendering of Acts 3: 2,
coelo capi."

11

quem 11 --that is, Christ--"oportet

Beza answered with a brief justification of

his translation and Selneccer replied in a polemical work

63 Heppe, p. 246.
64 Ibid. ,· p. 255.
65 Ibid., p. 260.
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in which he accused Beza of any number of heresies and took
him to task for the Juvenilia published many years before.
Beza prepared two responses to Selneccer's polemical writings and on February 18, 1572, sent them to Elector August
of Saxony.

In this writing he defended the Reformed posi-

tion on the Holy Eucharist and the personal union, appealed
to Melanchthon's authority in defence of his position, and
urged the Elector to seek reconciliation.

Beza also gave

qualified approval to the "cryptocalvinist" Dresden Consensus of 1571.

On May 22, 1572, Elector August replied that

he did not wish to meddle in the sacramental controversies
of the theologians and asked Beza to refrain from further
. h h'im. 66
correspond ence wit

After receiving this response

from Elector August, Beza looked to Elector Frederick III
of the Palatinate and Landgrave William of Hesse for the
furtherance of union between the Reformed churches of Switzerland and the churches of Germany.
The terrional diet at Torgau, held in the wake of the
exposure of the "cryptocalvinist" conspiracy, identified Beza
as an enemy of the Gospel and condemned the Reformed position.

It was apparently at about this time that Beza began

to feel increasingly hopeless about a Lutheran-Reformed
union.

When William of Hesse proposed that a colloquy be

arranged for the resolution of the differences, Beza replied
in a letter of December 12, 1574, that he believed more

66 Ibid., p. 261.
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harm than good would come from such a confrontation.

Beza

explicitly records in this letter his misgivings about confronting Andreae. 67
In the years between 1579 and 1586 Beza was involved
in controversy about the Eucharist with the Lutheran theologians John Pappus, clergyman and professor at Strasbourg;
William Holder, consistorial councilor and clergyman at the
collegiate church at Stuttgart; and Daniel Hoffman, professor
at Helmstedt. 68
The colloquy with Andreae finally took place at ~ontbeliard in March 1586.

67 Ibid., p. 266.

68 Paul-Frederic Geisendorf, The'°odore de B~ze (Geneva:
Labor et Fides, 1949), pp. 349-350. Theodore Beza, De hfpostatica duarum in Christo naturarum unione et eius effectis,
placida et Christiana disceptatio 'fheodori Bezae Genevensis
Ecclesiae Ministri. Cum D. Iohanne Pa o, Ar entinensis Ecclesiae doctore (Geneva: Eustathius Vignon, 1579 . Theodore
Beza, Theodori Bezae pro Corporis Christi veritate, adversus
~bi~uitatis commentum, et Guilielmi Holdero convitia, responsio.
Addita est res onsio altera, adversus utidissimas Jacobi
An reae calumnias Geneva: Eustathius Vignon,
581.
In 1581
two works by James Andreae appeared in defence of John Pappus
who had been involved in controversy with John Sturm. Sturm
had sought a modus vivendi with the Reformed. James Andreae,
Responsio brevis, Jacobi Andreae, contra librum Io: Sturmii,
quern Antipappum quartum inscripsit (Dresden: Hatthes Stoeckel,
1581).
James Andreae, Kurtze Antwort D. Jacobi Andreae, auff
Herrn Johan Sturmii buch Antipaepus Quartus genant, darinnen
anvezei~t wird, mit was greifflicher und erschreckenlicher
bl1ndhe1t Sturmius und andere Sacramentirer geschlagen seien
(Dresden: Matthes Stoeckel, 1581). Theodore Beza, Rcsponsio
ad uaestionum et res onsionum Danielis Hofmanni in ravissima
e Coena uom1n1 controversia partem primam Geneva: Eusta ius
Vignon, 1584). Theodore Beza, rtesponsionis ad Danielis Hofmanni quaetiones et responsiones de Coena Domini. Pars altera
(Geneva: ~ustathius Vignon, 1585). Theodore Beza, Ad Danielis
nofmanni demonstrationes ad oculum. Theodori Bezae Conspicillum
(Geneva: Eustathius Vignon, 1586).
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Following the colloquy, Samuel Huber, a pastor at Burgdorf near Bern, took exception to the doctrine of predestination presented by Beza at the colloquy.

Huber attacked Beza

and Abraham Musculus who had accompanied Beza to Montb~liard
The council of Bern arranged a conversation between Musculus.
and Huber at which t•tusculus defended the position taken by
Beza at Montbeliard.

While the city council directed both

parties to desist from polemics, a further colloquy took
place April 15-18, 1588.

Beza was present on this occasion

and defended his doctrine of predestination. 69
Beza's first wife died in 1588.
Catherine del Piano.

In 1589 he married

In the same year Beza was greatly

heartened by the news of the a(:cesion of Henry of Navarre
to the throne of France, and was deeply saddened when word
of Henry's reception into the Roman Catholic Church reached
Geneva.

In 1597 Francis de Sales came to Geneva in a

.
70
futile attempt to convert Beza to the Roman Ca th o 1 ic re 1·igion.
1

In 1589 Beza was relieved of the duty of preaching daily;
thereafter he preached on Sundays until early in 1600.

He

died October 13, 1605. 71
In his theology Beza attempted to follow faithfully in
the footsteps of John Calvin.

David Steinmetz writes:

"How-

ever, there is a sense in which Calvin's theology undergoes

69 supra, p. 23.
70

Heppe, p. 311.

71 Ibid., p. 316.
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a subtle transformation at Beza's hands, a transformation
a l l the more difficult to detect because it was not in72
tended."
Steinmetz adds:
Predestination is clearly the nerve center of Beza's
theology. For many years it was believed to be the
center of Calvin's theology as well, partly because
Calvin's theology was read by later generations
with the spectacles of Beza. Predestination for
Calvin must be seen as a partial doctrine which is
not complete in itself but which throws light on
other doctrines. It is, in other words, not an
independent doctrine, but rather a subdivision of 73
the doctrines of justification and of the church.
Beza's doctrine of predestination
is a logical and necessary consequence of his doctrine of God. If one knows the attributes of God,
one can deduce from them the whole plan of salvation, including the necessity of atonement by the
God-rnan. The drama of redemption stands from first
to last under B;fa's speculative doctrine of
predestination.
Despite his emphatically Reformed theological position,
Beza was occupied throughout his life with efforts to restore
unity within the Christian church.

Even after his condemna-

tion by the Lutherans gathered at Torgau in 1574, Beza did
not totally abandon hope for the achievement of concord with

72 oavid c. Steinmetz, Reformers in the Wings (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1971), p. 167. For the relationship between
Beza's Eucharistic theology and that of Calvin see Raitt,
pp. 69-70. Raitt argues that Beza did not deviate from the
eucharistic doctrine he had received from Calvin. "But in
the defense of this doctrine Beza increasingly defined • • •
the mode of the conjunction of the signs with the signified,
or of the bread and wine in their liturgical context, with
the body and blood of Christ. To do this, he developed two
terms, analogy and relation in an increasingly scholastic
manner." Ibid.
73St.
einmetz, p. 168.
74 Ibid., p. 169.

Infra, P· 116.
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the Lutheran churches.

Beza's participation in the colloquy

of Montb,liard, March 1586, should be seen as an expression
of that continuing hope.

CHAPTER III
THE EVENTS LEADIWG UP TO THE COLLOQUY
The Church at Montbe"liard in the
Sixteenth Century
Montbeliard had passed by marriage to the house of
..
mb erg in
.
Wurtte
1397. 1
William F arel (1489 - 1565) arrived in Montb~liard to
introduce Evangelical teaching in July 1524. 2
John Dumesnil and William Dumoulin. 3

With him were

John Gayling, who had

studi ed at Er f urt and Wittenberg, had begun to introduce
Evangel i cal teaching prior to Farel's arrival. 4

Farel's

efforts me t with determi ned opposition, and in the spring
of 1525 he left the city. 5
In 1535 Duke Ulrich of WUrttemberg invited Peter Toussain to introduce the Reformation in Montb~liard.

In this

Toussain was given a free hand by Duke Ulrich and by Count

,

George of ~-1ontbeliard.

After several years of work in the

111 Montbeliard, 11 Encyclopedia Brittanica (Chicago:
Encyclopedia Britannica, Inc., 1961), XV, 752.
2 c. Schmidt, Wilhelm Farel und Peter Viret nach handschrift-

lichen und gleichzeitigen Quellen (Elberfeld: R. L. Friderichs,
1860), pp. 5-7.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
5 Ibid.
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face of considerable opposition, the Mass was abolished on
March 5, 1539, and Toussain became head of the church in
the city.

Since the language of l-1ontb~liard was French,

most of the clergy who served there had come from France
and Switzerland, and they continued to follow Reformed ways.
Because of the largely Reformed type of Reformation introduced in Montbeliard, Toussain was involved in serious controversies with the German chaplains of Count (later Duke)
Christopher of wiirttemberg who took up residence in MontbEfliard in 1542.

Because of attempts on the part of Count

Christopher and his court preacher Engelmann to introduce
practices Toussain regarded as unscriptural, Toussain left

., .

Montbeliard and went to Basel in 1545.

The difficulty was
, .
apparently adjusted and Toussain returned to Montbeliard

on January 1, 1546. 6
Toussain was able to remain in Montb~liard when the
Augsburg Interim was introduced in 1548.

When the full

practice of the Evangelical religion was restored in June
1552, Toussain again became head of the church of Montbeliard with the title of superintendent.

Count Christopher

had in the meantime succeeded his father, Duke Ulrich, as
Duke of Wurttemberg, and the administration of Montb&liard
was left in the hands of Christopher's uncle, George, who

6 John Vienot, "Toussain (Tossanus) Peter," Realencykloadie fur rotestantische Theola ie und Kirche, edited by
A ert Hauch Leipzig: J.C. Hinric s sche Buchhandlung,
1896), xx, 5-6. Hereafter the Realencyklopadie will be referred to as RE.
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had been count since 1526.

Count George trusted and re-

spected Toussain. 7
After Duke George died in 1558, the guardians of
Count Frederick--among them Duke Christopher of W"urttemberg-sent Eberhard aidenbach and Konrad Flinsbach to Montb~liard
to introduce the Lutheran religion. 8

They encountered so

much opposition in their attempt to introduce the Wilrttemberg Church Order of 1559--which had been translated into
French--that they permitted the continued use of Toussain's
liturgy.

In 1568, however, all pastors who refused to con-

form to the Wiirttemberg Church Order were deposed.

In 1571

James Andreae was sent to Montbeliard, the clergy were
examined, Toussain was pensioned, and Henry Efferhen--a
Lutheran--was appointed superintendent. 9

7 Ibid. , XX, 6 •
8count Frederick was born on August 19, 1557, at Schloss
Horburg in Alsace. He was the son of Count George of Montb,liard (1498-1558) and Barbara (1536-1597), the daughter
of Landgrave William of Hesse. In 1568 he was brought to
Stuttgart by Duke Christopher of Wurttemberg; he studied
in Ttibingen 1571-1580. In 1581 he began personally to rule
in Montbeliard; in the same year he married Sybilla (15641614), the daughter of Prince Joachim Ernest of Anhalt.
Upon the death of his uncle, Duke Louis, in 1593, he became
Duke of Wiirttemberg. He died in Stuttgart on January 29,
1608. Frederick was a gifted and energetic individual of
considerable learning. Bernd Ottnad, "Friedrich I., Herzog
von Wurttemberg, 11 Neue Deutsche Biographie (Berlin: Dunker
and Humblot, 1953), V, 593-594. Frederick's signature
appears affixed to the preface of the Book of Concord. Die
Bekenntnisschriften der evangelisch-lutherischen Kirche
aus e eben im Gedenk'ahr der Au sbur ischen Konfession 1930,
5. durchgesehene Auflage G6ttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht,
19 6 3) , p. 7 6 4.

ner-

9 vienot, XX, 6.
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At the time of the colloquy of Montbeliard there were
two churches in the city; one was French-speaking and the
other was German speaking.lo

The German-speaking church

was served by two clergymen, one of whom also served as
superintendent of Montbeliard and court preacher.

The

French-speaking church was served by three clergymen. 11
The Requests of the French Exiles
Because of persecution in France a number of adherents
of the Reformed religion had fled to Montb~liard. 12

They

10 Acta Colloquij Montis Belligartensis: Quad habitum
est, Anno Christi 1586. Favente Dec Opt. Max. praeside, illustrissimo principe ac domino, domino Friderico, comite Wirtembergico et Mompelgartensi, etc. inter clarissimos viros,
o. Iacobum Andreae, Praepositum et Cancellarium Academiae
Tubingensis: et D. Theodorum Bezam, Professorem et Pastorem
Genevensem. Authoritate raedicti rinci is Fr1der1c1, etc.
nunc anno Cristi 1 87. pu
T" ingen: George Gruppenbach, 1587).
11 Ibid., p. 570. The superintendent of Montbeliard at
the time of the colloquy was Caspar Lucius. He was born at
Stuttgart in 1555 and studied at the University of Tiibingen
from 1570 to 1573 when he received the master's degree.
In
1576 he became pastor at Luchtnau near Tubingen. He subscribed
the Book of Concord.
In 1580 or 1582 he went to Merklingen
and in the following year was called to Montbeliard as court
preacher and superintendent. He returned to Wurttemberg in
1594, served at Sultz, and was "special superintendent" and
city pastor at Waiblingen.
In 1608 he became abbot of Alpirsbach.
He died April 16, 1609. "Lucius, (Caspar), 11 in Christian Gottlieb Jocher, editor, Allgemeines Gelehrten Lexicon,
Darinne die Gelehrten aller Stande sowohl m~nn-als weiblichen
Geschlechts, welche vom Anfan e der Welt bis auf ietzi e Zeit
~e bet, un sich der gelehrten Welt ekannt gemacht, Nach
ihrer Geburt, Leben, merckwurdigen Geschichten, Absterben
und Schrifften aus den laubwilrdi sten Schribenten in al habetischer Ordnung beschrieben werden Leipzig: Johann Friedrich Gleditschens Buchhandlung, 1750-1751), II, 2567.

12Acta, a3.

The present writer has not been able,to
discover when the French exiles first arrived in Montbeliard.
However, i t is known that on July 18, 1587, Henry III of
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were not certain what course of action they should follow
as far as participation in Holy Communion was concerned.
They wrote to the venerable company of pastors at Geneva
. d an in
. d ecisive
. .
an d receive
answer. 13

They also wrote to

Beza who advised them to participate in Holy Communion

,

at Montbeliard "without much dispute (absque multa
disputatione) • 1114

These answers apparently did not satisfy

them.

.

Toward the end of 1585 the French exiles asked Count
Frederick that they might be admitted to Holy Communion,
and after counsulting with the Lutheran clergy, Count
Frederick provided them with this answer on December 17,
1585:

After the ministers of the churches of Montbeliard
had given to the most illustrious prince, their
lord,~Lord Frederick, Count of wUrttemberg and
Montbeliard, an opinion about this written request
of the French exiles, his highness gave this response: that the ministers should indicate to
them that his pious and pure confession is publicly well known. If they wish to receive communion according to this [confession], they
should be permitted to do this, but if not, they

Franch issued the Edict of Nemours in which the Evangelical
religion was proscribed; its adherents were to become Roman
Catholics or leave the country within six months. On October 7,
1585, Henry reduced the time to fifteen days. Henry Martyn
Baird comments that the autumn of 1585 was one of the darkest
hours in the Huguenots' history. It was in view of this situation that Henry of Navarre sought the help of the German
princes. Henry Martyn Baird, The Huguenots and Henry of
Navarre (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1886), I, 344,
352, 369-370, 380, 391.
13 Paul-Frederic Geisendorf, Th:odore de B~ze (Geneva:
Labor et Fides, 1949), p. 351.

14Acta, p. 572.
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may abstain and in this way set their consciences
at rest. Also, no one should be excluded if he
has come to the preparatory sermon. Done at the
castle, December 17, in the year, and so on [15]85. 15
The French exiles did not receive Holy Communion at Christmas
of that year.

However, it had apparently happened that Re-

formed Christians had on occasion received Holy Communion
in the churches of Montb,liard. 16
This issue remained unresolved.

The French e~iles

asked Count Frederick to arrange for a conversation at Montbeliard in which the differences between the Lutheran and
the Reformed religions would be discussed and hopefully re17
solved by James Andreae and Theodore Beza.
Frederick
indicated that if Beza would express -his willingness to
come, a conversation between Beza and Andreae could be
arranged.

Letters were sent to Geneva.

Beza agreed that

he would come if the authorities in Geneva would authorize
him to do so, and if the Reformed churches of Switzerland
18
would support the venture.

1511 Postquam Ministri Ecclesiarum Mompelgartensium, Illustrissimum Principem, suum Dominum, Dominum Fridericum, Comitem
Wirtembergensem et Mompelgartensem, de hoc Scripto certiorem
reddiderunt: illius Celsitudo hoc dedit responsum: Debere
illis significari, quad illius pia et pura Confessio publice
plus satis prostet: sub quasi communicare velint, grates
ipsos fore: sin minus, posse ipsos abstinere, et hac ratione
suae conscientiae consulere. Neminem etiam, si ad praeparatorium concionem accessurus sit, iri exclusum. Actum in Arce,
17 Decembris, Anno, etc. 85." Ibid., pp. 569-570. A note
in the margin indicates that the preparatory sermon was
preached the evening before; it was to deal with the substance
and use of the Eucharist. Ibid., p. 570.
16 rbid., c2, p. 572.
17 Ibid., p. 6.
18 Geisen
·
d or f , p. 351 •
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While events in Montb~liard were taking this course,
a meeting took place in Stuttgart on January 13, 1586, between James Andreae and Baron de Cleroan, an ambassador of
King Henry of Navarre.

De Cleroan wanted to discuss the

po~itical developments in France, but Andreae refused to do
this.

De Cleroan then began to discuss with Andreae the

dissension between the Lutherans and the Reformed.

De

Cleroan was under the impression that the Lutherans and
the Reformed differed only on the Eucharist.

Andreae indi-

cated to him that the dissension also involved Christology,
baptism, and predestination.

De Cleroan said that he and

many people in France were totally unaware of disagreement
in these articles of faith.

De Cleroan then asked Andreae

if it would be possible to arrange for a colloquy between
the latter and Theodore Beza.

He suggested that Montbeliard

or Strasbourg would be the most convenient place for such
a colloquy.

Andreae said that he was quite ready to do this.

Even if agreement could not be reached, misconceptions might
be laid to rest and the position of both the Lutherans and
the Reformed better understood.

De Cleroan also discussed

the possibility of such a colloquy with Luke Osiander. 19

19 Acta, pp. 1-6. Luke Osiander was the son of Andrew
Osiander (1498-1552). He was born at Nuremberg on December 15,
1534. Until his father's departure for Konigsberg in 1549
he was educated in Nuremberg. He studied at Konigsberg until
his father's death in 1552, after which he studied in Tubingen.
In 1555 he became assistant pastor in Goppingen and married
Margaret Entringer, the sister of James Andreae's wife. Two
years later he became pastor and superintendent in Blaubeuren;
in 1562 he became pastor of st. Leonard's Church and superintendent in Stuttgart. His influence was great under Duke
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On February 28, 1586, the authorities in Geneva received Frederick's request that Beza come to Montbeliard
for the colloquy.

While the Genevans, due to Beza's ill-

ness at the time, preferred that the conference be postponed until spring, Frederick insisted that it be held
before his departure for France in Aprii. 20

On Mary 10

the venerable company of pastors agreed to send Beza together with Anthony Faius. 21

On March 12 the two theologians

set out for Montb~liard.

Representatives were also sent

from Bern and Lausanne:

Claudius Alberius, Peter HQbner,

Samuel Maier, Abraham Musculus and Anthony Marisius. 22

Louis of Wurttemberg, whom he daily instructed in the Bible
and the Augsburg Confession. He was present at some of the
negotiations leading to the publication of the Formula of
Concord and assisted in preparing the first Latin translation
of the Formula of Concord. Osiander participated with Andreae
in the correspondence with Patriarch Jeremiah II of Constantinople.
He was appointed Pralat in Adelberg in 1593 but
was eventually recalled to Stuttgart, where he died on September 17, 1604. Gustav Bossert, "Lukas Osiander," RE, XIV,
509-512.
2 0Geisendorf, p. 351.

Infra, p. 132.

21Geisendorf, p. 351. Anthony Faius (de la Faye) was
doctor of theology at Geneva; he died August 1616. He wrote
commentaries on books of the Bible and also an account of
the life and death of Theodore Beza.
"Fayus, oder Fagus,
oder de la Faye (Antonius)," J5cher, II, 537.
22 Acta, p. 8. Claudius Alberius (Alberius, Auberi,
Albertinus) became professor of philosophy at Lausanne in
11 Auberi,
1576.
oder Albertinus (Claudius)," Jc5cher, I, 616 •·
Abraham Musculus (1534-1591) was the son of Wolfgang Musculus, who was present at the proceedings leading up to the
Wittenberg Concord of 1536.
(Musculus is known for his controversy with Samuel Huber on predestination. Supra, pp. 2123·.) Wilhelm Hadorn, "Musculus, Wolfgang," RE, XIII, 585.
Peter Hubner was professor o .f Greek at Bern; Samuel Maier
was a senator from Bern, and Anthony Marisius, a senator from
Geneva. Acta, p. 8.
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Count Frederick asked Duke Louis of Wurttemberg to
send James Andreae.

Duke Louis consented, and sent, to-

gether with Andreae, Luke Osiander, John Wolff von Anweil,
and Frederick SchUtz. 23
The Arrival of Andreae and Beza in Montbeliard
The wnrttemberg delegation arrived in Montbeliard on
March 14.

Andreae and Osiander drew up theses on the Euch-

arist, the person of Christ, predestination, baptism, and
rehabilitation of the churches.

It was agreed that each set

of theses would include a statement indicating the areas of
agreement between Lutherans and Reformed, the disputed
points, the scriptural basis of the Lutheran doctrine, and
a list of the errors of the Reformed.
The Reformed delegation arrived on March 20.

The two

delegations exchanged greetings, and indicated to each other
that they had come to Montbeliard with a desire for truth,
and unity in the church. 24
The French exiles asked permission to attend the conversation.

Count Frederick gave such permission to those
25
among the exiles who understood the Latin language.

23 Ibid., p. 7.
24 Ibid., pp. 8-9.
25 Ibid., p. 9.

CHAPTER IV
/

THE COLLOQUY OF MONTBELIARD:

THE EUCHARIST AND

THE PERSON OF CHRIST
The Conversation about the Eucharist
At seven o'clock in the morning of March 21 Count
Frederick, many of the French exiles, and the representatives of the Reformed and Lutheran religions gathered
for the beginning of the colloquy.

At one table in the

room where the colloquy was to be held were seated Count
Frederick, James Andreae, Luke Osiander, John Wolf von Anweil, Frederick Schutz, and Caspar Lucius, the court preacher
and superintendent of Montb~liard.

At the other table were

seated the representatives of the Reformed religion. 1
, .
Hector Vogelmann, the chancellor of Montbeliard,
addressed the gathering on behalf of Count Frederick,
explaining that the colloquy had been arranged for at the
request of the French exiles and expressing Frederick's
wish that the colloquy would lead to a resolution of the
controversy between the Lutherans and the Reformed.

Beza

1 Acta Collo~ui~ Montis Belligartensis: Quad hal:>itum
est, Anno Christi l 86. Favente Dec Opt. Max. eraeside,
illustrissimo principe ac domino, domino Friderico, comite
Wirtember ice et Mom el artensi, etc. inter clarissimos
viros, D. Iaco um Andreae, Prae~ositurn et Cancel ariurn
Academiae Tubingensis: et o. T eodorurn Bezarn, Professorem
et Pastorem Genevensem, Authoritate raedicti rinci is
Friderici, etc. nunc anno Christi 1587. ublicata Tabingen:
George Gruppen ac,
•

so
then thanked Count Frederick for having arranged for the
colloquy and expressed his wish that, since issues can
be more carefully dealt with in writing than in conversation, the disputed issues be dealt with through written
documents rather than conversation.

Andreae also thanked

Count Frederick for arranging for the colloquy and expressed
his desire that the disputed teachings be dealt with not
only through documents but also through conversation. 2
Andreae gave the Lutheran theses on the Eucharist to
Beza and his colleagues. 3

Beza agreed to Andreae's desire

to proceed not only with an exchange of written documents
but also with conversation about the disputed articles of
faith.

With the presentation of the Lutheran theses to

Beza the public proceedings of March 21 came to an end.
Beza and his colleagues prepared their own document ex-

pressing the Reformed position concerning the Eucharist and
4
their reply to the Lutheran document.
Shortly before noon
of the following day Beza and his colleagues presented these
documents to the Lutheran theologians. 5
The Lutheran theses assert that there is no dispute about
the fact and the necessity of all believers spiritually eating the flesh and drinking the blood of Christ.

2 Ibid., pp. 13-14.
3 rbid., p. 15.
4Acta, pp. 20-35.
5 rbid., p. 37.

This
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spiritual eating and drinking takes place through faith
even apart from the use of the Lord's Supper.

The Caper-

naitic eating of the body of Christ as well as transubstantiation are rejected, together with any notion of a local
or physical presence of the body and blood of Christ in the
Sacrament.

The Lutheran theses formulated the disputed

issue i n this way:

Are the body and blood of Christ truly

and substantially present in the Eucharist, are they distributed with the bread and wine, and are they received by
all who partake of the Sacrament, whether worthy or unworthy,
the believers receiving consolation and life while the unbelievers receive judgment?
question af f irmatively.

The Lutheran theses answer the
The words "in, with, and under,"

"substantially," "corporeally," "really," "essentially,"
"orally" are to be understood as signifying nothing else
than the true presence and eating of the body and blood of
Christ in the Eucharist. 6
The grounds of the Lutheran doctrine of the Sacrament
are first of all the words of institution.

Included in the

words of institution are the truthfulness of the God-Man and
the certainty that nothing is impossible for him.

Moreover,

Christ has been placed at the right hand of God which is to
be understood as God's almighty power.

The mode of the pres-

ence of the body and blood of Christ in the wcharist is not

6 rbid., pp. 15-16. See the text of the Wittenberg Concord of 1536. Die Bekenntnisschriften der evangelischlutherischen Kirche Heraus e eben im Gedenk"ahr der Au sbur isc en Konfession 1 3. 5. durc gesehene Auflage G"ttingen:
Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1963), p. 65.
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described in Scripture and therefore must not be argued
about.

The Lutheran theses assert that God has many

methods and modes by which he may cause the body and
blood of Christ to be present other than the physical or
natural mode. 7
The Lutherans reject the thesis that the words of institution are not to be understood in the plain sense of
the words, that they are obscure, and that their true meaning is to be discerned from other passages of Scripture.
The Lutherans deny that the body of Christ is received only
spiritually, by faith, while the bread is received with the
mouth.

They deny that the body of Christ is in heaven and

nowhere else between the ascension and the second coming of
Christ.

They deny that Christ's body cannot be present at

one time in more than one place.

They deny that the body

of Christ is no more present on earth than it once was to
Abraham.

They reject the thesis that in the Eucharist only

the power, effect, and benefit of the absent body and blood
of Christ are distributed.

They deny that the weak in faith

are included among those participating unworthily in the
Sacrament.

They reject any conclusions drawn from a coarse,

"Capernai tic'' understanding of the presence of Christ's
body and blood.

8

7Acta, pp. 16-17. See the Formula of Concord, Solid_De~laration VII 92-105 and Martin Luther, "Vom abendmal Christi,
Bekendnis,"
Martin Luthers Werke. Kritische Gesammtaus abe
(Weimar: Hermann Bo aus,
, XXVI, 32 , 3 7,
5-3 •
Hereafter the Weimar edition will be referred to as WA.

u.

8

Acta, pp. 18-19.
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The Reformed theses presented by Beza and his colleagues begin with a definition of the sacrament in six
parts:

the signs, the things signified, the joining of the

signs and the things signified, the reception of the signs
and the things signified, the effects of the Eucharist, the
causes of the salutary effects of the Eucharist. 9
The signs are "things pressing in on the external sense,
intended by the Lord's institution and command [to be
separated] from common and natural use to signify to us
things spiritual and sacred. 11 10 •rhe bread and the wine
of the Eucharist are such signs.

The Reformed deny that

by signs they understand a bare, external representation
of the things signified; rather a real offering to men's
souls of the things signified is involved.

They deny, how-

ever, that the thing signified is offered to be eaten with
the mouth. 11
The things sacramentally signified are the body of Christ
given for us, and the blood of Christ poured out for us.
The breaking of the bread signifies the sufferings of Christ
for us, the outward giving of the bread and wine signifies
the inward and spiritual offering of Christ to our minds;
the outward reception of the bread and wine signifies the
reception of Christ through faith.

The Reformed stressed

9 Ibid., pp. 20-27.
lO"Res in sensus externos incurrentes; ex Domini institutione et mandate a communi et naturali usu rebus spiritualibus et sacris nobis significandis destinatas." Ibid., PP• 2021.
11 Ibid., p. 21.
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the importance not only of using bread and wine in the
Eucharist, but also the importance of carrying out the
ceremonies involved in the celebration of the Eucharist. 12
The joining of the signs and the things signified is
described in this way:

the external signs "are by Christ's

ordinance [taken] from their common and natural use and

12 Ibid., pp. 21-22.
"Sacramentum non est panis, sed
actio. 11 Ibid., p. 172. This stress on the action of the

rite is connected with Beza's whole understanding of the
nature (ratio) of the Sacrament explained in terms of analogy and relation. Beza "explains the analogy of the
sign and the signified in three ways:
(1) the breaking of
the bread represents the suffering of the Lord; (2) the distribution of the bread teaches in a sensible manner that
Christ and all his benefits are given to each individually;
(3) the bread made from many grains and the wine made from
many grapes signifies the union of all the members in the
one body of Christ and the mutual charity they should exercise toward one another." Jill Raitt, The Eucharistic Theclog of Theodore Beza: Develo ment of the Reformed Doctrine
C
ers urg, Pa.: American Aca emy of Re igion, 1972,
p. 28. Raitt further explains Beza's concept of analogy in
this way: "just as food sustains our physical life, so
sacramental food gives us him who is our eternal life.
'Then it follows that the broken bread and the poured out
1wine signify the sufferings undergone by Christ for us,
re:newing them, as it were, before our eyes. And just as food
.is transformed into the eater and so food and eater are
•closely united, so we are transformed into Christ and he en·ters into us so that he lives in us and we in him. For all
·these reasons the analogy offered by the elements and the
1rites is the most fitting to represent Christ and his ac1tivi ty for us." Raitt, p. 51. Beza' s theology of the Sac~ament is stated in terms of action rather than substance.
$ee note 32 of this chapter. Joseph McLelland writes:
""the Reformed • • • insisted on action rather than presence
nn the Supper; and Melanchthon's formulae are sim~lar, for
Hlis functional doctrine, as Peter Fraenkel calls it, prefers
to talk of processes (ritus, usus) rather than things ( ~ E?.!!!, panis), of effects rather than being." Joseph McLelland,
"'Lutheran Reformed Debate on the Eucharist and Christology,"
f.iMarbur~ Revisited: A Reexamination of Lutheran and Reformed
'Iil.'raditions, edited by James I. McCord and Paul c. Empie
«Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1966), P· 49.
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used for signifying and indeed offering to us, in a genuinely divine way, holy things. 1113

For this understanding

of the nature of the sacramental joining of the signs and
the things signified the Reformed advances the following
arguments.

First, the body of Christ remains circumscribed

and local both before and after the glorification; otherwise, it would not be a true body.

Therefore the joining

of the body of Christ with the bread takes place only by way
of a relational condition, "relativa habitudine. 1114
Second, the body of Christ is confined to heaven from the
ascension of Christ until his second coming.

Third, Paul

speaks of believers as being in this life "away from the
Lord" (2 Cor. 5:6) and Christ himself spoke of a genuine
departure from the world taking place in his ascension.
Fourth, the Reformed position is supported by the consensus
of the ancient fathers. 15
The Eucharist consists of two things -:
the other heavenly.

one earthly,

The earthly thing, bread and wine, is

received by the hand and by the mouth.

The heavenly thing,

the body and blood of Christ, is apprehended by the mind
alone through faith.

Christ's body is offered in the

Eucharist for spiritual nourishment; therefore analogy

1311 Ex

Christi ordinatione, a communi et naturali suo
usu, ad res sacras nobis et significandas et reipsa divinitus
praestandas, adhibeantur." Acta, p. 22.
14 Ibid.
l!Sibid., p. 23.
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demands that its mode of reception be spiritual.

The re-

ception of the earthly signs with the mouth is the pledge
of the spiritual reception of the things signified by the
soul.

What happens to the signs is attributed to the

things signified only by way of a sacramental metonymy.
The Reformed aPgue that if the body of Christ is orally received in the Sacrament, then believers would become substantial members of Christ.

On the contrary, believers

are said to be members of the mystical body of Christ,
united with Christ spiritually through faith. 16
The effect of the Sacrament for those who worthily receive it--that is, with penitence and faith--is salvation
through strengthening of their spiritual union with Christ.
The effect of participation in the Eucharist for those who
come in ignorance of the Sacrament or with unbelief or impenitence is condemnation.

But condemnation comes not from

the Sacrament itself, but from the unworthy use of the
Sacrament. 17
The efficient cause of the salutary effect of the
Supper, that is, union with Christ, is the power of the
Holy Spirit.

The instrumental causes of the salutary

16 rbid., pp. 24-26.
17 rbid., p. 26. In connection with the effect of the
:sacrament it is noteworthy that Beza conceded that "although
faith is the only instrument by which Christ is received,
1nevertheless, the fruit reaches also the body, for [our]
)bodies are made immortal by the communication of this food
(Etsi Fides unicum instrumentum est, quo Christus percipitur:
:fructus tamen etiam ad corpus pervenit, quia corpora, comnnunicatione huius cibi, immortalia redduntur)." Acta, PP•
:167-168.
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effects of the Supper are, with respect to God, the pastor
carrying out the actions commanded by Christ, the words of
institution, the signs and the sacramental rites.

With

respect to those receiving the benefit of the Sacrament,
the instrumental cause is faith implanted in the believers
by God.

The Reformed denied any intrinsic efficient power

to the instrumental causes; through the instrumental causes
God witnesses to believers the spiritual union with Christ
and the benefits which flow from that union. 18
In their reply to the Lutheran document, the Reformed
advanced a number of points.

They assert that the only

reception of Christ that exists is the spiritual reception
of Christ through faith, accomplished by the power of the
Holy Spirit.
ment.

This takes place equally in Word and Sacra-

The sacramental communication, however, is more

powerful and more clear because it reaches not only the
ears but the other senses as well.

The Reformed deny the

possibility asserted by the Lutherans, namely, that although the body of Christ is eaten with the mouth, this
eating takes place in a way other than the natural mode of
eating.

The Reformed deny the possibility of any presence

of the body of Christ apart from a local presence.

The

body and blood of Christ are offered only to the mind to be
received by faith.

Although the whole Sacrament, both the

signs and the things signified, is offered (praeberi) to the

lBibid., pp. 26-27.
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unworthy, the unworthy receive only the signs.

The un-

worthy become guilty of the body and blood of the Lord
not by receiving them but by despising them. 19
The Reformed admit that the fathers used the expressions
"in, with, and under."

According to the Reformed, however,
,
the fathers used these terms to express their conviction
that the body and blood of Christ are truly offered to the
faith of those receiving.

The words of institution promise

this; the external signs bear witness to it.

The terms

"substantially, corporeally, essentially" are properly
understood, according to the Reformed, as applying not to
'
b ut t o the tings
h'
. . f.ie.
d 20
th e signs
signi
means

II

Th e wor d

in reality and not by way of deception. 11

11

rea 11y "

The Re-

formed reject the use of the word "orally. 1121
The words of institution must be understood in the
light of the norm of Christian faith contained in the
Apostles' Creed.

Understood in that light, since the

Creed asserts the ascension of Christ into heaven and his
return from heaven in the second coming, the Lutheran position is called untenable. 22

19 rbid., pp. 28-29.

7

2011 The signified heavenly!:!,! a e not heavenly a~d.

spiritual because their natures are incorporeal or spiritual,
or because they are now endowed with heavenly glory, but because in these mysteries, they are proposed not to our corporal senses by a corporal mode, but they must be contemplated by the mind and apprehended by the hand of faith.
Raitt, p. 46.
11

21

Acta, p. 29.

22 Ibid., p. 30.
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The Reformed agree that for Christ who is God and Man
nothing is impossible.

They deny, however, the communica-

tion of omnipotence to the human nature of Christ in the
personal union. 23

Such a communication of omnipotence

would destroy the reality of the body of Christ.

Circum-

scription and localization are immutable qualities of the
body of Christ which would be destroyed by such a communication.

The substance of the body of Christ can be in

only one place at a time.

Yet the body of Christ

which is now in heaven and not elsewhere is offered
by the ineffable power of the Holy Spirit in the
rightly administered Lord's Supper to be taken most
truly and most efficaciously through faith, by us
who are now on earth and noj elsewhere, for the
salvation of soul and body. 4
In replying to the Lutheran thesis that the mode of the
presence cannot be defined, the Reformed stated that the very
name "sign" indicates how the thing signified is joined with
the sign.

It is a relative or relational joining.

But how

the thing signified--which remains in heaven--is received
by faith here on earth, that is the mystery.

25

The conversation on the Eucharist which began early
in the afternoon of March 22 continued through March 24. 26

23 Ibid., pp. 31-32.
24 "(Quod nunc in
·
· est, et non a l'b')
' Coena Docoelis
i i in

mini rite administrata, nobis, qui nunc in terris sumus, et
non alibi, verissime et efficacissime, per £idem sumendum,
ad animae et corporis salutem, ineffabili illa Spiritus
sancti virtute praeberi." Ibid., p. 31.
25 Ibid., p. 32.
26 Ibid., p. 155. The curious fact that the conversation of the afternoon of March 23, apparently all of what
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Almost every issue which was subsequently discussed during
the colloquy was touched on during the discussion of the
Eucharist. 27
There is a diversity of approach in the definition of
"sacrament."

Not only did this diversity emerge in the

Eucharistic discussions, it also surfaced in the discussion
of Holy Baptism. 28

In both instances Andreae held to the

position that each of the "sacraments" must be understood
in its uniqueness, in the light of the words of Scripture
that apply specifically to it.

Thus "sacrament" for

Andreae--as in the Augsburg Confession--is not an

a priori

category that Baptism and the Eucharist must then be fitted
in to.

With Beza,

acter o f an

a

11

sacrament 11 does seem to have the char-

priori category.

The Reformed theses on the

Eucharist begin by defining sacrament as consisting of the
signs and the things signified.

The definition of "sacrament"

took place on March 24, and whatever may have happened on
the morning of March 25 (cf. Acta, p. 192) is covered in a
scant thirty-seven pages of the Lutheran Acta of the colloquy
can, perhaps, be explained in part by a comment of PaulFrederic Geisendorf: "Au debut de 1587, Frederic fit livrer
!'impression, en latin, en allemand et en fran9ais, les
notes qu'avaient prises Andreae, Osiander, et le superintendant de Montbeliard. Naturellement ces notes etaient tendancieuses; les discours d'Andreae s')! voyaient reproduits
au complet, tandis que ceux de B~ze etaient reduits
un
resume sec et insuffisant." Paul-Frederic Geisendorf,
Theodore de Beze (Geneva: Labor et Fides, 1949), p. 355.

a

a

27 E.g. the communication of divine majesty to the human
nature of Christ, Acta, pp. 76, 81, 97, 99, 138, 152; the
life-giving character of the flesh of Christ, ibid., PP• 86,
169; the hearing of the Word of God by believers and unbelievers (a subject taken up in the conversation on predestination), ibid., pp. 122-145.
28 Acta, pp. 62, 439, 441-442, 445, 450.
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as "sign" had the sanction of centuries-old tradition-the authority of St. Augustine could be appealed to--yet
it was a tradition which made possible the symbolic understanding of the Sacrament. 29
There is a diversity in the understanding of the words
of institution.

While Andreae insisted on a literal under-

standing of the words of institution, the Reformed insisted
that, given the alleged obscurity of the words of institution, their proper meaning must be discerned from other
passages of Scripture.

A major factor in Beza's approach

to the interpretation of the words of institution was his
insistence that they be interpreted in the light of the
Creed.

Specifically, this meant that they must be inter-

preted in the light of the ascension to the right hand of
the Father and the second coming, both understood spatially.

30

The Christological issue was also involved; more of that
below.
There is a diversity in the understanding of the sacramental union of the bread and wine and the body and the
blood of Christ.

Both parties affirmed a "real presence"

29 aermann Sasse, This is My Body: Luther's Contention
for the Real Presence in the Sacrament of the Altar (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1959), pp. 24-26. Sasse
traces the effect of defining the sacraments as "signs" in
the theology of the Western Church since Augustine. "The
root of Augustine's understanding of the sacrament as a sign
is not the Bible but his nee-Platonism. 11 Ibid., P· 26 •
Beza appealed to the authority of Augustine for his own
definition of the sacrament as a "sign" (Acta, P• 167) •
30 Acta, pp. 76, 92, 137, 145, 1 7 S.
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of the body and blood of Christ in the Eucharist.

Beza

repeatedly insisted that the issue is not whether the body
and blood of Christ are present; the issue is the mode of
31
the presence.
The difference between the Lutheran and
the Reformed doctrine appears in the way in which the sacramental union or joining is understood.

For Andreae the

bread and the body of Christ, the wine and the blood of
Christ are present together here on earth in the celebration
of the Sacrament.

Beza also asserts a joining (coniunctio)

of the signs and the thing signified; the joining, however,

is a relational one. 32

The signs are by Christ's ordinance

31

Acta, pp. 42, 78, 81, 94, 103, 107. Andreae saw the
root of the Reformed error in the theology of the Eucharist
to be the refusal to concede the possibility of any mode of
presence other than the local and physical. Ibid., p. 166.
Sasse notes that the Reformed have continued to hold that
the issue is not the presence of Christ but the mode of his
presence in the Eucharist. Sasse, p. 342.
32 Beza explained during the conversation about the Eucharist: "Now you ask how the signs and the things signified
are joined in this sacrament. Is it that where the essence
of the signs is, there also is present the essence of the
things signified, the body and blood of Christ? To this we
reply: that this sacramental conjunction does not require
that the things signified be at the same place where the
signs are. But it is enough that the signs have a certain
schesin, that is, a relation to and affinity for (relationem
et habitudinem) those things which they signify, represent,
offer and present to the mind. We call this joining or
union schesin, or a relation and affinity of the signs to
the things signified. For this reason they are in the category
of relationship (in praedicamento relationis). By reason of
substance (in praedicamento substantiae) (Nunc quaeritur,
quomodo in hoc Sacramento signa et res signatae coniungantur?
Anita, ut ubi est essentia signorum, ibi quoque sit praesens
essentia rerum signatarum corporis et sanguinis Christ?_ Hie
respondemus, illam coniunctionem sacramentalem non requirere,
ut eodem loco, ubi sunt signa, ibi etiam res signa
1 ta 7 sint:
sed sufficit, ut signa quandam schesin,.id7s~, Re ationem et
habitudinem habeant ad illas res quae significant, repraesentant, et menti offerunt ac praebent. Hane coniunctionem seu
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lifted out of common use and are used for signifying and
offering the thing signified.

Because of this relational

joining of the sign and the thing signified, Beza is also
able to say that the body and blood of Christ are truly
offered (praeberi) to all who receive the bread and wine. 33

unionem nos schesin appellamus, seu relationem et habitudinem
signorum ad res signatas. Hae ratione sunt in Praedicamento
Relationis. Nam signum ratione usus, est in Praedicamento
relationis, et non in Praedicamento substantiae.)" Acta,
pp. 163-164. Raitt comments: "The term relation is still
more scholastic both in its develooment and use than that
of analogy from which it is drawn. - While the notion is
certainly implied in that of analogy, it is Beza's rather
~han Calvin's, and its aristotelian origin and definition
is clear from the Greek terms which Beza increasingly inserted in his later treatises as well as from the manner in
which he used it. Beza began to use the term in the context
of the double affirmation which he had constantly to make:
(1) the elements or signs, and Christ, the signified res,
cannot be united; Christ is not for bread. But they
in
some way conjoined (coniuncta, Calvin's conjoints), or the
ratio, the analogy of the sacraments is subverted. Beza's
doctrine was not occasionalistic. The Supper is not an
activity done by men which provides an occa.s ion for a parallel
activity of the Holy Spirit. The activity of the Spirit is
through the activity and elements of the liturgy. Beza therefore posits a relation between the elements and Christ which
is not physical, local, spatial, or temporal, but transcends
these and is therefore the philosophical category which is
proper to the theological notion of sacrament. The elements,
the bread and the wine, are not then merely bread and wine.
Nor are they changed substantially or joined with the body
of Christ so that Christ can be said to be 'under, with, or
in' the bread. On the natural level, they remain bread and
wine and as such nourish the bodv. But in the action of the
Lord's Supper as declared by the- words of institution, they
are changed. They serve a new end and use through their
relation to Christ, established by the Holy Spirit, and they
become subservient efficient causes of the union of the faithful with Christ. They are food that nourishes eternal life
as Christ declared. This end of the sacraments is a mystical
union or marriage; it is the koinonia of which Paul wrote"
(Raitt, p. 71).

are

33Acta, pp. 119-120, 153. Beza also speaks of the body
of Christ as "truly present," Acta, pp. 75, 104, 175.
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The diversity in the understanding of the sacramental
union or joining of the bread and wine, the body and the
blood of Christ, also appears in the understanding of what
is in fact received by communicants in the celebration of
Holy Communion.

While Andreae asserted that the whole sac-

rament is received with the mouth, according to Beza the
bread and wine are received with the mouth while the body
of Christ is received through faith. 34

This, of course,

involved a denial of the manducatio indignorum ("eating by
the unworthy").

The denial of the manducatio indignorum is

intimately connected with Beza's doctrine of an election
both to salvation and to damnation.

According to Beza,

those elected to damnation can have no part in Christ; therefore, they can receive only the signs in the Sacrament.
Only by faith do the communicants receive the things signified; those elected to damnation do not have the faith
' h a 1 one receives
'
'
' f'ie.
d 35
wh 1.c
t h e th'1.ngs s1gn1.

Finally, there is diversity in the understanding of
the union of the divine and human nature in Christ.

This

problem was discussed at length in the conversation on the
person of Christ.

Andreae asserted the communication of

the attributes of the divine nature of Christ to the human

34 E.g., Acta, pp. 119, 153.

35 Acta, pp. 133, 135.

The issue of wheth 7r or ~ot the
unworthy receive the body of Christ led to a d1.sc~ss1.on of
the relationship of the Word of the Gospel and faith. Be~a
makes a sharp distinction between inward and outward hearing
of the Gospel; unbelievers hear "only the sound" (sonus
tantum) in the ears (~~, p. 123). Cf. Acta, pp. 122-145.
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nature of Christ in the personal union.

Beginning with

the moment of the incarnation the human nature of Christ
has been placed at the right hand of God, which is God's
almighty power.

This Beza denied as destroying the reality

of the human nature of Christ. 36
The conversation about the Eucharist ended without
agreement having been reached.
After the conversation had been concluded, there was
another exchange of written documents. 37

The Wurttemberg

theologians prepared a document indicating the points in
which agreement had been reached, the points that were ·
still disputed, and how agreement could be reached on the
articles still in dispute.

The Reformed prepared a document

stating their opinions in the matter.

These documents do

not appear in the printed Acta of the colloquy.
The Conversation about the Person of Christ
The discussion of Christology began at two o'clock in
the afternoon of March 25 and continued on the morning of
March 26. 38

Before Andreae and Beza discussed the issue,

Luke Osiander read the Lutheran theses on the person of
Christ; then Abraham Musculus read those of the Reformed. 39

3 6Acta, pp. 161-162.
37 This had been proposed by Beza during the conversation
on the Eucharist (ibid., p. 158).
38 rbid., pp. 192, 284.
39 rbid., pp. 192-216.
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In the discussion Andreae began by accusing the Reformed of having started the controversy about the person
of Christ.

In connection with the eucharistic controversy

the Reformed had denied that Christ's body is present in
the Sacrament on the grounds that the body of Christ could
. on 1 y one pace
l
.
40 As points
.
b e in
at a time.
of agreement
concerning the person of Christ Andreae cited the following:

that there are two natures in Christ, the divine and

the human: that in Christ each nature, even in the union,
retains and never loses its own essential properties; that
the properties of one nature can never become the properties
of the other nature (guod proprietates naturae unius, nunguam
possint alterius naturae proprietates fieri): that the
divine nature cannot be changed into the human nature nor
the human nature into the divine nature: that neither nature
mixes its properties with the other in such a way that a
third nature--which is neither divine nor human--comes into
being: that the natures are not divided, although they retain their properties: that there is in Christ one person,
not two.

41

The question at issue is this:

whether there

is a more than verbal communication of attributes in the
personal union.

Andreae affirmed this real communication

of attributes as the effect of the personal union itself.

4 0Acta, pp. 216-217.
41 Ibid. , p. 218.
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Andreae stated that there are two kinds of communication;
one is essential, the other is personal.

In the Holy

Trinity the three persons share essentially in deity.
The other communication is personal, where there
is not only one nature, but two diverse natures
come together in the one person of the Son of God
without any confusion. Neither are they simply
united, but [they are united] in such a way that
one communica s its essence with its properties
to the other.

42

As appropriate analogies of this communication of attributes
Andreae repeatedly cited the analogy of glowing iron in a
fire and the soul/body analogy. 43
For just as in a man the soul, as long as it is
in man, does nothing without the body, but all
things through the body and with the body, although the body is able to do none of these
things of itself without the soul, so in the
person of Christ the Logos does or works nothing
without the assumed man, but, as the orthodox 44
fathers bear witness, in, with, and through it.
Andreae observed that the divine attributes are not communicated to the human nature in the same way that the human
attributes are communicated to the divine nature:
the human nature in itself is able to receive omnipotence. But the Godhead in itself is not able to

4211 Altera communicatio personalis est, ubi non una duntaxat natura est; sed duae diversae naturae in una persona
filii Dei conveniunt sine omni confusione; neque simpliciter
uniuntur, sed ita uniuntur, ut una alteri suam essentiam cum
suis propriis communicet. 11 Ibid., p. 231.
,. .,
·"'Passim.
4411 sicut enim in homine anima, quam diu est in homine,
nihil facit sine corpore, sed omnia per corpus, et cum corpore: corpus autem sine anima nihil eorum per se agere potest: Ita in persona Christi Logos nihil facit aut operatur
sine assumpto homine, sed sicut orthodoxi Patres testantur,
in, cum, et per Eum. 11 Ibid., p. 237.
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receive sufferings in the same way, since it
cannot be wounded or torn. But the Godhead
suffered in its own flesh, as the Logos is said
to have rested in the passion with respect to
its flesh, that is, it not only sustained the
human nature so that it would be able to suffer
such things, but the Godhead itself also did not
withdraw from the sufferings of the flesh which
it could have done if it had wanted to . • • 45
Because of this communication of attributes in the personal
union it can be said, "God was born of Mary," "God suffered,"
and so on.

Andreae viewed this as the clear teaching of the

Apostles' Creed which predicates being born, suffering and
dying of the Son of God. 46
Andreae understood Beza to be saying that
just as the natures are diverse and remain distinct also in the union itself, so also they
do distinctly what belongs to each nature. So
that the Logos does distinctly without any real
communication that which belongs to the Logos,
and the flesh distinc(?y carries out that which
belongs to the flesh.
Andreae regarded Beza's opinion as the Nestorian heresy condemned by the Council of Ephesus. 48

4511 Humana natura in se recipere potest omnipotentiam:

sed Divinitas in se non potest eodem mode recipere passiones,
ut quae vulnerari et lacerari non potest. Passa autem est
Divinitas in propria carne, sicut Logos in passione requievisse dicitur, respectu carnis suae, hoc est, non solum sustentavit naturam humanam, ut talia pati posset, sed ipsa quoque Divinitas non repulit a propria carne passiones, quad
facere potuisset, si voluisset" ibid., p. 240.
46 Ibid., pp. 234, 238, 252.
4711 sicut • • • naturae sunt diversae, et manent etiam

in ipsa unione distinctae: ita quoque distincte agant, quod
singulis naturis proprium est. Ita ut Logos distincte agat
sine omni communicatione reali, quod est Logou; et care distincte exequatur, quod carnis est." Ibid., p. 231.
48 Ibid., p. 233. Beza levelled the charge of Eutychianism
at Andreae, ibid., pp. 242, 255. Joseph McLelland writes
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B·e za rejected Andreae' s charge of Nestorianism saying
that
we do not do that [separate the natures and their
actions in the person of Christ]: For although we attribute to each nature those things that belong to
it and its distinct actions, nevertheless, we do not
therefore say that this makes the human nature
separate from the divine or the divine from the
human, but, reiijining in the union, each does what
belongs to it.
Beza taught:
I do not deny that the Logos communicates its
essence to the assumed nature, and thus [the
assumed nature] is personally sustained by it.
This takes place through the union. But I do
not judge this union [to be] a commingling with
communication of attributes or properties such
as you say follows from this union. But we say
that the humanity only receives sustenance from
the Logos, without any other communication of the
properties of the other nature. From this a confusion of natures would follow. For the human
nature is united with the Logos in such a way
that it acquires subsistence from it.SO

that the Christological controversy between the Lutherans
and the Reformed "was to be conducted as between Nestorians
and Eutycheans. The real tragedy was that these terms of
reference were accepted for all future Lutheran-Reformed
engagement • • • From Luther and Zwingli • • • to Andreae
and Beza, the posture of debate remains essentially the
same." McLelland, p. 43. On the controversy between the
Nestorians and the Eutycheans see J. N. D. Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines (New York: Harper and Row, 1959), pp. 310-343.
~Opinion is widely divided as to what the doctrine of Nestorius really was and in how far it was heretical." "Nestorianism," The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, edited
by F. L. Cross (London: Oxford University Press, 1958), p.
946.
Throughout the discussion of the person of Christ
Andreae and Beza both attempted to demonstrate the agreement
of their own position with that of the orthodox fathers.
49 " Quod nos non facimus.
·

· cui'1 i· b e t na t urae
Etsi· enim
proprias suas et distinctas actiones tribuimus; non tamen
propterea dicimus, quod natura humana a divina, aut divina
ab humana separata hoc efficiat, sed in ipsa unione permanentes,
quaelibet efficiat, quod ipsius proprium est." Acta, p. 235.
5011 Non nego quod Logos assumptae naturae hypostasin suam

communicet, et ita personaliter ab eo sustentetur, quod fit
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Beza further explained:
We confess that to this man has been com.~unicated
whatever can be communicated and of which human
nature is capable [of receiving]. Since therefore
God assumed that human being, it is necessary that
the properties of deity belong to him--but in such
a way that they are not in the human being in himself but in the Logos.51
Andreae regarded Beza's explanations as verbal trickery
and accused him of resorting to a trope in asserting that
"the man Jesus Christ is omnipotent."

According to Andreae,

Beza in using this expression was simply saying that "the
deity united with the humanity is omnipotent. 52

Beza on his

part defended his use of expression "the man Jesus Christ
is omnipotent" as genuinely asserted "because the humanity
subsists in the per~on of the Word (quad humanitas in
persona Verbi subsistit}. 1153
Andreae defended the omnipotence of the human nature
of Christ in the personal union.

The human nature of

Christ is not omnipotent in itself (in se} but in the personal
union through the communication of attributes.

Andreae used

d

per unionern: sed hanc unionem non iudico commiscendam cum
communicatione idiomatum seu proprietatum, quam vos ex hac
unione sequi dicitis. Hos vero dicimus, quad humanitas a
L g- tantum sustentationem accipiat, sine omni propriorum
terius naturae communicatione, ex qua confusio naturarum
sequeretur. Sic eni~ natura humana cum Logo unitur, ut ab
eo subsistentium acquirat. 11 Ibid., pp. 245-246.

1

5111 confitemur huic Homini communicata esse, quaecunque

possunt communicari, et quorum natura humana capax est. Cum
igitur ille Homo assumptus sit Deus, necesse est ei proprietates Deitatis convenire. Sedita, ut non sint in homine
per se, sed in Logo." Ibid., P· 221.
52 Ibid., pp. 247-248, 272.
SJ Ibid. , p. ,250.
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the analogies of glowing iron in a fire and of the body
and soul to clarify this.

When iron burns it acquires the

name of ignited iron; because the soul is united to the
body it acquires the name of an animate body.

The substance

of iron and of the body remains and is not destroyed by
the union with the fire and the soul:
the humanity assumed by the Son of God is not
abolished or changed into divinity in this real
communication of the essence and properties of the
Logos but [it] acquires a new name and appellation
which is "deified." Therefore it acquires from the
Son of God the majesty which belongs to God. Deity
in this communication does not lose [the majesty
which belongs to God] but retains [it] in itself.
But [the Deity] has [the majesty] personally in
common with the assumed man, just as [it has it]
essentially in common with the Father and the Holy
Spirit. And so this one man Jesus, the Son of
Mary, can truly say: All authority 5 ¼n heaven and
on earth has been given to me • • •
Beza reproached Andreae for Eutychianism, asserting that
Andreae's insistence on the communication of divine attributes to the human nature of Christ turns the human nature
into divinity and so destroys the human nature of our Lord.
Beza held that omnipotence is in God alone.

55

There are, how-

ever, rays of omnipotence; these are created qualities which

5411 Humanitas a filio Dei assumpta in hac communicatione

reali essentiae et propriorum tou Logou non aboletur, aut
in Divinitatem mutatur, sed acquirit novum nomen et appellationem, quod dicitur Deificatum. Acquirit itaque a filio
Dei Majestatem, quae ipsius Dei propria est, quam Deitas in
hac communicatione non amittit sed in se retinet. Personaliter autem cum assumpto homine communem, sicut essentiali~er
cum Patre et Spiritu sancto communem habet. Un~e.unus hie
homo Iesus Mariae filius vere dicere potest: Mihi data est
omnis potestas in coelo et in terra • • • " ibid., P· 244.
55 Ibid., pp. 242, 255.
..

'I,
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flow from the divinity to the humanity of Christ:

"the

most absolute, the most perfect, and the highest created
gifts • • • which have been conferred on the humanity of
Christ; these are to be distinguished from that absolute
power of God. 1156
nature is finite.

The power of God is infinite; human
"And therefore it is not able to be

capable of or to share in infinite power (Ideoque non
potest infinitae potentiae capax aut particips esse). 1157
Andreae viewed Beza's opinion as falling far short
of the teaching of St. Paul that in Christ "all the fulness
of the Godhead"--and therefore omnipotence--"dwells bodily"
(Col. 2: 9) • 58 Andreae's concern in defending the thesis
that God's omnipotence is communicated to the human nature
of Christ was not a speculative one:
although the absolute infinite power of God is
enough for us in cross and calamities, and therefore also in the greatest temptations: nevertheless, without a mediator it is fearful to us. But

5611 creata dona • • • absolutissima, perfectissima, et
summa in humanitatem Christi collata, quae ab illa absoluta
Dei potentia distinguenda sunt." Ibid., p. 287. When Beza
asserted this opinion at one point in the colloquy, Andreae
reproached him with having asserted the doctrine of the
Koran. Beza immediately denied holding any common ground
with the Mohammedans and, "after Beza had said this, there
was an uproar among the French, since they heard their confession of Christ compared with the Turkish Koran. But
they were again placated and . made quiet by the speech of
D[octor] James[!]
(Post hanc vocem Bezae emissam ingens
murmur Gallorum exortum est, quod audirent, ipsorum confessionem de Christo, cum Turcico Alcorano conferri, sed
oratione D. Jacobi iterum placati et quietum facti sunt)."
Ibid., p. 266.
57 Ibid., p. 280.
58 Ibid., p. 265.
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when a conscience, afflicted, highly disturbed,
and nearly crushed by enemies thinks that all
power in heaven and on earth has been placed in
the hand of a man who is a brother, redeemer,
savior, and helper in all temptations, then it
takes possession of a greater trust, and 5does not
doubt that it has been freed from wrath. 9
Andreae also asserted the communication of omniscience
to the human nature of our Lord.

Andreae argued that one

to whom the Spirit has been given without measure omniscience
.
.
60
.
.
is given.
Since Christ the man has been given not merely
the gifts of the Spirit but the Spirit without measure,
therefore he has been given omniscience as well.

Although

Christ's humanity in itself is and remains finite humanity,
yet, since the fulness of the Godhead dwells bodily in
Christ, the knowledge of Christ as man is the infinite
knowledge of God.

Therefore Christ also according to his

human nature knows all things. 61

5 9 Etsi enim absoluta Dei potentia infinita, nobis in
cruce et calamitatibus, adeoque in summis tentationibus sufficeret: ea tamen nobis absque mediatore formidabilis est.
Quando autem afflicta, summe perturbata, et hostibus propemodum oppressa conscientia cogitat, in manu hominis potestatem caeli et terrae positam esse, qui sit £rater, redemptor,
salvator, et opitulator nester in omnibus tribulationibus;
tum maiorem fiduciam capit, et se liberatum iri nihil dubitat." Ibid., p. 283. Here as at other times during the
colloquy Andreae's words reflect Luther's Christology, which
is closely connected to Luther's soteriological understanding.
Apart from the incarnate Christ who suffered and died for
mankind, God is encountered as the God of wrath. Werner Elert,
Morphologie des Luthertums (Munich: c. H. Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1952), I, 206-207.
11

60 The passage of Scripture Andreae cites in this connection is John 3:34.
61 Acta, pp. 301-302.
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Beza held that the Godhead communicates to the humanity
whatever knowledge the Godhead wishes the humanity to possess.

God's knowledge is infinite, but human knowledge is

finite.

The knowledge of Christ's humanity, which is a

creature and finite, is therefore also a finite quality
although the knowledge of Christ's humanity exceeds that
of all other creatures. 62
Beza's argument regarding the omniscience of the
human nature of Christ is essentially the same as his
argument regarding the omnipotence communicated to our
Lord's human nature.

If divine omniscience were communi-

cated to Christ's humanity, humanity would be changed into
deity. 63
Andreae's concern in asserting that Christ is omniscient
also according to his human nature becomes evident in these
words:
I do not wish to have a divided Christ, but the
whole Christ, God and man, and especially the man
of whom the letter to the Hebrews testifies: "We
do not have a high priest who is not able to be
touched with our infirmities, having been tempted
in all things, without sin [Heb. 4:15]." Likewise,
"in which he suffered, himself having been tempted,
he is able also to help those who are tempted
[Heb. 2:18]." But the greatest temptations are
within the hearts of the pious. [Christ] does not
see them if Christ insofar as he is man is not
kardiognostes, that is, the searcher of hearts.
The greatest consolation in temptations of this

62 Ibid., pp. 301-304.
63 Ibid., p. 311.
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sort would be taken away [if Christ is not
omniscient also according to his human nature]. 64
The issue of the omnipresence of Christ according to
his human nature had already been faced in the conversation
about the Eucharist.

It was again taken up in the Chris-

tological discussion.
Andreae held "that Christ not only according to his
deity, but also according to his assumed nature is everywhere present (guod Christus non solum sua Deitate, sed
etiam assumpta sua humana natura ubique praesens sit). 1165
Because the human nature of Christ is personally united
with the Word, it shares the omnipresence of the Word.
Andreae denied, however, that this involved any idea of
local extension.

Even the Godhead itself is not locally

extended everywhere.

Andreae explained the participation

of the human nature of Christ in the divine omnipresence in
this way:
We are to think of a participation in the divine
majesty to which the flesh of Christ is said to
have ascended and to have been placed at the right
hand of the power of God, which is neither a place
nor in a place, but fills heaven and earth and all

6411 Non enim vole dimidium Christum habere, sed totum,
Deum et hominem, et maxime hominem, de quo Epistola ad Hebraeos testatur: Non habemus Pontificem, qui non possit
compati infirmitatibus nostris, tentatum per omnia, absque
peccato. Item: in quo passus est ipse tentatus, potens .
est et eis qui tentantur, auxiliari. Summae autem tentationes
internae sunt in cordibus piorum; quas, si Christus quatenus
homo est, kardiognostes, id est, scrutator cordium, non est,
non videret: maxima consolatio nobis in eiusmodi tentationibus adempta esset." Ibid., p. 307.
65 Ibid., p. 312.
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things. And since divinity is not extended or
diffused, also no coextension or diffusion of 66
the humanity of Christ is to be imagined • • •
Andreae further explained that we can no more imagine how
God is present everywhere than we can imagine how the human
nature of Christ, personally united with the Word, is present
everywhere.

"But of this presence we are not able to say

what and of what sort it is, but only what and of what sort
it is not (De hac autem praesentia non pessumus dicere, quid
et qualis sit, sed duntaxat quid et qualis non sit). 1167
Andreae believed the root of Beza's error to be the notion
that a body can only be in a place by way of local extension.
Beza held that the truth (veritas) of the body of
Christ and the articles about the ascension and second coming of Christ in the Apostles' Creed made acceptance of
· ·
·
"ble. 68
An d reae ' s position
impossi

Yet , in
' reJec
' t 'ing An d reae ' s

position, Beza did not want to separate the natures of Christ:
The Logos is everywhere,
nature; nor is the Logos
it is separated from its
ways has [it] personally

it is united with the human
anywhere in such a way that
human nature; but it alunited with it, although

6611 cogitandum de participatione divinae maiestatis, ad
quam Christi care ascendisse dicitur, et collocata ad dexteram
virtutis Dei, guae negue locus est, neque in loco, sed ~oelum
et terram, et omni-a implet. Et cum divinitas non sit extensa
aut diffusa, nulla guoque hwnanitatis Christi coextensio vel
diffusio imaginanda est" Ibid., p. 315. See Formula of Concord, Solid Declaration, VII 95, VIII 28.
67 Acta, p. 317. Luther taught that God has "many ways
(mancherley weise)" in which he can be present in addition
to the local mode of presence. Martin Luther, "Vom abendmal
Christi, Bekendnis," WA, XXVI, 326, 327, 335-336. See the
Formula of Concord, Solid Declaration, VII 97-103.
68
Acta, pp. 320-331.
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the human nature is contained in a certain and
circumscribed place and is not ever:YWhere
present where the Logos is present.'69
However, according to Beza, Andreae's position--which
asserts the omnipresence of Christ according to his human
nature--changes humanity into deity. 70
In the conversation about the Holy Eucharist the issue
of the life-giving quality of the flesh of Christ had also
been raised.
Andreae affirmed that the flesh of Christ is truly lifegiving.

"But the flesh of Christ does not have this power

of itself, but by participation or communication of the
divinity of the Logos, that is, the Son of God (Hane virtutem
autem non habet Christi caro per se, sed participatione seu
•
t'ione
C ommunica

d'ivini
. 't a t'is t ou Logou, i'd es,
t F'l''
') 1171
i i i Dei.

Andreae argued in this fashion:

The power to give life

6911 Logos ubicunque est, cum natura humana unitus est;

neque usquam est, ut a sua natura humana separatus sit; sed
earn semper habet sibi personaliter unitam, quamvis natura
humana certo et circumscripto loco continetur, et non sit
ubique praesens, ubi Logos praesens est." Ibid., p. 322.
"Here the quarrel gathered around the concept known as extra
Calvinisticum. For example: 'since the Godhead is incomprehensible and everywhere present, it must follow that it
is indeed beyond the bounds of the manhood which it has assumed, and yet is none the less within it as well, and remains personally united to it.' (Heidelberg Catechism, Q.
48).
It was that 'beyond the bounds' which constituted
the unacceptable 'extra' for the Lutherans." McLelland,
pp. 50-51.
70

Acta, pp. 330-331.

71 rbid., p. 334. See the Formula of Concord, Solid
Declaration, VIII 59. See the Catalogue of Testimonies,
Bekenntnisschriften, p. 1119.
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belongs to God.

. t' s fl es h gives
'
l"f
Ch ris
1 e. 72

Therefore

the power of divinity has been communicated to it.
Beza conceded "that the flesh of Christ is truly
life-giving because in that flesh and through it the Son
of God fulfilled and perfected all things which were necessary to obtain eternal salvation for us (carnem Christi
• • • vere vivificam esse, Quia Filii Dei in illa carne et

per earn implevit et perfecit omnia, guae nobis ad conseguendam vitam aeternam necessaria fuerunt). 1173

Beza added:

"But that there is in the flesh of Christ an ability and
power to give life, because of which communicated power it
is made and is called life-giving:

this we completely

deny (Quod autem carni Christi vis et virtus aliqua insit
vivificandi. propter guam vim communicatam vivifica facta
et vivificare dicatur:

hoc nos pernegamus)." 74

What Beza

is saying is that the flesh of Christ is life-giving in the
sense that Christ, through the passion suffered in his
flesh, won eternal life for mankind.
As in the discussion of the communication of the divine
attributes of omnipotence, omniscience, and omnipresence,
so here, too, Beza rejected the position stated by Andreae

72 Andreae cited John 6:55 in this connection.
73
Acta, p. 335.
74 Ibid.
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on the grounds that the human nature of Christ is thereby
changed into deity.

The power of giving life belongs alone

to the deity. 75
Having asserted that Christ according to his human
nature is omnipotent, omniscient, and omnipresent, and that
the flesh of Christ is truly life-giving, Andreae went on
to argue that unless the human nature of Christ is also
worshipped together with the divine nature, the two natures
76
in Christ would be separated.
Beza asserted that the Reformed do not teach "that the man Christ is not to be
adored, but we only deny that the humanity is to be adored
(hominem Christum . • • esse adorandum; sed duntaxat negamus, humanitatem adorandam esse). 1177

Beza argued:

For the man is one thing, humanity another. The
man Christ is to be adored, because he is God.
But the humanity or flesh of Christ is not God;
and therefore it is not also an object of adoration although it is personally united with the
Logos. We adore the whole Christ, but not the
whole of Christ, that is, the humanity with the
deity.78
To illustrate his point, Beza observed that when one honors
a prince dressed in a purple robe and crown and holding a

7 S Ibid. , p. 3 3 8 •
76 Ibid., pp. 343-364.
77

.

Ibid., p. 344.

7811 Nam aliud est homo, et aliud hwnanitas. Homo Christus adorandus, quia est Deus. Humanitas autem, seu caro
Christi, non est Deus; ideoque etiam non est obiectum adorationis, etiamsi Logo personaliter sit unita. Totwn Christum
adoramus, sed non Totum Christi, id est, humanitatem cum
Deitate." Ibid.

80

scepter in his hand, one does not honor the robe, crown,
and scepter, but the prince.

So in the same way, reli-

gious adoration is directed to the Son of God,
that is, to his divinity, as to the one proper
object of religious adoration, and not to his
humanity; nevertheless, we do not separate the
humanity from the deity of the Son of God. For
we distinguish the nature, 9and their properties,
we do not separate [them]
Andreae's rejoinder to Beza was that the analogy to a prince
clothed in his robe and crown and holding a scepter does not
fit this case at all.
the soul and body.

An analogy which does fit is that of

When we honor a prince or speak with

him we are concerned with the whole prince, both soul and
body, and he deals with us in body and soul.

In the same

way worship is directed to the whole Christ, both the divine
nature and the human nature. 80

The Reformed on their part

had labeled the Lutheran adoration of the humanity of
Christ "idolatry." 81

7911 Id est, ad divinitatem eius, tanquam ad unicum pro-

prium obiectum religiosae adorationis, et non ad humanitatem
eius; nee tamen humanitatem a Deitate Filii Dei separamus.
Naturas enim et earum proprietates distinguimus, non separamus. " Ibid.
SOibid., pp. 351-352.
81According to Acta, pp. 344-349, Lambert Danaeus (15301595) had published a book entitled Examen libri de duabus
in Christo naturis a M. Kemnitio conscri ti (Geneva: Eustaius Vignon, 1581 in w ic
e took
e Lutherans to task
at some length for adoring the humanity of Christ. In a book
published in 1583 Andreae had attacked Danaeus' position on
the adoration of the humanity of Christ. James Andreae, Refutatio blasphemae Apologiae L. Danaei de adoratione Carnis
Domini nostri Iesu Christ (Tilbingen: George Gruppenbach,
1583).

81

Andreae's concern was more than speculative also in
this issue:
when I adore Christ, not only the deity is the
object of my religious adoration . • . but the
humanity with the deity is that object, and thus
I properly adore the whole Christ, God and man,
who is equally Lord and brother and my flesh:
"Behold, Lord Jesus Christ, I am your flesh:
Indeed having been raised to so great majesty,
nevertheless, you do not despise me, but you
have deigned to acknowledge me as your brother:
I therefore lay down my misery on your heart,
you will be a helper to me in i~is my tribulation in which I find [myself]"
Andreae finally raised the issue if the sentence "This
man is God (Hie homo est Deus)" could be asserted without
a trope.

Andreae held that it could.

The expression is not

figurative (tropice) but unusual (inusitata). 83
In the things which are subject to the senses and
reason and the human intellect, this rule is most
true: whatever is predicated of something else is
predicated and said either properly and regularly
or figuratively and metaphorically. D~t in this
mystery this rule does not hold good.

8211 cum Christum adoro, non tantum Deitas est religiosae

meae adorationis obiectum. sed humanitas cum Deitate est illud
obiectum, et sic proprie totus Christus Deus et homo, quern
pariter ut Dominum et fratrem atque carnem meam sic adoro:
Ecce Domine Iesu Christi, sum caro tua: Tu vero ad tantam
maiestatem evectus me tamen non despicis, sed pro fratre tuo
agnoscere dignatus es: In tuum ergo sinum meam miseriam
depono, tu sis mihi adiutor in hac tribulatione mea, in qua
constitutus sum, 11 ibid., p. 351.
83 rbid., p. 368.
8411 1n rebus enim, quae sensibus et rationi, atque humane

intellectui subiectae sunt, haec regula verissima est: Quicquid de alio praedicatur, id vel proprie seu regulariter,
aut figurate et tropice, praedicari et dici. In hoco Mysterio autem haec regula non valet." Ibid.
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An

expression is to be regarded as figurative only when it

contradicts the analogy of faith.

Just as in St. John's

Gospel the words, "The Word was made flesh," all retain
their proper meaning, so also in this expression, "This man
is God."

Andreae held that to resort to a trope in explain-

ing these words would destroy the real incarnation of the
Son of God and would dissolve the personal union. 85
Beza asserted:
Our [teachers] do not deny this proposition: Man
is God: but they teach how it is to be explained.
What you say is an unusual [expression] we call a
fig~rative expression, when it is said, "This man
is God." For it is not a usual or regular predication in which disparates are predicated of each
other, as God of a man, because one kind of thing
is not another. Therefore the word is is interpreted through the word "assumed." So also with
these expressions: God is mortal, suffered, was
crucified, and similar ones to these. For God or
the Son of God in his essence sustains that man
or flesh who is mortal, suffered, and was crucified. 86
Beza's concern was to avoid a Christology in which the humanity
is changed into deity.
The conversation on the person of Christ ended after
Andreae indicated to Beza that if Beza had no more to say

85 Ibid., o. 367.
8611 Non negant nostri hanc propositionem:

Homo est Deus:
sed quomodo explicanda sit, docent. Nos tropicam locutionem
esse dicimus, quam vos inusitatam esse dicitis, cum enunciatur: Hie homo est Deus: quia non est usitata seu regularis
praedicatio, in qua disparata de se invicem praedicantur,
utpote, Deus de homine, quia una species, non est altera.
•Quapropter verbum est per verbum 'assumpsit' interpretantur.
'Unde deinde quoque illae enunciationes: Deus est mortalis,
:passus, crucifixus, et his similia. Quia Deus seu Filius
IDei in sua hypostasi sustentat illum hominem, seu carnem,
,quae mortalis, passa et crucifixa est." Ibid., p. 366.
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on the subject Count Frederick wanted them to proceed to
discuss the issue of predestination.

Beza answered that he

had nothing more to add to the conversation about the person
of Christ, and that he wanted the colloquy to end.

He had

been under the impression that only the Eucharist and the
person of Christ were to have been discussed at the colloquy.
He added that there was no dissension on the subject of
predestination, and that predestination could not easily be
discussed in the presence of all the hearers.

Beza offered

to explain predestination to Count Frederick privately.
Beza said that it would take a great deal of time to discuss
predestination, and that he and his colleagues wanted to
return home before Easter.

However, Beza agreed to read and

respond to the Lutheran theses on predestination. 87
The conversation on the person of Christ made plain
that behind the dissent in the doctrine of the Eucharist were
differing Christologies.

Andreae understood Beza to separate

the two natures in Christ and reduce the communication of
attributes to a mere verbal communication.

This was a matter

of serious concern for Andreae as it was for Luther:
Luther's intention is using the doctrine of
communicatio idiomatum was • • • to point out
that it is impossible to separate the divine
and the human in Jesus Christ. After the incarnation it is not possible to conceive of a
relationshio to God which is not also a relationship to-the man Jesus Christ. God is not

87 Ibid., pp. 372-373.
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to be sought outside of the man Jesus Christ.
To di 8 so is to speculate about the majesty of
God.
For Lutherans human beings have a gracious God only in
Christ. 89
The Request of Beza and His Colleagues
At three o'clock in the afternoon on March 26, Beza
and his colleagues presented a document stating their conviction that they had accomplished the purpose for which
they had been invited to Montbeliard, namely, to discuss
with Andreae the doctrine of the Lord's Supper and the
person of Christ.

The Reformed theologians expressed

their reluctance to continue the colloquy with a discussion
of predestination.

Such a discussion, they said, would be

very lengthy; they added that a discussion of predestination
could not take place in a public gathering without danger
of grave offense to the hearers.

Such a discussion might

88 Regin Prenter, Creation and Redemption, translated by
Theodor I. Jensen (Phifadelphia: Fortress Press, 1967), p.
344. See also the discussion in Hermann Sasse, Here We
Stand: Nature and Character of the Lutheran Faith, translated by Theodore G. Tappert (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1946), pp. 136-152; and Elert, pp. 195-208.
89 McLelland writes:
·
.
.
"The Reforme d tend e d to view
c h ristology in terms of a dogmatic architectonic, whereas the
Lutheran emphasis followed Luther's own correlation of 'the
forgiveness of sins' with the Christ pro nobis." McLelland,
p. 46. For the connection between Beza's Christology and
his doctrine of predestination see Johannes Dantine, "Das
christologische Problem in Rahmen der Pradestinationslehre
von Theodor Beza," Zeitschrift fur Kirchengeschichte, LXXVII
(1966), 81-96.
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even cause more dissension between Lutherans and Reformed.
Beza and his colleagues suggested that, instead of continu-

ing the colloquy, a common document be prepared.

The docu-

ment would include a statement indicating the points in
which agreement had been reached.

In the document the

Lutherans and the Reformed would promise that, although
disagreement still existed in other points, the two parties
would promise to refrain from bitter polemics and the use
of such terms as "Zwinglians, Calvinists, Sacramentarians,
Ubiqui tar ians , " and would pray that '3od would lead the two
parties to complete agreement in faith. 90

The Reformed

theologians added this request:
Next, since in the matter of the Sacrament we
clearly agree in all those things which are truly
essential, in the true reception of the things
signified, the true body and blood of the Lord,
although we do not yet agree among ourselves about
the mode of the presence, nor about the eating of
the unworthy; and since it would be unworthy for
the pious to separate themselves from each other
for these reasons, we also ask that the brothers
of our Confession, retaining their confession, and
without any prejudice to the other, be permitted
to receive the holy Supper from the hands of the
others [that is, the Lutherans] and so §iltivate
and bear witness to mutual brotherhood.
90 Acta, pp. 374-376.

The document proposed by the Reformed was signed on March 29. Acta, pp. 563-564.
9111 oeinde et hoc petimus ut cum in causa sacramentaria
manifeste conveniamus in iis, quae vere sunt essentialia,
veluti in vera rerum significaturwn veri corporis et sanguinis Domini perceptione; quamvis de praesentiae Sacramentalis mode inter nos nondum conveniat, neque de impiorum
manducatione, quorum causa indignum fuerit, pios inter se
divelli; liceat nostrae Confessionis fratribus, suam confessionem sine ullo alterius praeiudicio, retinentibus,
sacram Coenam ex aliorum manibus percipere, et ita mutuam
fraternitatem colere ac testari." Ibid., P· 376.
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The Reformed said that compliance with these two proposals
would have the effect of making the colloquy a very fruitful one.
After Beza and his colleagues had presented this document suggesting the preparation of a common document and
asking that the French exiles be admitted to Holy Communion,
there was a brief recess while Count Frederick discussed
this document with the Lutheran theologians. 92
In the conversation that followed, Andreae expressed
Count Frederick's wish that the colloquy continue, that the
Lutheran theses on the remaining articles be publicly read,
and that the Reformed give answer to them.

Andreae said that

it would be fruitless to have discussed only the articles
concerning the Lord's Supper and the person of Christ.

The

other disputed articles--Baptism, the use of churches and
images, and especially predestination--are also of great
importance.

Andreae observed that the article concerning

predestination is necessary for the comfort of believers,
and that, if it is not presented correctly, it leads either
to an Epicurean life or to despair.

For these reasons, not

only learned people, but also simple Christians, need to
hear about this article.

In answer to the Reformed request

that the remaining Lutheran theses be answered only in written
form after the return of Beza and his colleagues to their
homes, Andreae asserted that if these matters could have

92 Ibid., p. 377.
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been settled in writing, there would have been no need for
the colloquy.

Nevertheless, Count Frederick would leave

the decision to continue or not to continue to the judgment
.
93
of Beza and his colleagues.
Beza said that he had not known that Baptism and the
destruction of churches and images would be discussed, and
he again stated his conviction that not everyone is capable
.
'
t'ion. 94
o f h earing
a b ou t pre d estina

Despite this reluctance, Beza and his colleagues agreed
to the continuation of the colloquy both because of the
wishes of Count Frederick and because they were asked to
do so by many of the French exiles.

The Reformed theologians

told the WUrttemberg theologians that they would discuss the
matter of churches and images the next day, and that they
would discuss Baptism and predestination on the days
following. 95

93 rbid., pp. 376-386.
94 Ibid., p. 382.
95 Ibid., p. 388.

CHAPTER V
;'

THE COLLOQUY OF MONTBELIARD:

CEREMONIES, BAPTISM,

PREDESTINATION, CONCLUSION OF THE COLLOQUY

The Conversation about the Rehabilitation
of Churches, Images, and Organs
The use of churches which had formerly been used for
the worship of the adherents of the papal religion and the
use of images and organs in the church were discussed on
March 27.

The conversation began after Luke Osiander had

read the theses of the Wiirttemberg theologians. 1
Andreae began the conversation by affirming that from
the theses that had been read by Osiander one could see that
idols and the worship of idols were condemned no less by the
Lutherans than by the Reformed.

He went on to deplore the

iconoclastic excesses that had occurred among the Reformed
in France and the Netherlands.

Beza also indicated his re-

gret at these excesses, and added that he and his colleagues

1Acta Colloguij Montis Belligartensis: Quad habitwn
est, Anno Christi 1586. Favente Dec Opt. Max. praeside,
itlustrissimo principe ac domi~o, domi~o Frideri90, 1 comite
W1rtembergico et Mompelgartens1, etc. inter clarissimos
viros, D. Iacobum Andreae, Praepositum et Cancellarium
Academiae Tubingensis: et o. Theodorum Bezam, Professorem
et Pastorem Genevensem, Authoritate praedicti principis
Friderici, etc. nunc anno Christi 1587. publicata (TGbingen:
George Gruppenbach, 1587), pp. 389-393.
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had tried in vain to prevent the violence that had
occurred.

Beza and Andreae agreed that the churches con-

taminated with idolatry should be rehabilitated according
to the Word of God--and that this must take place in an
orderly way. 2
Beza was willing to concede that the use of images in
the church is, strictly speaking, an adiaphoron, yet he
stressed that because of the danger of idolatry it would
be better to remove the images from the churches.

Andreae

asserted that the problem is not in the use of images in
the churches, but in the failure of the teachers of the
church to warn against idolatry.

If, however, the pastors

of the church faithfully preach the Word of God, there is
no danger in the mere retention of images in the church
building.

Andreae appealed to the example of the churches

of Saxony where not only had the carved and painted images
been retained, but the customary Mass vestments had been
retained as well. 3

He also appealed to the example of

Luther, whose concern was to remove idols from the hearts
of the people before any visible objects would be taken out
of sight.

Andreae contrasted favorably the results of

Luther's method of dealing with the problem of idolatry
with the results of the method followed in Wiirttemberg.
When the reformation was introduced in Wurttemberg, the
images were removed before the people were properly

2 •b'd
.1.
l. •

,

pp. 39 8-399 •

3 Ibid., pp. 303-304, 419.
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instructed.

The result was that many were alienated from

Evangelical teaching and remained adherents of the papal
. .
4
re 1 1g1on.
Agreement was reached that images which tend to foster
idolatry should be abolished. 5

In this connection Beza

voiced his conviction that the appropriate portrayal of the
crucified Lord is not the crucifix, but the verbal preaching of Christ crucified. 6

Because the adherents of the

papal religion not only burned incense to the crucifix but
even adored it, Beza held that the crucifix was the most
abused image of all.

Just as King Hezekiah destroyed the

bronze serpent, so the crucifix should be done away with.

7

Andreae insisted that idolatry is a matter of the heart,
and that even the Word of God itself can be idolatrously misused.

In fact, according to Andreae, that very thing took

place in the private Masses of the churches of the papal religion.

Andreae consistently asserts that the abuse of a

thing does not destroy its legitimate use.

8

Agreement was reached that churches and altars which
formerly had been used for the practice of the papal religion
'
1 wars h'ip. g
may legitimately be used for Evangelica

4 Ibid., PP· 404-405.
5 Ibid., p. 406.
6

Ibid., p. 407.

7 Ibid.,

PP• 417-418.

81bid.,

PP· 418-419.

9 Ibid., pp. 409-410.

Beza,
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however, held that, if stone altars had never been erected
in churches, the Lord's Supper would never have come to be
understood as a sacrifice.

Andreae held that it was not

the erection of stone altars that had led to the Eucharist
being understood as a sacrifice; rather, it was the failure
of the pastors and bishops properly to instruct the people
about the Eucharist. 10

Although Beza mentions the fact

that a marble altar had been moved from Lausanne to Bern,
and used there for the celebration of the Lord's Supper,
Beza's words give the impression that a wooden table is
preferable.

Paul spoke not of the altar of the Lord, but

of the table of the Lord.

Andreae's rejoinder was that

Paul called the tables at which some of the Corinthians
Christians had eaten food offered to idols "altars." 11
Beza argued that there is a legitimate kind of music
which can be used in the church:

the kind of music in which

. sung can b e un d erstoodb y the mi"nd. 12
wht
a is

The singing

of psalms in the church is this type of music.

But since

the people do not understand what is sung, the use of instrumental and polyphonic music is less desirable.

Beza

also complained that the organists "often play suggestive
tunes on the organ (in organis saepe impudicas Cantilenas
ludere)." 13

Andreae defended the use of instrumental and

lOibid., p. 411.
11 1bid., pp. 424-425.
12 Ibid., p. 410.

13 Ibid.
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polyphonic music in the church, and cited both his own
experience and that of others as evidence that polyphonic
music and the playing of the organ had frequently stirred
him to greater devotion:

such music moves not only the

' d b u t th e sp1.r1.
' 't as we 11 . 14
min

Davi'd h a d d riven
'
an evi'1

spirit away from Saul by playing his harp.

Citing Psalm 150,

Andreae reminded Beza that musical instruments were not
only not forbidden by the Word of God, but even commanded-not as if there were a special commandment to play musical
instruments, but that whatever human beings are able to
produce should be directed to the prai.se of God. 15
Andreae concluded the conversation by expressing his
delight in the agreement that had been reached, and expressed
his wish that agreement might also be reached in the other
.
16
articles.
A genuine measure of agreement was indeed reached in
this exchange between Beza and Andreae.
noticeable difference of spirit.

Yet there is a

It would be unfair to

caricature Beza as an iconoclast, yet he maintains a certain
distance over against visible things--or, perhaps more
accurately, he focuses on the mind as the properly "spiritual"
organ.

This seems to be evident both in his attitude toward

painted and carved images, toward the crucifix, and also
toward instrumental and polyphonic music.

14 Ibid., p. 411.
15
Ibid., p. 422.
16 Ibid., p. 427.

From a Lutheran
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perspective this distance that Beza maintains over against
the outward and visible in the church's cultus is another
manifestation of that spirit which maintains a certain distance between the Godhead and the humanity of Christ, the
body of Christ and the bread in the Eucharist, the Holy
Spirit and the water in Baptism.
The Conversation about Baptism
The conversation about Baptism began on March 27 and
was concluded on the morning of March 28. 17

Luke Osiander

first read the theses on Baptism prepared by the Wurttemberg theologians and Beza suggested that they be discussed
one at a time. 18
Beza began the conversation by asking what the Lutherans
understood by the word Baptism:

whether by the word Baptism

they meant the external action of the Sacrament or the internal action of the Holy Spirit as well.

This way of

posing the question set the terms for the discussion that
followed, with Andreae insisting in many ways that there is
b u t ~ Baptism consisting of the washing of water with the
Word, and with Beza insisting in many ways on a separation
of the external Baptism consisting of the washing of water
with the Word on the one hand, and the internal Baptism of
the Holy Spirit on the other.

19

Beza argued that the

17 Ibid., pp. 428-431.
18 Ibid., p. 431.
19 Ibid., p. 436.

Cf. pp. 449, 453, 455-456, 474, 480.
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external washing with water signifies the internal washing
away of sins through the blood of Christ and that the blood
of Christ must be included as an essential part of Baptism
in any adequate definition of Baptism.
just as we said of the Lord's Supper that not only do
the outward signs of bread and wine press in on our
eyes and other outer senses, but also the thing
signified, the body and the blood of Christ, is held
out and offered to the mind: so also Baptism consists not only of the outward element and the Word,
but also of the thing signified, that is, the blood
of Christ which cleanses us from all sins.
(For the
nature of the sacraments is the same.
5ey consist
of the signs and the things signified).

2

He added:
Through immersion in the water of Baptism, the slaying
of the Old Adam and union with the death of Christ
is signified; but through emersion spiritual resurrection in which we rise from the death of sin to
righteousness and newness of life is signified. All
of these things are given to us through the blood of
Jesus Christ. These things are represented through
the action of Baptism and are offered to the one who
is baptized. And this interior action is accomplished
through the Holy Spirit by the power of the blood of
Christ. And therefore it is necessary that the blood
of Christ be added [in defining Baptism]. Baptism
consists of it no less than of water and the word • • •
But I speak not of a bare signification, but of the
kind of representation in which the thing signified is
also offered a~ 1 the same time and held out with the
external sign.

2011 Quemadodum de Coena Domini diximus, non solum externa
signa panis et vinis in oculos, et alios externos sensus incurrunt, sed res significata menti praebetur et offertur,
videlicet corpus et sanguis Christi: Ita etiam Baptismus
(quoniam Sacramentorum est eadem ratio, quae signis et rebus
significatis constant) non solum externo Elemento et verbo,
sed etiam re significata, videlicet, sanguine Christi constat, qui mundat nos ab omnibus peccatis." Ibid., p. 437.
2lu Per 1mmers1onem
·
·
· aquam Bap t'1sm1,
. mer t'f'
in
1 ica t'10
veteris Adami et insertio in mortem Christi: per emersionem
autem resurrectio spiritualis repraesentatur, qua a morte
peccati resurgimus ad iustitiam et vitae novitatem; quae.
omnia nobis sanguis Iesu Christi praestat. Haec per actionem
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Andreae insisted that there is only~ Baptism, consisting
of water and the Holy Spirit, the two being distinguishable
but inseparable.

And although the blood of Christ is in-

deed involved in all of the sacraments, the nature of the
sacraments varies.

In Baptism the Holy Spirit gives us a

new birth, in the Eucharist Christ feeds us with his body
and blood. 22

Each of the sacraments is to be spoken of and

thought of as the Word of God teaches. 23

Nevertheless,

just as the body and blood of Christ are joined with the
bread and wine in the Eucharist, so the Holy Spirit is
joined with the water of Baptism. 24

But Christ did not say

of the water of Baptism, "This is my blood, 11 or "The water
represents my blood. 11

Christ did say, "unless a man is

born again of water and of the Spirit he cannot enter the
kingdom of God. 1125

The water of Baptism is not appointed

to signify or represent the blood of Christ, but to effect
a new birth.

As the bread and wine in the Eucharist are not

appointed to represent the Lord's body and blood but to give

Baptismi repraesentantur et baptizato offeruntur. Et haec
interior actio per Spiritum s. virtute sanguinis Christi peragitur: Ideoque necessario etiam addendus fuisset sanguis
Christi, quo Baptismus non minus quam verbo et aqua constat
. • • Loquor autem non de nuda significatione, sed eiusmodi
repraesentatione, qua res significata simul offertur etiam
et cum externo signo praebetur. 11 Ibid.
22 Ibid., p. 440.

23 rbid., p. 441.
24 Ibid., p. 440.
25
John 3:5.

See pp. 439, 442, 445, 450.
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them, so the water in Holy Baptism is not appointed to
signify regeneration but to effect regeneration.

By the

power of the blood of Christ--for we are baptized into the
Lord's death--the Holy Spirit effects in us that which
Christ accomplished for us.

The rite of immersion in or

drenching with water is, to be sure, a representation of
spiritual death and rebirth, but it is, more importantly,
the actual cause of rebirth.

For although the water does

not touch the soul of man, yet through the water the Holy
Spirit exercises his power in such a way that both body and
soul are cleansed of sin. 26
Beza held that when Baptism is called "the washing of
regeneration" this must be understood metaphorically.

The

external washing with water only signifies and represents
the internal cleansing through the blood of Christ which
takes place through faith.
asserting two Baptisms.

Yet Beza denied that he was

He argued that just as in the one

use of the Lord's Supper there is an outward and an inward
eating--with believers receiving both the bread with the
mouth and the Lord's body by faith, and with unbelievers
receiving only the bread--so in Baptism those 11 who are truly
believers and elect are not only sprinkled and washed with
water, but inwardly sprinkled with the blood of Christ.

This

does not happen to unbelievers. 1127
26 Acta, pp. 442-448.
2711 Qui vere fideles et electi sunt, non solum aqua asper-

guntur et aluuntur, sed interius sanguine Christi asperguntur,
quod infidelibus non accidit. 11 Ibid., p. 443.
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Andreae argued that, on the contrary, "whatever infants
are baptized are truly and really adopted as children of
God, regenerated, and renewed. 1128

Baptism is not a bare

sign of adoption: Baptism effects adoption.
Beza agreed tha't Baptism is not a bare sign: however,
the power of Baptism is not to be ascribed to the water of
Baptism.

For if the water of Baptism in fact effected regen-

eration and adoption, then all who have been baptized would
have been regenerated and reborn.

But experience shows that

many who have been baptized are not reborn. 29
According to Beza, Baptism's effect does not take place
when a person is baptized: regeneration and renewal at
times precede, at times follow Baptism. 30
Simon Magus was discussed.

The case of

Whereas Andreae held that Simon

Magus was truly born again of water and the Holy Spirit in
Baptism, only later losing the Holy Spirit, Beza asserted
that Simon Magus had never been regenerated at all. 31
Only the elect receive the effect of Baptism.
Those whom God has ordained to grace and eternal
life by his secret and hidden counsel are given

2811 euotquot infantes baptizantur revera et realiter in

filios Dei adoptantur, regenerantur et renovantur."
p. 452.

Ibid.,

29 Ibid., p. 453.
30 In this opinion Andreae saw a similarity to the Reformed
understanding of the Eucharist. Just as, according to the Reformed, the body of Christ is separated by space from the
bread, so in Baptism the Holy Spirit is separated in time from
the outward washing with water. Ibid., p. 455.
31 Ibid., pp. 461-462.
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faith and the Holy Spirit. They retain them and
never lose them even if they occasionally sin, as
happened to David • • • But the Holy Spirit and
faith are never given to those whom the Lord has
not elected in this way, but, abandoned by the
just judgment of God, they perish by their own
fault. 32
For example, David did not lose faith and the Holy Spirit
even when he committed adultery with the wife of Uriah.
this connection Beza advanced two analogies.

In

Although a

drunkard may behave like an animal, he has not lost intellect
or reason.

A fire hidden under ashes is not extinguished

but only hidden.

Andreae replied that the comparison to a

drunkard does not fit, since reason and intellect are a
part of what it means to be a human being; man may lose the
use but never the power of reason and intellect and still
be a human being.

But faith and the Holy Spirit, gifts of

God which can be lost, are not substantial parts of humanity.
David prayed "Restore to me the joy of thy salvation. 1133
The analogy of a fire hidden under ashes also does not fit:
such a fire is extinguished.

Beza, nevertheless, insisted

that the analogy of the drunkard does hold good:

the drunkard

32 "Quos Deus aeterno et arcana suo cons1·1·10, a d gra t 1am
'
et vitam aeternam ordinavit, his etiam donat fidem et Spiritum
sanctum: quern retinet quoque et minime amittunt, etiamsi interdum peccent, sicut Davidi accidit • • . Quos vero Dominus
hoc modo non elegit, etiamsi millies baptizarentur externo
quae Baptismo; illis tamen nunquam fides aut Spiritus sanctus
donatur, sed iusto Dei iudicio relicti, sua culpa pereunt."
Ibid., p. 469. The following words are printed in the margin
beside this last sentence: "Horrendum audi tu."
33 Ps. 51:12.
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does not lose reason but the use of reason.

So the elect,

even when they commit serious sins, lose only t h e ~ of the
Holy Spirit. 34
Andreae was shocked at this opinion and said that when
after Baptism Christians commit serious sins they do in
fact lpse the Holy Spirit.

Saint Paul taught, "If you live

according to the flesh you will die. 1135

Andreae asked Beza

if David would have perished if he had died before repenting
of his sin.

Beza said that David could not be lost because

he was among the elect.

Beza appealed to Saint Paul's

statement that the gifts of God are irrevocable. 36

Andreae

said that Beza had interpreted Paul's words in a way that
does not agree with the analogy of faith.

Paul himself re-

ferred to the possibility that he might become disqualified
and so Paul's words about the irrevocable character of God's
gifts should be understood of God's truthfulness--that God
does not deceive nor can he deny himself.

God seriously

offers his grace to the pious and impious whether we receive
i t or not.

The grace of God is offered to us once in Baptism

but can be lost through our own fault.

But just as married

people separated for a time do not have to be remarried,
but come together by virtue of the marriage vows once made,
so those once baptized--even if they commit spiritual

34Acta, pp. 464-465.
35

Rom. 8:13.

36 Rom. 11:29.
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divorce--do not need to be rebaptized, but need only repent
and return to the grace of God which they had lost by sin. 37
Yet they do in fact lose the Holy Spirit for as long as
they do not repent.
To further support his contention that only the elect
receive the benefit of Baptism and can never lose it, Beza
appealed to the distinction he understood Paul to be making
in Rom. 2:28,29 between the outward circumcision of the
flesh and the inner circumcision of the Spirit.

In this

connection he appealed to the story of David and Saul.
According to Beza, David was elected to life, Saul to damnation.

Although Saul received the outward cicumcision of the

flesh, he did not receive the inner circumcision of the
Spirit.

Andreae argued against this assertion that Saul

showed the gifts of the Spirit in his earlier life, and
that Holy Scripture tells us that the Spirit of God left
him. 38

Paul's point in speaking of the inner and outward

circumcision was not to separate the two but to distinguish
between them.

The Jews were boasting of the outward cir-

cumcision of the flesh and, although rejecting the Messiah,
were regarding themselves to be the people of God.

Paul is

saying that this carnal boasting conflicts with the real
nature of circumcision, which is a seal of the righteousness
of faith that consists not only in the outward circumcision
of the flesh but in the promises of God without which the

37Acta, pp. 468-469.
38

1 Sam. 16:14.
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external rite is useless.

By rejecting Christ, the Jews

reject the grace of circumcision.

Moreover, the Scriptures

do not say that Saul was never chosen for salvation; rather
Scripture tells us that Saul was rejected because he rejected
the word of the Lord.

Saul, therefore, was truly adopted

as a child of God through circumcision, but later lost the
grace of God through his own fault.

In the same way those

baptized can later lose the grace of God through their own
fault. 39
Andreae held that Beza's insistence on the separation
of the outward circumcision of the flesh from the inner circumcision of the Spirit, of the outward washing of the water
with the Word from the inner Baptism of the Spirit, deprives
Christians of the consolation that is to be had through
Baptism.

Beza held that such consolation is to be derived

from the effects of the Holy Spirit's action in the lives
of Christians. 40

According to Beza, a Christian who is ex-

periencing trials of faith may be comforted in this way:
You should not doubt the grace of God. For since
God has called you through the Gospel to the knowledge of his Son, have you not felt from time to
time in yourself such promptings: that you repent
of your sins, that you place your faith in Christ,
that you live in a holy way, that you bear adverse
things patiently and that you wish to reach the
eternal kingdom of the Son of God? These promptings
are those of the sons of God and, if you have ever
felt them, you should not doubt that you are 4fn the
number of the elect and have a merciful God.
39

Acta, p. 476.

40 Ibid., p. 471.
4111 Tu de gratia oei non dubites. Nam quia Deus te per
praedicationem Evangelii ad agnitionem filii sui vocavit;
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Andreae objected that in severe trials Christians frequently
do not feel these promptings.

In such trials Christians

are to be directed to the Word of God and the sacraments. 42
Beza's separation of the inward and outward Baptism,
as well as his conviction that only the elect are regenerated,
made it impossible for Beza to see the Baptism of infants
as effectual.

However, he did not reject infant Baptism.

The Baptism of infants is a sign of the regeneration that,
if the infant belongs to the number of the elect, will take
place at some future time.

Infants of Christian parents are

baptized because of the formula of the covenant God made
with Abraham:
ants.1143

"I will be your God and the God of your descend-

Although infants lack actual faith of their own

(propria fide • • • videlicet actuali), the faith of the
parents, embracing the promise both to them and to their
children, suffices. 44

Infants baptized with water are

probably children of God; only the results can show whether
or not they in fact belong to the number of the elect and
are regenerate.

45

They are not regenerate at the time of

nonne sensisti aliquoties in te tales motus, quod te peccatorum
tuorum poeniteat, quod fiduciam tuam in Christo colloces, quod
sancte vivere res adversas patienter ferre, et ad aeternum
filii Dei reg~um aspirare cupias? Hi motu~ su~t filiorum Dei,
quos si sensisti unquam, non dubites te etiam in numero electorum esse, et propitium Deum habere." Ibid., p. 482.
42 Ibid., p. 481.
43 Gen. 17:7.
44

Acta, p. 459.

45 Ibid., pp. 485-486.
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Baptism.
lieve.

Infants are baptized because some will come to beBut they do not believe at the time of their Baptism

since they can neither hear nor understand the Word of God.
Paul clearly says that faith comes from hearing the Word of
God: actual faith (fides actualis) presupposes knowledge of
what is believed.

Nevertheless, the Baptism of infants is

not an empty ceremony.

A Christian may hear the Word of

God and later come to faith through what was once heard.
In the same way a person may lack faith at the time of his
Baptism.

But when he comes to faith Baptism will benefit

him. 46
Andreae argued that no one can be saved by another person's faith.

Furthermore, the Scriptures themselves indi-

cate that faith is given to infants in Baptism.
of the little ones who believe in him.
leaped in his mother's womb.

Christ spoke

Saint John the Baptist

Christ rebuked the disciples

who tried to prevent the little ones from coming to him, and
of children Christ said, "of such is the kingdom of God. 1147
Although reason cannot understand how infants believe, Chris.

tians are to be confident that God gives what he promises.

48

They are not to be concerned about how this may be: Christ's
promise is sufficient.
The issue of the fate of unbaptized infants was explored
by way of a discussion of the fate of the Israelite children

46 Ibid.
47 Mark 10:14.
48

Acta, pp. 485-486.
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who died i n the wilderness before they could be circumcised.
Beza argued that the children of Israelite (and Christian)
parents were (are) within the covenant and therefore cannot
be considered lost if they died without circumcision (Baptism).

Andreae held that the fate of such children must be

judged according to the Word of God.

Those children who

died without circumcision before the eighth day of their
lives should not be thought of as damned.

Since they died

before the time appointed for circumcision, neither they
nor their parents had despised the will of God.

Children

of Christian parents who die before they can be baptized
can properly be commended in prayer to the mercy of God,
and Christians should not doubt that such prayer is answered
according to Christ's promise, "Seek and you will find,
knock and it will be opened to you."

But since God has not

appointed a certain time for Baptism, and since Christ has
said that "unless a man is born again of water and the Spirit
he cannot enter the kingdom of God," parents are to be
urged not to delay in bringing their children to Baptism. 49
If, in an emergency, a minister of the church cannot
be found, even women are permitted to baptize.

Beza objected

that Baptism is a part of the church's ministry (pars Minis. . E cc 1 esiastici.
.
. . ) 50
t erii

Citing 1 Tim. 2:11-12 and 1 Cor.

14:34-35, Beza asserted that the ministry of the church has
been given only to males, not to women.

49 Ibid., p. 498.
SOibid., p. 499.

Just as a woman is
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not permitted to speak in church, so a woman is not permitted to baptize.

Andreae agreed that Baptism is indeed

a part of the function of the church's ministry ordinarily
given only to males.

But it does not follow that a woman

may not baptize in an emergency.

Andreae pointed out that

when a person is in danger of death, and no minister or
male Christian is available, a woman may console the dying
person with the preaching of the Word of God and with Christ's
promises, and may absolve him from his sins.

"For what

else is the preaching of the Gospel and the announcing of
the grace of God given in Christ than absolution from sins?
(quid enim praedicatio Evangelii, et annunciatio promissionum
gratiae Dei in Christo exhibitae, aliud est guam absolutio
_a peccatis?) 1151

If a woman may do this in an emergency, she

may also baptize in an emergency.
bid this.

Paul's words do not for-

Paul does not say unequivocally, "Let the women

keep silence": he adds, "in the church," that is, in a public gathering consisting of men and women.

In such a gather-

ing it is a disgrace for women to teach and instruct.

But

in an emergency, when no minister or male Christian is available, "that passage which Paul writes in another place
applies:

In Christ there is neither male nor .f emale

locum habet, quad alibi Paulus scribit:
mas neque foemina est}. 1152

51 Ibid.

52 Ibid., p. 500.

(!!!!

In Christo negue
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But if a supply of them [i.e. males] is not
available, women cannot be kept from this
ministry of the church by any law or express
word of God, nor should they be, unless we
also wish to prevent and repel them in the
absence of males from the task of teaching
the Gospel and comfort;jg the sick and those
struggling with death.
Beza asked Andreae whether women may also administer Holy
Communion in an emergency.

Andreae replied that there is

a great difference between Baptism and Holy Communion.
Christ says, "unless a man is born again of water and of
the Spirit he cannot enter the kingdom of God."

Therefore

it is necessary to baptize those who are in danger of
death.

But a Christian in danger of death has often re-

ceived Holy Communion, and one should not doubt that he
attains salvation even if he dies without receiving Holy
Communion. 54
The difference between the Lutheran understanding of
Baptism and the Reformed understanding of Baptism as presented by Beza became clear in this conversation.

What is

more, the determinative role of the doctrine of predestination in Beza's theology began to emerge more clearly.

5311 Eorum autem si copia quoque haberi non potest, nullo

iure nulloque Dei expresso verbo ab hoc Ministerio Ecclesiastico mulieres arceri possunt aut debent, nisi eas quoque
a munere docendi Evangelium, et consolandi aegrotantes et
cum morte conflictantes, in absentia virorum arcere et repellere velimus" (Ibid., p. 501).
54 Ibid.
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The Conversation about Predestination
Luke Osiander read the Lutheran theses about
.
t 'ion. 55
pre d es t ina

After the theses had been read, Andreae initiated the
discussion, saying that the issue is this:

Did God in his

eternal, hidden counsel make an absolute, eternal, and immutable decree that he does not wish to save the greater
part of the human race, that he does not want them to believe in Christ nor come to the knowledge of his will,
that he does not want Christ's blood to be of benefit to
them, but rather that he created, ordained and destined the
greater part of the human race to damnation? 56
Beza replied in a speech that lasted almost an hour
and a half. 57

He began by asking the assistance of the

Holy Spirit, stating that there is no part of Christian
doctrine by which human reason is more greatly repelled
than this article.

Beza compared God to a wise architect

who, before a house is built, first considers what its purpose will be.

God had a certain purpose in mind when he

created human beings.
was his own glory.

God's purpose in creating human beings

But God's glory is not known unless his

mercy and his justice are disclosed.

For this reason God

made an eternal and immutable decision by which some human

55 Ibid., pp. 502-506.
56 Ibid., p. 522.
57 Ibid., pp. 522-534.
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beings were destined by pure grace to eternal life; others,
by the just judgment of God, were destined to eternal
damnation. 58
Therefore God purposed and he made an eternal,
immutable decree, going before secondary causes,
that he wished in his infinite mercy to elect
some human beings to be saved in Christ, but to
reject others according to 59is justice to be
damned by their own fault.
Mercy presupposes misery; therefore human beings had
to be created in such a way that God's mercy could be shown.
Justice presupposes guilt; therefore human beings had to be
created in such a way that human nature would be of such a
kind that God could declare his justice.

To carry out his

purpose God created human beings in a holy estate, but
with the possibility of falling into sin.

God created human

beings holy so that God himself would not be the cause of
evil; God created human beings with the capability of sinning so that God could carry out his hidden purpose of
declaring his mercy and justice. 60
Having been created holy by God, Adam and Eve then
sinned.

They were not compelled to sin either by God or

Satan, but they assented with a free will (libera voluntate)

58 Ibid., p. 522.
5911 Propositum ergo Deus, et ab aeterno immutabile de-

cretrum fecit omnes causas secundarias antegrediens, quod
pro sua infinita misericordia, velit aliquos homines eligere
in Christo servandos, aliquos vero secundum justitiam suam
rejicere, sua ipsorum culpa damnandos." Ibid., p. 523.
60 1bid., pp. 524-525.
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to the suggestion of the devil. 61

Yet this did not happen

by a kind of inactive permission (ociosa permissione) of
God; rather, since God had decreed his purpose, he also
arranged the ways for reaching it. 62

Since human beings

had fallen into sin, God's justice could be shown in his
judgment upon human beings.
If, however, God's mercy is to be shown, God's justice
first must be satisfied on behalf of those human beings to
whom God would show mercy.

God therefore decreed that his

Son would take human nature into the unity of his person and
in that person suffer the penalties of sin, making satisfaction for the elect by his passion and death. 63
Beza then explained how the election to salvation
through Christ is accomplished through secondary and mediate
causes.

God calls those whom he elected through the preach-

ing of the Gospel and draws them to himself by the power of
the Holy Spirit.
sion takes place.

Through this efficacious vocation converThe Holy Spirit effects the sanctification

of the elect. 64
Just as God brings the elect to salvation through secondary and rn~diate causes, so also he brings the reprobate
to damnation through secondary and mediate causes.

61 Ibid., p. 525.
62 Ibid.
63 Ibid., p. 526.
64 rbid., pp. 528-529.

Since
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God created them to be vessels of wrath he never calls
them, or at best he calls them through an inefficacious
calling (vocatio inefficax) which reaches the ears but not
the heart.

Beza held that when God calls in this way, the

fault is not to ascribed to God but to the wickedness of
the individual.

"But if he [God] does not call or calls

inefficaciously, that is, does not draw [a person] through
the Holy Spirit, this is to be ascribed to human wickedness. 1165
If anyone asks how he can know if he is numbered among
the elect, he is not to attempt to look into the hidden
counsel of God.

Election to eternal life is to be judged

partly by the internal witness of the Holy Spirit, and partly
by the Spirit's promptings in the life of the Christian.
The doctrine of predestination is not milk for children, but
solid food.

Afflicted consciences are to be cheered by it.

On the other hand, no human being can pronounce the sentence
of reprobation since God alone can do that.

The doctrine

of predestination is to be taught only if an individual is
capable of hearing about it--that is, if he has first been
.
d an d JUS
' t'i f'ica t'ion. 66
instructed
about the Law of Go,

More than seven times during Beza's speech Count Frederick asked Andreae to put an end to Beza's speech.

Andreae

repeatedly refused and asked Count Frederick to hear Beza
out, lest Beza complain that he had not been sufficiently

6511 Malitiae autem hominum tribuendum est, si non vocet

aut inefficaciter vocet, hoc est, per Spiritum sanctum non
trahat. 11 Ibid. , p. 530.
66 Ibid., p. 534.
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heard on a matter so serious.

Frederick yielded to

Andreae's request "until disgusted with the length of the
speech (donec prolixitatis sermonis pertaesus)" Frederick
finally interrupted:
conclusion! 1167

"M[aster] Beza, the conclusion!

The

Beza concluded.

Andreae then admitted that he had been rather longwinded in his own discussion of the previous articles;
however, his reason for doing so had been the ignorance
of Lutheran doctrine on the part of the French exiles, and
the fact that Lutheran doctrine had even been misrepresented
in the sermons and writings of the Reformed.

Andreae went

on to reproach Beza for having, in the speech just concluded,
created the impression that not only had he heard everything
that the Holy Trinity had discussed in eternity, but that
he had even served as an adviser (consiliarius) to the Holy
Trinity. 68

Understandably enough, Beza denied the charge

and claimed that he had said only what he had learned from
Scripture.
After accusing Beza of having asserted almost everything that had been condemned in the Lutheran theses on
predestination, Andreae asked Beza if God had ever loved
those who eventually are damned.
tive.

Beza answered in the nega-

Andreae then cited John 3: 16, "God so loved the

world."

The remainder of the conversation about predestina-

tion largely focused on the i nterpretation of the word

67 rbid., p. 535.
68 rbid. , p. 537.
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"world" in John 3:16.

Andreae asserted that the word "world"
69
means the entire human race.
Beza appealed to John 17:9
--where Chi:ist says, "I do not pray for the world"--to support his contention that in John 3:16 the word "world" does
not mean the entire human race, but only the elect.

Accord-

ing to Beza, the passages Andreae cited to support his interpretation do not mean that God loves the entire human race;
rather these passages mean that both Jews and Gentiles are
included in the number of the elect.

Andreae's rejoinder

to Beza's appeal to John 17:9 was that the context of the
words,

11

I do not pray for the world," makes plain that in

John 17:9 Christ is clearly contrasting his disciples with
unbelievers, and that the word "world" in that passage therefore means those who despise Christ.

In John 3:16 there is

no such qualification of the word "world."

Furthermore,

John's own words in 1 John 2:2--"and he is the expiation for
our sins, and not for ours only, but for the sins of the
whole world"--make very plain that the word "world" includes
the entire human race.

Beza again insisted that "world" in

this latter passage only includes the elect.

He interpreted

69 rn support of his assertion Andreae cited John 1:29;
Rom. 5:10; 2 Cor. 5:19-20; Ezek. 18:32; Matt. 11:28; 1 Tim.
2:3; Rom. 11:32. Andreae also took Beza to task for the
concept of an inefficacious vocation (vocatio inefficax):
it would, for example, be a mockery if Count Frederick were
to call all his subjects to him and promise them grai~--yet
retain a hidden purpose to send some away empty. It is even
worse to ascribe such an action to Christ. Acta., PP• 540541.
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the passage in this way:

"and he is the expiation for our

sins, and not for ours only"--that is the Jewish Christians
among the elect--"but for the sins of the whole world" that
is, the whole number of the elect, including both Jews and
Gentiles. 70
Having denied that God loves the whole world, Beza went
on to deny that Christ died for the whole world:
But Christ did not die for the sins of the damned;
otherwise, also the damned, whom God in his eternal
but just decree, for reasons known to him alone,
created, ordain;1 and destined to eternal damnation,
would be saved.
Andreae was horrified to hear this.

He asserted that Christ

died also for the damned and that only unbelief damns.

It

is not the will of God but only the wickedness of human beings
that causes damnation.

Beza replied that sin is the one cause

of damnation, and that he had never heard that Christ died
for the damned.

At this point the Lutheran editor of the

Acta interrupts the text of the conversation to insert this
note:
Since Beza said such absurd, horrible, and clearly
impious things about the death of Christ, namely,
that Christ had not died for all sins and all sinners, the Most Illustrious Prince, Count Frederick,
ordered D~oct9 1 James to put an end to the
conversation.

2

?Oibid., pp. 544-548.
7111 christus autem non est mortuus pro peccatis damnatorum,

alias etiam damnati salvarentur, quos Deus aeterno suo, sed
justo decreto, propter causas ipsi soli notas, ad aeternam
damnationem creavit, ordinavit, et destinavit." Ibid., p. 547.
7211 cum tam absurda, horrenda, et manifeste impia diceret

Beza de morte Christi, quod videlicet Christus non pro omnibus
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Andreae then stated Frederick's wish that since such
a horrible thing, destroying the comfort Christians find
in the universal promises of the Gospel and in the sacraments,
had constantly been repeated, the colloquy be ended.

Andreae

reproached Beza for having failed throughout the colloquy
to say even one word about the sacraments as especially sealing and confirming the Christians election and which are of
such great help in struggles of faith. 73

Beza denied that

he wished to rob Christians of comfort and--as he had so
frequently done before--he appealed to the internal witness
of the Spirit and the Spirit's promptings in the lives of
Christians as evidence of election.

Beza said that many are

baptized with water who are not baptized inwardly with
the Holy Spirit: many receive the bread and the wine, but
do not share in the Spirit. 74
Andreae accused Beza of having everywhere glossed the
text of the Word of God: Andreae recited a long list of all
the ways in which Beza had done this. 75

Beza accused

Andreae of assuming the role of a judge--a role inappropriate
to one party in a controversy.

Beza said that on his part

he had proved his doctrine from Scripture, a doctrine sealed

peccatis, et peccatoribus sit mortuus:. Illust 7issimus Pri~ceps, Comes Fridericus o. Iacobum monuit, ut finem colloquio
imponeret." Ibid. , p. 549.
73 Ibid., p. 549.
74 Ibid., p. 550
75 rbid., pp. 553-556 •
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with the blood of martyrs--probably more martyrs than the
Lutherans had to their credit.
of internal disunity.

Beza accused the Lutherans

He added that the dissension between

Lutherans and Reformed saddened him, and he expressed the
hope that God would be forgiving, and would open both his
and Andreae's eyes. 76 Andreae denied having made himself
a judge and deferred to the judgment of Frederick and the
hearers.

He appealed to the Book of Concord to refute the

charge of internal disunity among the Lutherans.

Andreae

prayed that the Lord would show Beza his error and expressed
his hope that the hearers would beware of teaching which not
only destroys the substance of the sacraments, but also the
whole comfort of the Gospel.

To these words of Andreae

Beza replied, "We will pray the Lord for you, that you may
grow in charity. 1177
The conversation about predestination was not lengthy,
but it was significant.

It had the effect of bringing an

awareness of dissent on this issue to the consciousness of
the Lutheran and Reformed communities in a way that probably
had not been true prior to the colloquy.

78

An immediate

76 Ibid., pp. 556-557.
7711 Nos pro vobis etiam Dominum orabimus, ut in charitate

crescatis."

Ibid., p. 558.

7811 oas Mompelgarder Religionsgespr!ch wurde zum weithin
sichtbaren Fanal dass nun auch in der Pr!destinationslehre
ein Dissensus zwischen Lutheranern und Reformierten bestehe
• • • Dech nun wurde auf einmal aller Welt bewusst, was sich
seit langerem angebahnt hatte: nicht nur Christologie und
Abendmahl sondern auch die Pradestinationslehre sind im
evangelis~hen Lager knotrovers. Zwar hatte der Streit zwischen
Hieronymus Zanchi und Johann Marbach, der seinen Anfang in der
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effect of the discussion of predestination was the subsequent
debate on that subject between Samuel Huber and Abraham
Musculus at Bern in April 1588. 79

The debate on predestina-

tion at Montbeliard had shown the effect of the doctrine of
predestination on Beza's theology as a whole. 8 0

Abendmahlsfrage nahrn, auch zur Pradestinations- und Perseveranzlehre hingefuhrt, doch warder Tatbestand, dass bier ein
schwerwiegender Dissensus zwischen Lutheranern und Reformierten herrschte, nicht so sehr in das offentliche Bewusstsein
gedrungen, wie man das fur das Mompelgarder Religionsgespr~ch
feststellen muss. Durch die Begegnung zwischen Beza und
Andrea wurde die Differenz im Punkte der Pradestination . in
das Bewusstsein aller gehoben.
Gottfried Adam, Der Streit
um die Pradestination im ausgehenden 16. Jahrhundert, in
Beitra e zur Geschichte und Lehre der Reformierten Rirche
Neukirchen-Vluyn, Germany: Neukirchener Verlag, 1970 , XXX,
11

30.
79 Supra, p. 22.
8011 Wahrend Andre!. die Erwahlungsaussagen auf die Gnade,

genauer: die promissio bezieht, enfaltet Beza seine Pradestinationslehre im Horizont der 'gloria Dei.' Der Gedanke
des unveranderlichen Dekretes steht im Dienste der Ehre Gottes
und ruckt damit zugleich ins Zentrum des Systems • • • Der
Schlussel fur dieses Pradestinationsdenken liegt in der Gottes
lehre, fur die sichlerlich das Bild . jenes Baumeisters, das
Beza am Anfang seiner Ausfuhrungen uber die Pradestinationsfrage eingefuhrt hat, charakteristisch ist. Es zeigt sich
in Bezas Ausfuhrungen ein theologischer Absolutismus, demzufolge das Heil in Gottes Willen begrundet wird--allein und
ausschliesslich. Erwahlung und Verwerfung haben ihren Grund
nirgendwo anders--auch nicht im Werke Christi. Wurde bei
Luther und Calvin die Pradestination als Aussage uber Gottes
Treue, uber die Bestandigkeit seiner promissio verstanden,
so wird sie hier im Sog rationalen Aufbaus und philosophischen
Einflusses wieder zum Teil eines Gottesbildes, bei dem zu
fragen ist, wieweit es noch der Schrift gemass ist • • • Prldestination wird hier zur Voraussetzung von Wort und Glaube,
Gnade und Rechtfertigung und wird als Zentralsatz an den
Anfang stellt." Adam, XXX, 45-46. ~or the effec~ of Be~a•s.
understanding of predestination on his understanding of Justifying faith see Johannes Cantine, "Das christologische Problem
im Rahmen der Pradestinationslehre von Theodor Beza," Zeitschrift fur Rirchengeschichte, LXXVII (1966), 93-95.

The Conclusion of the Colloquy
On March 29 the col loquy came to an end.

The Wurttem-

berg theologians first thanked Count Frederick that in his
desire for unity he had spared himself no expense and had
listened patiently to the whole conversation.

They assured

Frederick that although the purpose for which the colloquy
had been arranged had not been achieved, yet something had
been gained through the colloquy:

it had become clear what

each of the two opposing parties taught, and which party
based its position on the Word of God.

They assured Count

Frederick that God would reward him for his piety and they
81
conunended Frederick and his family to God's care.
Beza, Abraham Mus culus, Peter HQbner, and Samuel Maier
then promised Frederick that they would pray for him and
expressed their continued desire for truth and peace.

82

Then Frederick addressed the French in their own language through his secretary, H. Binninger.

Binninger told

the French that count Frederick had hoped for the resolution
of the doctrinal differences, but that since this had not
been achieved, he commended the whole matter to God in the
conviction that the time appointed by God for the resolution of the controversy had not yet come.

Bi nninger ex-

pressed Frederick's hope and prayer that God would provide
a way by which another gathering, which would prove more

81Act~, pp. 559-560.
82

Ibid., p. 560.
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useful to the church of God than the one that had just
ended, could be arranged.

Beza and his colleagues were

thanked for having come so readily to the colloquy. 83
A document was drawn up and signed stating the fact
that the colloquy on the five disputed articles of faith
had taken place between Beza and Andreae at the request of
the French exiles.

The document reports the agreement

reached in the matter of churches and images, and states that
in the other articles the theologians remain with the positions stated in their respective written documents. 84

The

theologians, nevertheless, would do what they could do to
further the cause of unity.

The document concludes with

the statement that since what had been said had not been
taken down by official secretaries (notariis), whatever had
been taken down by either side was not to have the force or
genuine authority of a protoco1. 85

The document was signed

by Andreae, Luke Osiander, Theodore Beza, Abraham Musculus,
Anthony Faius, Peter Hubner, Claudius Alberius, John Wolf
von Anweil, Frederick Schutz, Anthony Marisius, and Samuel
Maier. 86
In his farewell to Count Frederick, Beza said that he
had come to the colloquy with the desire for truth and
peace, and that he was grieved that an agreement had not been

83 rbid., pp. 561-563.
84 rbid., pp. 563-564.
85 Ibid., p. 564.
86 rbid.
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reached.

The matter should now be considered in the fear

of the Lord.

He prayed that God would open the eyes and

illuminate the minds of both parties so that whichever of
the two parties might be in error might be led into the
way of truth.

He asked that both parties abstain from 1

bitterness in controvers~.

He said that he acknowledged

the Wurttemberg theologians as brothers and wished to extend
to them the right hand of brotherhood (dexteras fraternitatis). 87
Andreae said that he too was eager for the establishment
of a God-pleasing unity and that he too was grieved that an
agreement had not been reached.

He said that agreement

would have been reached if the Reformed had held to the simple
Word of God and if they had refrained from glossing it.
Andreae prayed that God would open the eyes of the Reformed
and lead them into all truth.

Andreae stated that he did

not see how he could, or would wish to, acknowledge the Reformed as brothers since they had made themselves guilty of
"horrible errors and abominable heresies" in their writings
and had shown in the colloquy just ended that they were persisting in them.

Andreae promised, however, to refrain from

bittnrness in controversy and promised to carry out for the
Reformed Christians all the duties of humanity (hwnanitatis
officia). 88

Andreae would gladly extend to the Reformed
,
• ) 11 89
"the right hand of humanity (dexteras h wnan1.tat1.s.

87 rbid., p. 566.
88 Ibid., p. 568.

89 Ibid.
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Beza refused Andreae's offer of "the right hand of
humanity."

And with that refusal the colloquy ended. 90

Given the theological positions of the two men involved
and the exchanges during the colloquy itself, the colloquy
could scarcely have ended in any other way.
Beza's action of extending to Andreae the right hand
of brotherhood is a consequence of Beza's attitude toward
the controversy between the Reformed and the Lutheran churches.
Despite the bitterness of polemics, there is in Beza an
irenic spirit.

He had frequently been involved in efforts

to achieve unity between Lutherans and Reformed.

At the

colloquy of Montb&liard Beza repeatedly expressed the wish
that God would enlighten both parties and lead them to a
fuller understanding of the truth. 91

(Andreae would only

express the hope that God would enlighten the Reformed and
lead them to acknowledge the truth of the Word of God.)
Beza held that he and the Lutherans were in agreement on the
essentials of the doctrine of the Holy Eucharist. 92

He was

willing to ask that his co-religionists be admitted to Holy
Communion in the church of Montbtliard--despite its Lutheran
.
1 posi. t'ion. 93
con f essiona

goibid.
91 Ibid., p. 566.
92 Ibid., p. 376.
93 The irenic spirit evident in Beza'~ willingness t~
advise the French Reformed exiles to receive Holy Communion
in the Lutheran church at Montbeliard is probably connected
with the hesitancy of the Reformed to draw a definite line
of division between the Reformed and Lutheran churches. A
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It is very plain that Andreae held Beza's doctrinal
position to be clearly heretical.

Moreover, Beza had de-

fended this position in the colloquy which had just been
concluded.

To have extended "the right hand of brotherhood"

under such conditions would have been a violation of conscience for Andreae. 94

Andreae's action, which has

partial explanation for this hesitancy is the fact that "the
religio-political situation of the German Reformed . • • did
not permit them to isolate themselves from the Lutherans by
means of a public Damnamus. As long as there had been no
clarification of the question whether the Augsburg Confession
mentioned in the Religious Peace of 1555 referred to the unaltered or the altered edition, they could still hope for
a legal guarantee of their existence. The decisive question
was whether they could succeed in disarming the condemnation
expressed in 1530 in Article X [of the Augsburg Confession].
All hope of achieving this desired goal would have been destroyed if in this situation the Reformed had openly condemned
the Lutheran churches • • • Their situation had become even
more acute through the fact that the Formula of Concord made
the explicit claim that the Lutherans were according exclusive recognition to the Augsburg Confession of 1530 with its
condemnation of the Reformed doctrine of Communion • • • More
than ever it must now be their strategy to claim and to demonstrate their basic doctrinal unity with the Lutherans--a task
to which the Reformed irenic has since the end of the 16th
century addressed itself with increasing vigor. A condemnation of Lutheran teachings would have been completely incompatible with these plans." Hans-Werner Gensichen, We Condemn:
How Luther and Sixteenth Centur Lutheranism Condemned ·False
Doctrine, translated by Herbert J. A. Bouman St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, 1967), p. 198.
94 Andreae's action brings to mind Luther's reply to Martin
Bucer's request (at the conclusion of the Marburg Colloquy)
that Luther recognize him as a brother: "I am neither your
Lord, nor your judge, nor your teacher. Your spirit and our
spirit cannot go together. Indeed, it is quite obvious that
we do not have the same spirit. For there cannot be one and
the same spirit where on one side the words of Christ are
accepted in sincere faith, and on the other side this faith
is criticized, attacked, denied, and spoken of with frivolous
blasphemies. Therefore, as I have told you, we commend you
to the judgment of God. Teach as you think you can defend
it in the sight of God." (Hermann Sasse, 'f'his is My Body:
Luther's Contention for the Real Presence in the Sacrament
of the Altar (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1959],
pp. 265-266.)
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understandably been judged negatively by Reformed Christians,
should, however, be seen together with his promise to perform all the "duties of humanity" (humanitatis officia) for
the Reformed.

The efforts of the Lutheran princes on behalf

of the French Reformed community should also be remembered. 95

95 Acta, pp. a3, c3.

The issue of avoiding giving the
impression that Lutheran condemnation of the Reformed position involved approval of the persecution of the French Reformed community was dealt with in the negotiations leading
up to the publication of the Book of Concord. At Smalcald
in 1578 Andreae suggested that a preface to the Formula of
Concord be prepared to dispel the impression that the Damnamus
was directed against persons. The report of the Smalcald
meeting says: "The proposed preface should especially and
publicly testify that we take no pleasure in the butchery
and brutal persecution of the poor Christians who observe
such teachings, and we should clearly manifest our Christian
love toward those poor persecuted Christians." See also Die
Bekenntnisschriften der evangelisch-lutherischen Kirche Heraus e eben im Gedenk'ahr der Au sbur ischen Konfession 1930,
urc gesehene Auflage G~ttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht,
1963), pp. 755-757. Gensichen notes that the "Lutherans
were now consciously counteracting the oversimplified alternative of the Damnamus on one side and the law of love on the
other."
(Gensichen, p. 172.)

CHAPTER VI
I

THE AFTERMATH OF THE COLLOQUY
The Issue of Admission to Holy Communion
On March 26, following the conversation about the person
of Christ, Beza and his colleagues had presented to Count
Frederick a written request that since (in their opinion)
essential agreement had been reached in the doctrine of the
Eucharist, the French exiles be admitted to Holy Communion
"retaining their own confession without any prejudice to the
other"--that is, the Lutheran confession. 1

The colloquy had

ended and an answer still had not been given.
On March 29, at the urgent request of Beza and his
colleagues, Frederick sent an answer to the Reformed delegation while they were preparing to make their departure for
Switzerland. 2

~.,rederick' s answer of March 29 reads as

follows:
•

The most illustrious prince and lord, Lord
Frederick, count of WUrttemberg and Montb,liard,

1Acta Collo9uij Hontis Belligartensis: Quad ha~itum.
est, Anno Christi 1586. Favente Deo Opt. Max. praeside, 11lustrissimo principe ac dom~no, dom~no Frider~cor comi~e Wirtembergico et Mompelgartensi, etc. inter clarissimos viros,
D. Iacobum And.reae, Praeposi tum et Cancellarium Academiae
Tubingensis: et D. Theodorum_Be~am,_Pr~£ 7ssor 7rn e~ ~astorem
Genevensem, Authoritate raedicti rinci is Friderici etc.
nunc anno Christi 1587. publicata T bingen: George Gruppenbach, 1587), p. 376.
2

.

Ibid • , p • 5 6 9 •
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and so on, gives this answer to the little book
of petition of Master Beza and his colleagues
in which they ask that the brothers of their
confession, retaining their confession without
any prejudice to the other [the Lutheran confession] receive the holy Supper from the hands
of the others: That the confession and the
ecclesiastical ordinance of his highness are
well known. If they wish to come to the Lord's
Supper accordiii~ to that confession and ordinance,
and wish to indicate their opinion about this matter
to the minister of the church of Montbiliard, they
should not be refused. Done ,t Montb~liard,
March 29, in the year (15]86.
On April 1 some clergymen among the French exiles asked
the superintendent of Montbeliard that these words be added
to Count Frederick's reply:

"that in receiving communion

the French do not, however, wish to condemn their confession
(Galles communicando interim suam Confessionem nolle condemnare).114

They also asked that, if these words could not

be inserted in Frederick's reply, the superintendent of
Montb~liard publicly read these words in the pulpit or at
the altar. 5

311 Ad Libellum supplicem Domini Bezae et Collegarum eius,
quo petunt, ut liceat suae Confessionis fratribus, suam Confessionem sine alterius praeiudicio retinentibus, sacram
Coenam ex aliorum manibus percipere: respondet Illustrissimus Princeps ac Dominus, Dominus Fridericus, Comes Wirtembergicus et Mompelgartensis, etc. extare publice suae Celsitudinis
Confessionem et ordinatione Ecclesiasticam: si secundum illam
Confessionem et ordinationem ad sacram Domini Coenam accedere
velint, eaque de re sententiam suam Ministro Ecclesiae Mompelgartensis aperire voluerint, repulsam non passuros. Actum
Mompelgarti, 29 Martii, Anno 86." Ibid., pp. 570-571.
4 Ibid., p. 571.
5 In making these requests the French ex~les wer 7 not
fol owing the instructions they had at one time rece 7ved in
a letter of Beza in which he instructed them to receive
communion in the church at Montbeliard without much discussion. Ibid.
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On April 2 one of the French Reformed clergy left the
city to find individuals of the Reformed confession with
whom he might receive the Sacrament. 6
The rest of the French exile~·, however, met with
I

Richard Dinothus and Samuel Cucuellus, the ministers of the
French church in Montb~liard. 7

De Vesinez, one of the

French exiles, asked that the Reformed not be excluded from
Holy Communion nor regarded as being outside the church of
Christ.

Dinothus was about to respond to de Vesinez when

one of the French Reformed clergy interrupted saying that
de Vesinez had not accurately represented the wishes of the
exiles, namely, that they be admitted to Holy Communion
"according to their own confession (sub sua confessione). 118
Dinothus answered that no one--whether they had come from
Geneva or from some other place--had been excluded from
Holy Communion provided they had first heard and approved
the sermons that were preached, "dummodo, auditis prius et

6 1bid., pp. 571-572.
7 Richard Dinothus was from Coutances in Normandy. He
wrote several works: Richardi Dinothi Adversaria historica
in centurias, uin ua enerias, decurias et ataktous di esta
Basel: P. Pernae, 1581; De Bello civili allico reli 1on1s
causa suscepto lib. vi (Base: P. Pernae, 15
; De Rebus
et factis memorabilibus loci communes historici (Basel: P.
Pernae, 15 80) • see "Dinoth, (Richard) , " Grosses Vollstandiges
Universal-Lexicon, edited by Johann Heinrich Zedler (Graz,
Austria: Akademische Druck und Verlaganstalt, 1961), VII,
957. The entry in Zedler gives no further informat~on b 7yond
the notation "Er ist ein Hugenot gewesen, und hat v1elle1cht
als ein Vertriebener zu Mumpelgard gelebet; doch ist seine
Histqrie ziemlich unpassionirt. 11 Ibid. He had died before
the publication of the proceedings of the colloquy of Montbeliard. Acta, p. 572.
8 Ibid.
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approbatis ipsorum concionibus. 119

I

ln fact, some of the

French exiles had receiving Holy Communion in the church
of Montb:liard. 10

Dinothus said that he was certain that

since the French had heard the sermons preached in the
church they understood the confession of the church of Montb6liard very well.
A certain French lawyer, who had frequently received

Holy Communion in the church at Montb~liard, said that if
the exiles disapproved of the confession and the sermons
they would not have asked to receive Holy Communion.

He

added that the French did not, however, wish to repudiate
their own confession or condemn other churches in France and
elsewhere.

Dinothus replied that he and his colleagues had

not condemned other churches but had always hoped the best
with reference to them. 11

However, he said that he was

9 Ibid.
lOibid.
11A note in the margin observes that one must distinguish

between the churches themselves and the erroneous opinions
defended by the ministers of the churches. "For the people
often have purer ears than the lips and hearts of the priests
(Sae e enim lebs uriores habet aures, uam labia et corda
Sacerdotes •
Ibid., p. 572.
Was dann die condemnationes
• • • betrifft • • • ist gleichergestalt unser Wille und
Meinung nicht, dass hiemit die Personen, so aus Einfalt
irren und die Wahrheit des gottlichen Worts nicht lastern,
vielweniger aber ganze Kirchen in oder ausserhalb des Heiligen Reichs Deutscher Nation gemeint, sondern dass allein damit
die falschen und verfuhrischen Lehren und derselben halsstarrige Lehrer und Lasterer, die wir in unsern Landen, Kirchen
und Schulen keinesweges zu gedulden gedenken • • • " Preface
to the Book of Concord, Die Bekenntnisschriften der evangelischlutherischen Kirche Herausgegeben im Gedenkjahr der Augsburgischen Konfession 1930, 5 durchgesehene Auflage (Gottingen:
Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1963), pp. 755, 18-21; 756, i-ii.
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troubled by the ambigui ty and inadequacy of the thirtyeighth article of the French Confession. 12

He wondered

who the "sacramentarians" condemned in that article might
be.

Floretus, one of the French clergy, answered that by

"sacramentarians" the French Confession means
those who reject the signs, so that they say that
they are bare, and that they are not joined with
those things which they signify, although Jesus
Christ said, This is my body, This is my blood
(qui • • • reijcerent signa, ut dicerent, illa
esse nuda, nee coniuncta cum illis rebus, quas
significant: cum tamen Iesus Christus dixerit:
Hoc est corpus meum: Hie est sanguis meus). 1 3
Upon hearing these words, Dinothus said that he felt that
he had indeed heard a Lutheran speaking and asked what could
possibly further hinder the French from participation in the
Sacrament.
Floretus then asked Samuel Cucuellus if he disagreed
with anything that Dinothus had said.

Cucuellus expressed

1211 Ainsi nous tenons que l'eau estant un element caduque
ne laisse pas de nous testver en verite le lavement int,rieur
de nostre 'clme au sang de Iesus Christ, par l'efficace de son
Esprit: et que le pain et le vin nous estans donnez en la
Cene nous servent vrayement de nourriture spirituelle, d'autant qu'ils nous montrent comme a l'oeil la chair de I,sus
Christ nous estre nostre viande, et son sang nostre bruvage.
Et reiettons les fantastiques et sacrementaires, qui ne, _qui
ne veulent recevoir tels signes et marques, veu que Iesus
Christ prononce, Cecy est mon corps, et ce calice est mon
sang. 11 "Confession de Foy, faii te d' un COIIU!).Un accord par. les
Fran~ois, qui desirent vivre selon la purete de l'evangelie
de nostre seigneur I~sus Christ (1559), Hermann Agathon
Niemeyer, editor, Collectio Confessionum in Ecclesiis Reformatis publicaturum (Leipzig: Julius Klinkhardt, 1840), p. 326.
In the Latin text the final sentence of Article XXXVIII reads
"Itaque fanaticos illos omnes reiicimus, qui haec signa et
symbola repudiant, cum Christus Dominus nester pronunciavit,
· meus. " "Gal Hoc est corpus meum, et Hoc pocu l um es t sanguis
licarum Ecclesiarum Confessio Christianissimo Regi Anno
M. D. LXI. exhibita, 11 Niemeyer, P• 339.

13 Acta, p. 573.
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his agreement but added that he continued to wonder why the
French had insisted on receiving the Sacrament "according
to their confession."

Floretus said that they did not wish

to receive Holy Communion with the Lutherans if the Lutherans
rejected their confession.

Floretus added that the Reformed

were unjustly accused of reducing the sacrament to bare
signs, "for we firmly hold that the bread and wine are not
only signs but instruments through which the true body and
blood of Christ are distributed (firmiter enim tenemus, quod
panis et vinum non sint solum signa, sed instrumenta, per
quae verum corpus et sanguis Christi distribuantur). 1114

More-

over, Floretus reminded Cucuellus that Cucuellus himself had

I

in his sermons frequently rejected transubstantiation, consubstantiation, and the local extension of the body of
Christ.
opinion.

Floretus asked if Cucuellus still held the same
Cucuellus stated that he did. 15

Finally, two French Reformed clergymen asked that in
the distribution of Holy Communion the bread be placed in
the hand instead of in the mouth.

Cucuellus answered that,

since simple people might be offended, nothing could be
changed in the administration of Holy Communion.

The French

finally acquiesced in Cucuellus's answer and indicated that
a divergence in ceremonies would not keep them from Holy

Communion. 16

14 Ibid.
15 Ibid., p. 574.
16 Ibid.
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After Dinothus and Cucuellus had left, the French secretly met with notaries and some other citizens of Montbeliard and drew up a document in which they expressed
their desire to receive the Sacrament "according to their
own confession."

The present writer has not succeeded in

discovering the actual text of this document, but its contents
can be deduced from these comments in a pseudonymous letter
of July 31, 1586:
I almost omitted what should especially be referred
to and mentioned: that after the colloquy the
illustrious Count was so far from being less
favorably disposed to the French exiles who were
at I-1ontb~liard, that he permitted the French exiles
to communicate at the Lord's Supper with the free
protestation that they did not wish to depart from
the confession of the French churches--this had not
been done before. This was witnesied before
notaries and pastors of the place. 7
At Easter and Pentecost of the year 1586 the French
exiles received Holy Communion in the church at Montb~liard. 18

1711 Illud pene omittebam, quod maxime referri et commem-

orari oportet, tantum abesse ut Comes illustris, Gallis exulibus qui Mompelgardi erant, fuerit post colloquium iniquior,
ut post colloquium illud, quod ante non erat passus, permiserit Galles communicare Coenae Domini, cum protestatione libera, quod a Confessione Ecclesiarum Gallicarum discedere
nollent; id quod coram notariis et pastoribus illius loci
testati sunt. 11 M. Eusebius Schonbergius (ps.), De Colloguio
Mombel artensi, inter clarissimos viros D. Theodorum Bezam
et D. Jaco um Andreae abito, E istola Dordrecht: Christianum
Reinholdum, n.d. , lv. Aiij. The letter is dated "pridie
Calend. Augusti, 1586." Ibid. None of the sources available
to the present writer have resolved the question of authorship of this letter. In the Lutheran community Beza was
apparently thought by some to have written the letter, but
he categorically denied having had anything to do with it.
See Theodore Beza, Ad Acta Colloguii Montisbelgardensis,
Tubingae edita, Theodori Bezae responsonionis, pars prior,
Editio Secunda (Geneva: Johannes le Preux, 1588), p. 8.
18Acta, lv. c2v.
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Count Frederick understood their participation in Holy
Communion in this way:
We gathered from this that also many of them had
so greatly progressed from hearing the colloquy
that they understood that our opinion concerning
the Lord's Supper rests on the firm and unmoved
words of Christ, and that the conscienig of a
pious person can safely rest in these.
In the preface to the proceedings of the colloquy published
by the Lutherans, Count Frederick further explained his understanding of the significance of participation in Holy Communion.

While the pseudonymous letter and the document

that had been secretly drawn up mentioned that the French
would receive Holy Communion "retaining their confession,"
Frederick states that the French are not to be admitted to
Communion "unless they approve our confession, and, with a
positive explanation of their French confession, assent to
our pious opinion (nisi Confessionem nostram approbarent,
et Confessionis suae Gallicae commoda explicatione, ad
nostram piam sententiam accederent). 1120
For we have been provided through the grace of God
with that knowledge of holy things, so that we know
that among the other purposes the holy Supper of
the Lord also has this use, that it is a note and
symbol of that religion which each professes. For
anyone who communicates with some church in receiving
this Sacrament by this very deed publicly professes
that he embraces the same doctrine of the church
and rejects the contrary [doctrine] and also separates

1911 unde colligimus, plaerosque ex audito Coll<;>q':1io tantum

profecisse ut intelligerent, nostrum de Coena Domini sententiam firmi~ et immotis verbis Christi niti: atque in iis
conscientiam hominis pii tuto acquiescere posse." Ibid.
20 Ibid., lv. c3r.
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himself from others. For instance if someone
communicates with the adherents of the papalist
religion under one kind (as they say), he shows
that he approves of the papalist religion.
But one who receives the Lord's Supper with
Lutherans (as they are called) under both kinds
bears witness that he professes the pure doctrine
of the Gospel and rejects the contrary doctrine.
And therefore we have always judged that one
ought not to trifle with the reception of the
Lord's Supper or prete21 to [believe something]
that his heart abhors.
Whenever the French exiles asked to receive the Sacrament,
Frederick pointed them to the Lutheran confession. 22

He

would not agree to the repeated request that they be permitted to receive the Sacrament "retaining their own
confession":
For we readily understood that such permission
would detract not a little from our pious confession and be damaging to our pure religion,
and that we would come into suspicion as if
we either defended t~3 other confession or surely
favored it secretly.

2111 Ea enim, per Dei gratiam, sacrarum rerum cognitione

praediti sumus, ut sciamus, sacram Domini Coenam, inter alios
fines, etiam hunc usum habere, ut sit religionis, quam quisque profitetur, nota atque Symbolum. Qui enim cum Ecclesia
aliqua in huius Sacramenti sumptione communicant, hoc ipso
publice profitentur, quod eiusdem Ecclesiae doctrinam amplectantur, et contrariam reijciant, segue ab aliis separent:
veluti si quis cum Pontificiis sub una (ut vacant) specie
communicat, ostendit, se Pontificiam religionem approbare:
qui vero cum Lutheranis (ut appellant) Coenam Domini sub
utraque specie sumunt, testantur, se puram Evangelii doctrinam profiteri, et contrariam abijcere: Itaque sumptione
Coenae Dominicae nequaquam ludendum, aut quidvis simulandum
esse, a quo animus abhorreat, semper iudicavimus." Ibid.,
lv. er.
22 Ibid.
2311 Facile enim intelligebamus, talem permissionem piae

nostrae Confessioni, non parum derogaturam, et syncerae
religioni fraudi futuram: nosque in earn suspicionem ventures,
quasi alteri etiam confessioni vel patrocinaremur, vel certe
occulte faveremus.
Ibid., lv. c2r.
11
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The Publication of the Proceedings of
the Colloquy
There had originally been no intention of publishing
an account of the colloquy.

Both the Lutherans and the

Reformed had agreed that there would be no official
notaries to record what was said, and it was agreed in the
document signed by both parties on March 29 that the notes
which had been taken would not have the authority of an
official protocol. 24
That the proceedings of the colloquy were finally
published was due to developments in the following months.
After the colloquy had ended, Count Frederick, together
with Count Wolfgang of Isenberg and representatives of other
German princes and imperial free cities, went to France to
plead the cause of the French Reformed community. 25

Upon

his return Frederick became aware of the existence of the
document that had been secretly prepared by the French
exi.· 1 es. 26
Andreae and Osiander returned to Germany proclaiming
a victory for the Lutheran cause, but letters were also in
circulation indicating that the position defended by Beza
had by. no means been refuted at the colloquy, and that
Count Frederick was in fact more favorably disposed to the

24 Ibid., lv. a3r and p. 564.
25 aenry M. Baird, The Huguenots and Henry of Navarre
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1886), I, 400-401.
26 Acta, p. 575.
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Reformed religion than he had been before the colloquy. 27
On April 28, 1586, in a letter to Count Louis of Witgenstein, Beza said that he did not know what would come of
the colloquy, ,but that Count Frederick, after Beza's departure from Montb,liard, had given the French exiles permission to receive Holy Communion in the church of Montbe'°liard while retaining their own confession.

Moreover,

Frederick had been seen going to Communion with the French
exiles and even singing French psalms with them. 28

Paul-

Frederic Geisendorf mentions the existence of another letter
of Beza, dated June 27, 1586, expressing similar thoughts. 29
However, what most gave Frederick cause to order the
publication of an account of the colloquy was the pseudonymous
letter cited above.

It appeared over the pretended name of

Eusebius Schonberg, and was addressed to the churches of
the Netherlands.

The letter is dated July 31, 1586. 30

This

letter contains a denial of the claims of a victory for the
Lutherans at Montb~liard and states that Frederick had given

27 Paul-Frederic Geisendorf, Th6odore de B~ze (Geneva:
Labor et Fides, 1949), p. 354.
2 SGottlieb
·
· d1·•an d er, Bei' t rage
..
'
h.ic ht e,
Frie
zur Re f orma t ionsgesc
Sammlung ungedruckter Briefe des Reuchlin, Beza und Bullinger,
nebst einem Anhan e zur Geschichte der Jesuiten, edited by
Gottlieb Friedl nder Berlin: Enslin'sche Buchhandlung [Ferdinand Muller], 1887), pp. 161-162.
2911 Je jour de Piques, raconte B"e~e ~ Durnhoff~r, le
comte Frederic assista au culte de l'Eglise fran9aise avec
son ,pouse et le prince, le visage bienveillant, chanta les
psaumes en franyais et s'approcha joyeusement de la table
sainte." Geisendorf, p. 353.
30 see note 20 above.
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the Reformed permission to go to Holy Communion retaining
their own confession of faith. 31

The identity of the author

of this letter has not been established. 32
The printed Lutheran account of the colloquy appeared
in both Latin and German in 1587. 33

It is clear from the

preface of this publication that Frederick was concerned
to lay to rest the rumors placing his Lutheran orthodoxy
in doubt. 34

The marginal annotations were prepared by James

Andreae. 35
Late in 1587 Beza's response to the Lutheran publication
appeared. 36

Early in 1588--the preface is dated February 25,

31 Ibid.

32 see note 20 above.
33 The German translation appeared under the title Col. um Mom
•·
e enwart des Durcn=-tigen
errn Fri
en/
Graven zu Wurte
t seiner • •
R
cker
r Herrn vo
H
Jacobo Andreae, Proost und Cantzler er
Hoh
Schul
bingen/und D. Theodora Beza, Professorn und
Pfarrern zu Gen • Anno 1586. im Mertzen zu Mtimpelgart im
Schloss gehalten/auffrichti und trewlich beschriben. Und
auss Bevelch und verordnun
edachts F
Graven
Friderichs/u. und mit seiner • • Vorrede
schluss diss
587. Jars in den Truck verfertiget. Dadurc die ungleiche
und leichtfertige aussgesprengte Schrifften von disem Geach besonders aber •
ne und lXsterliche E istel
rvon im Truck auss
dtlich ab
inet und widert werden. Auss dem a ein verteutscht
ingen: George
ruppenbach, 1587.
34 Acta, lv. c2r •

.. 35 rbid., pp. 20, 203, 393, 432, 507.
36 Theodore Beza, Ad Acta Cello uii Montisbel ardensis,
Tubingae edita, Theodori Bezae responsio Geneva: John le
Preux, 1587).
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1588--Andreae published his response to Beza's work. 37
In the same year a corrected edition of Beza's response
38
appeared.
The year 1588 also saw the publication of the
second part of Beza's response; this dealt with Baptism,
the rehabilitation of churches, and predestination. 39
In 1593 Beza published De controversiis in Coena Do.

• 40

mini.

II

The background of the writing of this treatise is

the Colloquy of Montb~liard. 1141

It was "Beza' s final and

generally pacific appeal not simply to Andreae and his followers, but to all Lutherans, that is, to all who adhered
to the Augsburg Confession, the Augustana. 11 42

37 James Andreae, Epitome Colloquii Montisbelgartensis
inter D. Jacobum Andreae et D. Theodorum Bezam, Anno Domini
1586, Mense Martic celebrati. In qua ecclesia Christi fideliter monetur, ut ab horribilibus erroribus Calvinistarum sibi
caveat: quos illi de infra scriptis articulis fovent, atque
summo studio propagare conantur. De Coena Domini. De Persona Christi. De Baptismo. De libertate Christiana, in reformatione templorum. De Praedestinatione. De promissionibus Evangelii. De Merito Christi. Adiecta Refutatione
Solida Res onsionis D. Bezae de Actis eiusdem Coll uii
T ingen: George Gruppenbac, 588.
38 Theodore Beza, Ad Acta Cello uii Montisbel ardensis,
Tubin ae edita, Theodori B
' •
rior,
E itio secun a Geneva: Jo
39

Theodore Beza, Ad Acta Colloquii Montisbelgardensis,
Tubin ae edita, Theodori Bezae res onsionis ars altera,
Editio prima Geneva: John le Preux, 1588.
40 Theodore Beza, De Controversiis
. . in
. Coena Domini
• .
per

nonnullos nu er in Germania artim renovatis, artim, auctis,
Christiana et perspicua isceptatio Geneva: John le Preux,
1593).
41 Jill Raitt, The Eucharistic Theolo
Theodore Beza:
Development of the Re orme Doctrine Ca ers urg, Pa.:
American Academy of Religion, 1972), P• 61.
42 Ibid. It should be remembered that Andreae had died
on January 7, 1590. Supra, p. 25.
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It is not an exaggeration to say that the relationship
between the Lutheran and the Reformed community was in a
sense worse after the colloquy than it had been before. 43

43 This evaluation of the situation has been made by
both Lutheran and Reformed churchmen. See, for example,
Hermann Sasse, This is My Body: Luther's Contention for
the Real Presence in the Sacrament of the Altar (Minneapolis:
Augsburg Publishing House, 1959), p. 297; and Joseph
McLelland, "Lutheran-Reformed Debate on the Eucharist and
Christology," in Marburg Revisited: A Reexamination of
Lutheran and Reformed Traditions, edited by Paul C. Empie
and James I. McCord (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House,
1966), pp. 40, 43.

CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION

At Montb~iard in 1586 admission to Holy Communion in
the Lutheran churches of the county presupposed approval of
Lutheran doctrine.

It is very clear that rejection of

Lutheran doctrine would make admission to Holy Communion
impossible.

However, this "approval" of Lutheran doctrine

as prerequisite for admission to Holy Communion did not involve any kind of "catechizing" of the person who desired
to be admitted. 1

It was thought sufficient that they hear

the preparatory sermon explaining the substance and use of
the Sacrament.

If they had heard the preparatory sermon

the evening before the celebration, it was assumed that they
approved of the doctrine of the church at Montbeliard.

Be-

yond that, the decision to come to the Sacrament seems to
have rested very much with the person who wished to receive
.
2
Ho 1 y Communion.
There was no requirement of any formal admission to
the fellowship of the Lutheran Church nor was there any

1 Acta Cello ui" Montis Belli artensis: Quad habitum
est, Anno c risti 158. Favente Dea Opt. Max. praesi e,
illustrissimo principe ac domi~o, domi~o Frideri~o,,comite
Wirtembergico et Momaelgartensi, e~c. inter clariss 7mos
viros 9 D. Iacobum An reae, Praepositwn et Cancellarium
Academiae Tubingensis: et D. Theodorum Bezam, Professorem
et Pastorem Genevensem, Authoritate raedicti rinci is
Friderici, etc. nunc anno Christi 1587.
licata T ingen:
George Gruppenbach, 158 , pp. 70-57 •
2 I b'id.
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requirement that an individual of another confessional
allegiance explicitly reject his confession.

In his

preface to the proceedings of the colloquy, Frederick
even alluded to the possibility of the Reformed explaining
their own confession of faith in such a way that it would
not involve contradiction of the Lutheran doctrine. 3

Ad-

mission to Holy Communion was not dealt with on a rigidly
"denominational" basis.
However, this fact that no explicit rejection of Reformed doctrine was required of the French exiles must be
seen as standing in tension with two other facts.

Frederick

and the Lutheran clergy of Montb~liard steadfastly refused
the request of the French exiles that they be permitted to
receive Holy Communion "retaining their own confession."
Moreover, participation in Holy Communion was understood
as a confessional act.

When the French exiles received

Holy Communion at Easter and Pentecost of 1586, Count
Frederick assumed that they had been persuaded of the truth
of the Lutheran doctrine.

If a person receives Holy Com-

munion in a given church, Frederick argued that in the very
act of receiving Holy Communion such a person expresses
his approval of the doctrine of that church.

4

3 1bid., lv. c3r. There is indication of awareness that
the convictions of the laity in a given church are not
necessarily identical with the teaching publicly proclaimed
by the clergy (Ibid., p. 572).
4 1bid., lv er. Werner Elert assembled a cons~derable
body of evidence that this was also the understanding of the
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The decision regarding admission to Holy Communion must
be seen in connection with what had in fact happened at the
colloquy.

The doctrinal differences between the Lutheran

and the Reformed communities had not been resolved.

But

"no one can read the report of the Colloquy • • • without
feeling that either party knew exactly what the other
taught."

5

It does not appear to be an oversimplification

to say that Beza and Andreae represent in their theology
very different approaches to the interpretation of the
Christian faith.

Andreae represents that tradition which

takes as its point of departure the saving act of God in
the life, death, and resurrection of Christ as witnessed
in the prophetic and apostolic Scriptures.

Although this

certainly does not appear to have been his intention, Beza's
theology is strongly determined by a prior doctrine of God

ancient church: "To the early church a man was orthodox or
heterodox according to his confession. He was the one or
the other according to that confession with which he was 'in
fellowship.' The fellowship in which he stood, the church
to which he belonged, was shown by where he received the
Sacrament • • • By his partaking of the Sacrament in a church
a Christian declares that the confession of that church is
his confession. Since a man cannot at the same time hold
two differing confessions, he cannot communicate in two
churches of differing confessions. · If anyone does this
nevertheless, he denies his own confession or he has none
at all." Werner Elert, Eucharist and Church Fellowship in
the First Four Centuries, translated by Norman E. Nagel
(St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1966), p. 182.
5 Hermann Sasse, This is My Body: Luther's Contention
for the Real Presence in the Sacrament of the Altar (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1959), p. 297.
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developed apart from the knowledge of God in Christ. 6
Andreae and Beza both made use of philosophical categories
in their theology.

However, in Beza's theology the philo-

sophical presuppositions seem to play a determinative role.
What may be some implications of the proceedings at
Montb6liard for church fellowship between Lutheran and
Reformed Christians today?
Any answer to that question must deal with the tremendously varied picture that the contemporary Reformed and
Lutheran churches of the world present.

Such an answer

must also deal with the very different conditions of life
in which Christian people of every denomination find themselves in the twentieth century.

.,,,

.

The proceedings at Mont-

beliard dealt with the admission to Holy Communion of Reformed Christians who due to religious persecution happened
to be living under a Lutheran prince--and therefore in a
community adhering to the Lutheran doctrine.

For the most

part, however, the people of the sixteenth century were not
involved in anything approaching the mobility of twentiethcentury Christians.

The problem of a Christian desiring to

receive the Sacrament in a place where there is no church
of his own confession was not nearly as likely to occur in
the sixteenth century with the frequency with which that

6 Gottfried

Adam, Der Streit um die Pradestination im
ausgehenden 16. Jahrhundert in Beitr!ge zur Geschichte und
Lehre der Reformierten Kirche (Neukirchen-Vluyn, Germany:
Neukirchener Verlag, 1930),_XXX, 45746. Da~id C. S~einmetz,
"Theodore Beza," Reformers in the Wings (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1971), p. 169.
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occurs today.

Moreover, while the present writer would not

be able to say to what degree the laity of the sixteenth
cen~ury were conscious of the doctrinal differences between
the Lutheran and the Reformed communities--and to what extent the differences that were understood genuinely mattered
to them--it seems that it is necessary today to reckon with
the reality of an eroded confessional consciousness in many
parts of the Christian church.
At the level of ecclesiastical authority establishing
or withholding fellowship the words of Hans-Werner Gensichen
apply:
Whether and to what extent the boundary lines of
the Reformation century as drawn by the Damnamus
of the Lutheran Symbols can still be maintained
today can be decided only on the basis of rethinking the inherited doctrinal differences.
In any case the Lutheran Church would contradict
her own confessions if she were not constantly
receptive to, and ready for, a revision of the
earlier condemnations. Precisely in this sense
the Damnamus is a question that is addressed to 7
the Lutheran Church and that demands an answer.
At the level of pastoral practice the following words point
to a concern which, in the opinion of the present writer,
must under no circumstances be compromised:
As surely as we are given Christ's body and blood
to eat and to drink, so surely Christ died for us,
so surely are we forgiven, so surely we are made
one with him and one with those who eat and drink

7Hans-Werner Gensichen, We Condemn: How Luther and
Sixteenth Century Lutheranism Condemned Fal~e Doctrine~
translated by Herbert J. A. Bouman (St. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 1967), p. 311.
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his body and blood together with us. The bringing into Holy Communion of any contradiction of
this oneness with Christ and fellow communicant
runs counter to the Holy Communion, and the body
and blood of Christ.8
In any case fellowship in Holy Communion is impossible with
those who are known explicitly and deliberately to deny the
presence of the body and blood of Christ in the Sacrament. 9

8Norman E. Nagel, "The Gospel is What Lutherans Care
About, 11 The Springfielder, XXXVIII (September 1973), 119.
Emphasis added by the present writer.
9 This understanding was operative in the proceedings
at Montbeliard. It was also Luther's understanding. See
Sasse, pp. 290-291. Martin Luther, "Sendschreiben an die
zu Frankfurt a. M.," D. Martin Luthers Werke. Kritische
Gesammtausgabe (Weimar: Hermann Bohlau, 1883- ), XXX, iii,
564-565.
Martin Luther, "Kurzes Bekenntnis vom heiligen
Sakrament, 11 D. Martin Luthers Werke, LIV, 155-156.
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